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INTRODUCTION

1.1. Need for Agricultural Credit

The contribution of agriculture to economic
development depends to a great extent on its productivity.
-A number of factors have been identified as causes of slow

growth in this sector. Defects in tenure structure, snort
age of capital, market imperfections and inefficient
techniques of production are some of them. Important inputs

qfor maximising agricultural productivity are new technology,
‘quality seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, implements and
credit.

The importance of credit as a technique of increas
ing productivity has been stressed. In the past couple of
decades rural credit procrammes have been organised inl

.almost all the developing countries. It may be argued that
agricultural credit programmes are inefficient in the
absence of new technology. In traditional agriculture there
are few investment opportunities and that additional employ;"I 0 _ \_ ‘K I -. ‘ Ah I ‘O - O '% Iment of capital will not nring about eny bUfIlCl€fit increase in

1. .L ,._ ._ M  ’_ _  __ ___f : H c _. _: . . . c.~output. some argue tnet crocrammes LC prcuiec institutional
_._*_.__
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credit are unnecessary in tle early stages of development
even when new technology and profitable investment opportu

nities are available. They argue that farmers can meet the
additional costs of.new inputs by borrowing from informal
credit sources and that the profits from the use of new
inputs will enable them to finance much mf their future
production needs.

During the last decade rural credit programmes

were organised in all the developing countries. Substantial
amounts of money are going to agricultural credit programmes
in all the developing countries, where capital is scarce.
Rational allocation of these funds requires an analysis of
their use.

In Kuttanadz dependence on agricultural credit can
be traced from land reclamat ons. The cost of credit has
tended to subject small peasants to an increasing burden of
debt. Attempts have been made to reduce the burden partly
by relief measures and partly by provision of institutional
credit. Only the creditworthy farmers are benefited by the
institutional credit.

2. See Appendix—l. Also see Report of the Kuttanad Enquiry
Commission {‘971), Report on Kuttanad Development
Progect (197 3 Report on Comprehensive Development of
Kuttanad (1



Introduction of new technology and multiple cropping
increased the demand for credit. Implementation of land
reforms increased the number of small and medium farmers.

They required credit for all purposes. This also increased
the demand for agricultural credit.

It is important to study the economies of credit use.
Reduction of inequalities in the distribution of wealth and
income has been adopted as one of the important objectives
of an economic policy in developing countries. Agricultural
credit policies could be effectively used towards this end,
if they are properly formulated. on the other hand, it is
likely that agricultural credit programes may aggravate
the existing inequalities if they are not formulated and
‘administered well. The effectiveness of credit policies. in
this respect. therefore depends very heavily on a clear
understanding of the economic issues involved. A study of
credit use might also indicate the effectiveness of agricul
tural credit as a policy instrument to achieve agricultural
growth.

1.2. Research Problem
\

Most of the farmers are in a vicious circle of low

income.* Low incomes result in low savings and low invest
ment which, in turn, result in low incomes. Inadequate

* Ragnar Nurkse, Problems of Capital Formation in Under
Developed Countries, Oxford University Press.
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_internal resources force the farmers to depend on informal
5 credit sources for financing investment. The interest rates

fjcharged by the informal sources are high and exploitative.
irrhis high cost of borrowing narrows the range over which
‘ investment is viable. Increased supply of agricultural
credit is not expected to solve the problem of capital short
age because of defective credit planning. The District Credit
Plan+ is prepared on the basis of the guidelines given by the
Reserve Bank of India. This does not give much attention to
the regional problems of credit planning.

Operation of informal credit market and tenancy
resulted in the interlinkages of land, labour and capital

5; markets. This resulted in the exploitation of small peasants.

fécredit programmes are meant for all, but are actually used
by affluent sections only. Hence the increased credit supply
‘could not create any impact on the agrarian relations.

Introduction of agrarian reforms and introduction of
new technology increased dependence on casual labourers.

High labour absorption in the subsistence agriculture and
increased price of input resulted in high cost of cultivation.
Price of paddy did not rise correspondingly. As a result,

+Peatures of the District Credit Plan are given in the
; appendix of chapter one.
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subsistence economy's future is bleak. The purpose of the
_study is to examine these arguments and related issues with
the help of empirical evidence from Kuttanad.

The credit schemes are designed to help farmers to
earn higher incomes by larger output brought either by an
increase in area or by an improvement in yield rates or both.
It is difficult to isolate the impact of agricultural credit
on agricultural development. Because agricultural develop
ment is the combined effect of all inputs. The specific
.criteria selected for analysing the impact of agricultural
icredit are how increased supply of credit would bring changes
‘in capital formation, agrarian relations, informal lending and
its cost and the changes in area, output, introduction of new
technology, income, savings and employment of farm households.

1.3. Objectives
The objectives of the study are :

1) to examine the interlinkages of land, labour, credit and
commodity markets,

2) to analyse capital formation in agriculture and to what
extent agricultural credit contributed to it,

3) to examine the demand and supply of agricultural credit
and interlinkage between formal and informal credit
markets,

4) to examine different contractual arrangements in the
3; informal sector and the im lied interests involved in it,L_. P



5) to analyse_the impact of agricultural credit on output,
land utilisation and employment.

1.4. Hypgtheses
O

This study is based on the following hypotheses :
1) Increased credit programmes failed to break the inter

locking of factor markets.
2) Capital formation in traditional agriculture is very low

and increased credit could not make any effect on it.
3) Supply of agricultural credit is not meeting the demand

for agricultural credit.
4) Increased supply of credit at low interest could not

reduce rural indebtedness.
5) Existence of multiple credit market in the informal sector

does not mean high implied interest rate.
6) Agricultural credit, which is one of the major inputs, did

not have expected effect on agricultural development.

1.5. Methodology

The study is based on the empirical results obtained
from a three~tier survey viz., farm household, agricultural
imoneylenders' household and financial institutions survey.
Stratified random sampling procedure is used for selecting
farm households.



Kuttanad consists of seven agro-climatic zones.3
Considering the structural development status, upper and lower

Kuttanad zones are selected for the study. From them two
villages each are selected for a comprehensive and extensive

search. The villages selected are Thalavady and Kozhimukku
from upper Kuttanad and Kavalam and Veliyanad from lower

Kuttanad. From each village one hundred farm households are

selected at random. For analysing the role of moneylenders
a separate survey was conducted, And all the financing
institutions of the area were covered with the help of a
structured questionnaire as used in the other two cases.

Data for the study are supplemented by holding
discussions with the key officials and experts in the field.

1.6. Limitations

Agricultural credit studies are subject to some
serious limitations. Credit figures are not always reliable
peasants do “Gt keep accounts and do not disclose even if
they do. Moneylenders and traders are even more reluctant
to reveal their credit transactions. Farmers feel sensitive
about their debts and theY Cannot often distinguish between

Principal and interest repayments. Low income families try

3. Government of Kerala, "Report on Comprehensive Develop
gegt of Kuttanad", Government Press. Trivandrum, 1980,
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to overstress their economic hardships. At the same time
affluent farmers and those who divert credit try to conceive
details.

1.7. Elan of the Study

The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The
introductory chapter highlights the problem, objectives,
hypotheses, methodology, limitations and the theoretical
framework of the study.

The second chapter explains the nature of capital
formation in agriculture. It analyses rural asset structure,
extent, components and sources of capital formation. It also
discusses the major factors which determine investment in
the agrarian economy of Kuttanad.

Chapter three deals with agrarian relations. It
also explains the effect of increased credit supply on the
interlinkages of land, labour, credit and commodity markets.

The fourth chapter deals with the demand for agri
cultural credit. It analyses borrowings, utilisation of
credit, credit needs, indebtedness and the relationship
between credit and indebtedness.

Relative importance of credit agencies, major
sources of supply such as co-operative societies, commercial
banks, government, moneylenders, friends and relatives and



interliukages between organised and unorganised credit
markets are included in the fifth chapter.

Chapter six explains various informal credit
transactions'in agrarian economies. It also discusses the
co-existence of multiple systems of loans and the high
implied interest rates involved in different creditL

transactions.

The seventh chapter analyses the impact of agri—
cultural credit on the major determinants of agricultural
development such as land utilisation, output, employment
and adoption of new technology. It also contains the major
{findings of the study.

The tables supporting the analytical work it the
thesis are appended at the end of every chapter.

1.8. Agrarian Relations in Developing Countries 
Theoretical Framework

Agrarian production relations of developing. 4 .countries appear to be complex. Hired—labour—based enter
prise exists alongwith feudalistic farms and traditional

4. "The agrarian economy which is in the process of rural
transformation is characterised by the co-existence
and interaction of multiple modes of production,"
Krishna Bharadwaj, ‘Production Conditions in Indian
Acriculture', Cambridge University Press, London,‘39?é, p.2. '



peasant farms; systems of labour hiring exist alongwith
share cropping relations: subsistence~oriented production
etists together with marketworiented production. Traditional
technology plays a great influence on production and pr;duc~
tivity stagnates.5 Such production relations have beenJ O p | 6termed as semi—feudal or pre—capital1st.

It is possible to classify countries accorfing
to land holding, structure and certain other accompanying
characteristics as bimodel and unimodel.7 A bimodel structure

tends to be associated with a high incidence of wage Jabour;
while a unimodel structure tends to be associated with a high
incidence_of tenancy. These groups could be further classi—
fied according to the level of technological development and

— -u—-——.~—.—-— ~
I‘3. Ajit Kumar Ghose, ‘ggrarian Reforms_in Developing

Cougtries‘, Select Book Service Syndicate, New De1.i,

Q Bhaduri describes features of semi—fieudalism as sh re
cropping, perpetual indebtedness of the small tena :5,
simultaneous exploitation through usury and tenant
and the lack of accessibility for the small tenant
to the market.

{J}

Amit Bhaduri, "A Study of Agricultural Backwardness
under semimfeudalism , Economic qgurnal, VOlo88: 1973,360

7. See D. Ghai, E Lee and S. Radwan, "Rural Povertygin
the Third world : Ir§nd§i_Cau§es‘and_Egligy
Reorientations", Mimeograph, ILO Geneva: 1979s
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the degree of commercialisation. Such classifications do not
explain the actual production system.

There are two clearly distinguishable agricultural
classes in developing economies. The first class comprises
of those who work on land. They include tenants, share
croppers, bonded labourers and various types of hired land
less labourers. This group can be further divided into
independent tenants and other comprising marginal tenants,
share croppers and landless labourers. Independent tenants
.are those who own enough land and capital to be able to
continue production and meet family consumption requirements

without any need to lease in land or work for wages or
borrow from moneylenders. The second group consists of
traders, landlords and usurers.

Historical tendencies suggest that the sources of
dynamism of agrarian system in developing countries must be
sought in the sphere of relationships between the labouring
class and the non-labouring share recipients of the produce
of land. The independent peasantry has been steadily dis
integrating. They have transformed into landlords, marginal

8. Ajit Kumar Ghose (1984).
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tenants, share croppers and landless labourers in these
countries. A constituent element in the historical process

I“

has involved a steady shrinkage of the independent peasantry.
/

Neither the labouring class nor the non-labouring
class are internally homogenous. There are reasons for
this. A peasant may also be a moneylender and a trader,
These groups are neither stable nor distinguishable. For
labouring classes, survival is the main problem and survival
strategies are dependent on employability and exchangeability
of their labour. Non-labouring groups seeks to maximise
their share of the produce of land, which they receive in
the form of profit, rent, trading margins and usurious
interest. Production relations observed may be viewed as
the operation of two sets of mutually contradictory strate
gies - survival strategies and appropriation strategies.1O

The coexistence of a variety of production
relations shows two features of these agrarian systems,
viz., personalised economic relationsll and a very low
remuneration for labour, For members of labouring class,

9. G. Myrdal, Asian Drama, 3 Vols. Allen Lane, London,
1968; also see Daniel Throner and Alice Throner,
Land and Labour in India, Asia Publishing House,
Bombay, 1962.

10. Ajit Kumar Ghose (1984).

11. Bhardwaj calls it as ‘Operation of Non-market Forces‘
See Bhardwaj {l974).
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employability and exchangeability of labour depends on the
nature of personal relationships. Surplus in all forms
is extracted in the form of tributes from the producers
rather than generated in the process of production. Thus
maximisation of surplus involves minimisation of remuner
ation for labour and not expansion of production and
productivity. Personalised economic relations arise from
economic and social compulsions - the poverty of labouring
class and relative surplus of labour.

In the light of the above discussion some impli
cations can be stated. Firstly, distinctions made between
marginal peasants, share croppers and landless labourers
are not meaningful. Secondly, surplus appropriation
involves only a minimal direct intervention in the production
process. This leads to lowering the wage rate. Thirdly,
technological change and investment are absent because surplus
-ppropriations are not directly involved in the production
process.12 Accumulation is in the form of transfer of
existing productive assets rather than creation of new ones.
Lastly, since interest rates, wage rates and rental shares
are fixed in personalised relations, they can have different
values.

12. Ajit Kumar Ghose (1984).
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1.9. Interlinkages in the Factor Market

An interlinked contract is one in which two or

more independent exchanges are simultaneously agreed upon.
For e.g. when a landlord and a tenant enter into a contract
in which the tenant rents a piece of land at a stipulated
rent and, at the same time, the landlord extending the
tenant credit on specified terms, is an interlinked contract.
Interlinkage, which is an important feature of backward
agriculture helps in understanding many features. Bailey
writes "The watershed is exactly this distinction between
single interest and multiple relationships."13 As a result
of this appreciation, the idea of interlinked factor markets
is being increasingly drawn into economic literature.14

One of the causes of interlinkage is the potential

risk of the lender. If the debtor is lender's tenant orJ
has some connection with him, it is unlikely that he will
be able to get away. If the debtor has no dealings nor any
previous ties with lender, it is likely that he will not
repay. In fact, it is unrealistic to assume that for every

13. Bailey, F.U. "The Peasant View of Bad Life," Advancement
of Science, 1966 December.

14. Braverman & Sreenivasan T.N., "Agrarian Reforms in
Developing Rural Economies characterised by Interlinked
Credit and Tenancy Markets.“ World Bank Staff Paper
No.434, Washingdon 1980: Braverman &-Stiglitiz. J.E.,
“Share Cropping and Interlinkage of Agrarian Markets“,
The American Economic Review, September, 1982.



moneylender among all potential borrower there is a set of
people from whom he can always recover his loans.

Traces of the basic idea occurred can be seen in

economics and in social anthropology. Wharton emphasised
the existence of the dealer-lender-merchant and how this

tripple role gave him powers which a mere dealer or lender
does not possess.15 Longls stressed the role of interlinkage
in his study of Thai and Indian credit markets. The merchants
who trade with farmers in Asia frequently combine the acti
vities of relative, moneylender and buyer of output.

The idea that agrarian markets may be interlinked

was implicit in the formulation of the structure of agriculf
tural backwardnes:'-3.17 Under semi-feudal production relations
landlords may refrain from yield raising investment in order
to gain from the dual flow of income in the form Of rent and
interest, Thug, 13na1ord'e couLLOl over two rural markets
has seen to constitute as a constraint on growth in agrarian
economies. Bhardwaj explicitly raised rural market
interlinkage as an attempt on the part of 1andlord‘s

15. Wharton C.R., "Marketing, Merchandising and Moneylending:
A Note on Middleman Monopsony in Mala a" Mala anEconomic Review, October 1962. Y ' __~_x

16. Long. M, "Interest Rates and the Structure of Agriculn
E3231 Credit Markets", Oxford Economic Papers, 20,

17. Amit Bhaduri, (1973).
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exploitation.18 In this situation tenant is denied the
freedom to exercise choice in production and marketing goods.

Bhardwaj's model featured inter-related markets,
but they are not clearly interlinked. Tenant's involvement
in the land market does not force him into any specific
form of involvement in the credit market. The tenant may
desist from taking a consumption loan from the landlord.
According to Bardhan, labourers, borrowing from moneylenders,

who cultivate land of their own were required as part of the
contract to provide labour services during the peak season
apart from interest payments. This is also a case of market
interlinkage.19 Here, the borrower has no option but to
play a predetermined role in the labour market due to the
nature of his involvement in the credit market.

\

Prasadzo supported Bhaduri's view and argued that

18. "......the term of the lease are not only themselves
quite stringent but quite often include stipulation as
to what crops the tenants ought to grow and the mode
of payment of rent. For instance, he can dictate the
rent to be paid in kind and the time of payment",
Krishna Bhardwaj, (1974), p.4.

19. Bardhan P.K., "Interlocking of Factor Markets and
Agrarian Development : A Review of Issues", Oxford
Economic Papers, June 1980.

20. Pradhan H. Prasad, 'Reactionary Role of Usurer's
Capital in Rural India‘, Economic.and Political weekly,
Special Number 32,33 & 34, Vol.IX, August, 1974.
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semi- proletariat households were found to take consumption
loans at higher interest rates from landlords. As their
debt accumulated over the years they were compelled to sell
their land to the landlords. In spite of selling their
land, in most cases they were not able to discharge comple
tely their debt obligations. Thus the landlords could
force a system of unequal exchange deriving benefits. He
concludes that ”usurer's capital plays a historically
reactionary role which is not only responsible for low use
of means of production and inimical to net investment in
agricultural sector, but also responsible for widespread
poverty, debt slavery and semi-feudal bondage."

In the rural Kerala it is pointed out that
non-institutional credit dominated the rural credit market.
The cost of credit was inversely related to the economic
status of the borrowers resulting thereby in the greater
attachment of wage earning class to their respective
employers in comparison to the other class. There are
several loan transactions in which the borrowers may not

even be aware of the fact that heavy interest is in fact
under the rug.21

Rural Credit : An
conomic and Political
6.

Analysis of Kerala,
21. T.V. Narayana Kurup, " Price fo' °(a rL .1 ” E

Weekly, Vol. I, No.27, July, 97
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Bardhan and Rudrazz conclude that tenant landlord

as well as labour-employer relationship do not necessarily
indicate that usury dominates as the mode of exploitation
and the landlord's concern for usurious income from the

indebted tenant does not hamper his incentive to encourage
production investment.

Khasanbis and Chakravarthy's23 study did not find
any interlinkage between tenancy and credit. They observed
that the typical landlords did not enter into moneylending
practice with their tenants who needed production and con
sumption credit. The credit market was dominated by money

lenders. Thus these findings seem to be consistent with the
result of Rudra and Bardhan.

Chattopadhyaya and Gosh24 found a strong inter

linkage between tenancy and credit in a region characterised
by large scale peasant mobilisation. They argued that the
existence of interlinkage between tenancy and credit could

22. P. Bardhan and A. Rudra, "Interlinkages of Land-Labour
and Credit Relations. An Analysis of Village Survey
Data in East India," Economic and Political Weekly,
Vol.XIII, No.6 and 7,""february 1978.

23. R. Khasanbis and J. Chakravarthy, "Tenancy Credit and
,Agrarian Backwardness : Results of a Field survey",
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.XVII, No.13,
March 1982.

24. M. Chattopadhyaya and S. Gosh, "Tenurial Contracts in
a Peasant Movement Belt : Field Survey Data on Naxalbari
Kharibari and Phansidewa Regions", Economic and Political
weekly, Vol.XVIII, No.26, Cune 1983.
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9be explained mre effectively by the lack of entrepreneurial
[and innovative role of landlords.

5 found thatChattopadhyaya and Battacharyaz
tenants have to depend on landlords for credit and take
advantage out of it. This has been possible because of the
neglifible role of institutional credit. Since the relation
between employer and labour is casual and the daily contract
is not personalised. it is not safe to provide credit to
labourers without security. Since they have nothing to
offer other than labour force, they are denied credit and
therefore concluded that labour market is clearly delinked
from noninstitutional credit market.

A study26~on credit,technology and indebtedness

among fishermen of Kerala found the intermingling of lending
and borrowing and the predominance of intra-community

financing, interlocking of credit and labour markets as
well as credit and marketing relations, and interest rates

25. Manabendu Chattopadyaya and Ruma Battacharyaya,
“Land, Labour and Credit Relations in a Peasant
Movement Belt", gpcial Scientist, No.130, March
1984.

26. Jean—Philipine, Jose Murickan and Etienna Delbar,
"Technology. Credit and Indebtedness ingarine Fishing:
A Case Study of Three Villages in South India",
Hindustan Publishing Corporation, New Delhi, 1985,
also see, "Rural Credit Market in a Backward Area : A
Kerala Fishing Village", Economic and Political weekly,
Vol.XV, No.41, 42 and 43, October 1980, "Interlinkage
of Credit, Labour and Marketing Relations in Traditional
Marine Fishing : The Case of Purakkad", Social Action,
Vol.31, 1981.
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are the sum of two components, ' the opportunity cost of the
loaned amount and the risk premium destined to cover the
lender's risk.’ Another study27 on the subsistence credit
among traditional rishermen found that ‘one cannot identify

28 By givingcredit given separately from credit takers.‘
interest—free subsistence credit between participating
households, “it is a means of guaranteeing a minimum level

of consumption; for owner households in need of regular
supply of labour it is a way of securing a reliable labour
for¢e_"29 This systemigperates through certain institutional
arrangemenfo wnich Scott3O identified as the norm of reci
procity based on the right to subsistence. These studies
show that in most of the cases the production relations
allow the operation of two modes of production - based on
property rights and on usury.

Bhaduri's conclusions have evoked a wide—ranging

response. Their net effect has been to establish that there
are theoretical and empirical reasons to believe that the

27. Anita Abraham, "Subsistence Credit Survival Strategies
Among Traditional Fishermen", Economic and Political
Weekly, Vol.XX, No.6, February 1985.

28. Anita Abraham, (1985).
29. Anita Abraham, (1985).

30. James 8. Scott, "The Moral Economy of the Peasant",
Yale University Press, 1976.



interlinked rural markets need not constrain output,31 if
the landlord has sufficient power to exploit his tenant
_borrower and to withhold the innovation by suitably mani
pulating the rental share, the interest rate and other
terms and conditions of tenancy and credit contracts. In
terms of Bhaduri's model they are questioning the suita
bility of assuming exogenously—determined rental shares
and interest rates.

An essential condition for Bhaduri's conclusion

is that the tenant reduces his borrowings when his income
increases as a result of the yield-increasing innovations.
But it is argued that if the tenant is a maximiser of a
standard intertemporal welfare function of a discounted
stream of utility from consumption, then at an unchanging
role of discount and interest, borrowing cannot be reduced
by the tenant. If the rate of discount exceeds the interest
rate, the tenant's borrowing will actually increase with

(2) 5...:

of Agrarian Markets", The American Economic Review,
September 1976, Griffin, K.B., "The Political Economy

. Ghose A.K. & saith A., "Share Cropping and Interlinking

of Agrarian Change", Macmillan, London, 1974, NewberyD.M.G., “The Tenurial Obstacles to Innovation", Journal
of Development Studies, July 1975, Raj. K.N.,"Keynesian
Economics and Agrarian Economics" in C.H.H. Rao and
P.C. Joshi ed. "Reflections on Economic Development and
Social Change“, Allied Publishers, Bangalore 157?.
Bliss C.J. and Stern N.H., ”Pa&anpur : The Economy of
an Indian Village“, Oxford, The Calrendon Press 1982,
see also Bardhan 1980 and Bardhan and Rudra 1975.
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increased yie1d.32 Even when one takes into account the
unanticipated production setbacks driving the share croppers
to the unpleasant means of underpaid labour service for
meeting his debt obligations to his landlord, the former
does not lower his consumption borrowings when his income

goes up and thus the landlord's incentive to innovate is
not affected. This rests on the assumption that the first
period consumption is out of borrowing and the income

effect of borrowing is defined as positive.33

32. Srinivasan T.N., Agricultural Backwardness under
Semi-Feudalism—Comment“, Economic Journal, 1979.

33. Srinivasan T.N., "Bonded Labour Contracts and
Incentives to Adopt Yield-Rising Innovations in
Semi-Feudal Agriculture", Mimeograph, 1979, cited
by Bardhan.P., (1980).
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. Appendix to Chapter - I

Problems of District Credit Plannigg

The functions of planning and banking are entirely
different. Banbs have to operate in a manner confirming to
the plans made by the District Credit Plan. within the
framework of District Credit Planning the lead bank can

play the part of financial leader in providing the banking
facilities to the district in co-ordination with other fin
ancial agencies. Though the District Credit Plans prepared

by the lead bank have helped planning and managing credit
to priority sectors they still have certain inherent defects.

The district credit plan represents development pro
grammes of bankable schemes which can be taken for implemen

tation by financial institutions within the existing infra
structural facilities. The actual implementation will depend
upon the availability of resources and organisational set up
of the financing institutions and actual demand forthcoming
from public for whose benefits the schemes have been drawn

up. If bank's loan operations are to be fruitful and produc
tive. they should give loans only in areas where effective
follow-up is possible. Dffective implementation of the
district credit plan will need considerable strength of orga
nisational base of commercial banks.



The first district credit planl noted that the
co—operative sector does not appear to be sufficiently

strong in the distribution of credit. Crop loan needs will
have to be met jointly by the commercial banks and co-oper
ative societies. A great deal of organisational effort will
be needed if the crop loan requirements of the area are to
be met. It recommended the following points :

1. iAl1ocating the area of operation in the field of agricul
tural credit must be based on an area basis.

2. Commercial banks will operate in the area adopted by
them and take full responsibility for financing agricul
ture as per district credit plan. Others will confine
their operations to the remaining villages.

3. where the District Co-operative Bank is not in a position
to finance the primary societies adequately, the agricul
tural credit societies should be affiliated to the
branches of commercial banks in the block.

4. Whenever government intends to distribute credit, it must
be in those areas which are not covered by other financial
institutions.

The second credit plan reportz pointed out that there

1. The District Credit Plan for Alleppey District,
State Bank of Travancorea Trivandrum, 1976.

2. The District Credit Plan for Alleppey District,
State Bank of Travancore, Alleppey, 1983.
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were vast differences in the shares allotted and accepted
under various schemes especially under agriculture during
the first plan. In the second plan the shares allotted
under all the sectors were accepted in full by the commer
cial banks. This indicates a slight improvement in credit
planning.

The overall achievement of the second credit plan
exceeded 100%. But there are sectoral imbalances in the

achievements showing a tendency for lopsided growth.3

As per the plan report, the demand for crop loan has
come down. This may be attributed to the following factors:
(1) conversion of cultivable area,(2) fragmentation of
holdings resulting in not availing bank finance being
uneconomic, (3) large number of farmers were defaulters
of old loans, (4) agriculture has become a subsidiary occu
pation and (5) area under each crop has come down. The
demand for credit is estimated on the guidelines of Reserve
Bank of India. This approach is not suitable for estimating
the demand for credit. when demand for credit is estimated,
the problems and the requirements of credit in the region
must be given emphasis.

3. See for more details. The District Credit Plan 1983.pa
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District credit plans and the annual plans prepared
by the lead bank have not identified any scheme for linking
marketing and credit, which could reduce considerably the
problem of mounting overdues.
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CHAPTER - II

CAPITAL FORMATION

Capital formation signifies additions to the

reproducible tangible wealth of the country and measures
that part of domestic product which is used in further
production. Other factors remaining constant, a higher
rate of growth of national product would be the result of
higher rate of investment unless the increase in production
follows from decline in the average capital output ratio
with constant or even lower rates of investment.1 In a

predominantly agricultural country the magnitude of invest
ment in agriculture assumes greater significance. This
chapter analyses the nature and extent of fixed capital in
in agriculture, capital formation and factors determining
capital formation. Items of capital formation included in
this study are land improvements and purchases, purchase
of livestock, implements, machinery, irrigation appliances,
transport equipments and repair of farm buildings.

1. Tirupati Naidu. V, Farm Credit and Co—operatives in
India, vora & Company, Bombay, 1968, p.19.
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2.1. Fixed Cagital in Agriculture

The term fixed capital used here includes owned

lands, farm buildings, irrigation appliances, machinery,
implements, livestock etc. Table 2.1 shows percentage

value of farm asset in each class in each village. Of the
total assets, 51.2 per cent is held by big farmers, 25.13
per cent by medium farmers and 23.62 per cent by small
farmers. The per acre fixed capital stock increases upto
7.50 acres and then diminishes as size of holdings increases.
It may be due to the nature of economies of scale which
operate when size is increased.

2.1.1. Village—wise Comparison of Fixed Capital

The village-wise distribution of assets showed

that, of the total assets, 35 per cent is in Kavalam, 26.19
per cent in Veliyanad, 20.08 per cent in Kozhimukku, 18.73
per cent in Thalavady. The per acre stock of fixed capital
in all villages, diminishes as the size of holdings
increases for holdings above 7.50 acres but with some
fluctuations.

The village-wise analysis reveals that in Kavalam
village, of the total fixed capital stock, small farmers
have 17.88 per cent, medium farmers 19.60 per cent and big
farmers 62.53 per cent. In Veliyanad village small farmers
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have 22.63 per cent, medium farmers 24.18 per cent and big
farmers 53.05 per cent. in Kozhimukku village, small
farmers‘have‘28.23 per cent, medium farmers 29.69 per cent
and big farmers 43.08 per cent and corresponding shares in
Thalavady are 29.44 per cent, 31.8 per cent and 31¢90 per
cent respectively.

2.1.2. Components of Fixed Capital

Table 2.2 shows the percentage and per acre
components of fixed capital stock in each size of holdings.

2.1.2.1. Land

Table 2.2 revealed that land accounts for more

than 94 per cent of the total assets in each size group.
It is due to the fact that in this region land is the major
item of fixed capital and conceals the true picture of
asset structure. Farm land is central to the issue of
capital and finance in agriculture and raises problems very

different from those associated with other types of capital.
While its supply is strictly limited and inflexible, land
is the object of competing and growing demands. The demand

for land is increasing because of the constant increase in._ ‘ 2the need for land in the process of structural change.

2. O.E.C.D., Capital and Finance in Agriculture,
Agricultural Policy Report, volume 1, Paris, 1970,
pt 10'
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2.1.2.2. Farm Buildings

when the size of holdings increases the value of
farm buildings per acre increases upto the size 5.01 to
7.50 acres and then diminishes. A characteristic feature
of farm buildings is that all farmers, except a few with
landholdings less than 2.50 acres, have separate enclosures
for cattle and implements. .Those who do not have separate
enclosures generally use a portion of the residential house
as cattle and implements shed. Out of the 400 sample culti
vators 23 per cent have no separate farm buildings, out of
which 93 per cent are small farmers. Generally the farm
produce is stored in the residential houses. Out of the
sample Cultivators, nearly 29 per cent are large cultivators.
About 40 per cent of them have separate godowns.

As the study reveals the farm buildings consti
tute only about 1.2 per cent of the total fixed capital
stock in Kuttanad agriculture. The proportion of farm
buildings to total fixed capital stock is 1.2 per cent in
Kavalam.

2.1.2.3. Irrigation Appliances, Machinery.Implements and
Others

Irrigation appliances, machinery, implements and

others account for 2.7 per cent of the total assets, of
which 0.71 per cent, 0.70 per cent, 0.46 per cent and 0.83



per cent are the respective shares of each item. In the
case of machinery and implements the per acre value of
assets increases upto the holding size 7.50 to 10.00 acres
and then declines. -The per acre value of irrigation applian\
ces increases upto the holding size 5.01 to 7.50 acres and
then diminishes.

2.1.2.4 Livestock

Livestock has 1.53 per cent of the total value of
fixed capital stock. Of this 42.5 per cent is held by
small farmers, 29.§ per cent by medium farmers and 28.1 per
cent by big farmers. The per acre value and percentage
share of each size of holdings, except 10.01 to 15.00 acres.
diminishes with increase in the size of holdings. The major
components of livestock are milch animals and poultry.

The village-wise analysis reveals that, of the
total fixed capital stock in each village the share of
livestock is 1.26 per cent in Kavalam, 1.53 per cent in “
Veliyanad, 2.02 per cent in Kozhimukku and 2.73 per cent in
Thalavady. The percentage value of livestock diminishes as
the size of holdings increases in Thalavady and in all other
villages the percentage value of livestock increases for
the size of holdings above 15.00 acres.
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2.2.’ Extent of Gross Capital Formation

The gross capital formation includes additions
to assets plus replacement of assets during a period. The
sample study revealed that during the last three years
investment in farm assets was increasing slightly. It was
due to the increased use of inputs to bring about a break
through in the existing technology so as to improve agricul
tural situation. Table 2.3 shows the village-wise gross
capital formation in different size of holdings.

Table 2.3 reveals that the per acre investment
in Kuttanad is %.625.03. .The respective per acre investments
are m.S31.89, m.662.61, B.628.78 and B.668.06 in Kavalam,

Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady. Of the total invest

ment in the surveyed villages 26.00 per cent is in Kavalam,
20.06 per cent in Veliyanad; 26.68 per cent in Kozhimukku

and 27.26 per cent in Thalavady. The per acre investment
increased for the size of holdings upto 5.01 to 7.50 acres
and then diminished with the increase in the size of

holdings in all villages except Kavalam. In the village of

Kavalam it diminished for holdings upto.S.0l to 7.51 acres,
and then increased and again diminished. This shows that
the small farmers invest partly to have more returns from
the limited area under plough and to have a minimum invest
ment essential to perform the normal agricultural operations.
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2.2.1. Components of Capital Formation

Table 2.4 shows the per acre capital formation
in different size of holdings in Kuttanad.

2.2.1.1. Land

Table 2.4 reveals that the investment on land

is the highest, 49.35 per cent. The percentage investment
on land by farmers with different size of holdings shows
that all the farmers invested substantial amount on land.

Small farmers invested 48.38 per cent, medium farmers
51.48 per cent and big farmers 48.19 per cent on land. Of
the total investment on land, nearly 40 to 45 per cent
amounts for purchase of land in all villages. The per acre
investment on land diminishes as the size of holdings
increases except for the size of holdings 5.01 to 7.50
acres. In all the four villages the per acre investment
diminishes except in the case of medium farmers.

2.2.1.2. Farm Buildings

Of the total investment, 7.46 per cent is
invested on farm buildings. The per acre investment on farm

se as the size of holdings{'1} (0buildings is %.46.6. It decre
increases except in the class 5.01 to 7.50 acres. The
village-wise data reveal that the investment on farm
buildings varies between 6 and 9 per cent in all the
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Villages. The per acre investment in all the villages
showed fluctuations as $.36.72, m.47,42, %.53.32 and %.49.49

in Kavalam, Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady respect

ively. The per acre investment by farmers of'different
‘size groups in four villages did not give a uniform pattern.
The per acre investment by farmers of different sizes of

landholdings declined as size of holdings increased in the
three villages except Veliyanad. It has increased upto
the size 5.01 to 7.50 acres and then declined.

2.2.1.3. Irrigation Appliances

The percentage of investment on irrigation
equipment is 4.6 per cent of the total investment. The

percentage investment in each class varied between 2 per.
cent and 5 per cent in each village. The per acre invest
ment on irrigation equipment is m.28.77. It increased for

the size upto 5.01 — 7.50 acres and then diminished. The
village-wise figures show that, the per acre investment
is %.29.7, m.31.19, %.28.93 and %.24.25 in Kavalam, Veliyanad,

Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively. In the case of
investment by different size groups, the per acre investment
increased the size upto 5.01 to 7.50 acres in each class
and then diminished in all villages except in Kavalam, where
it showed fluctuations. In this village small farmers

Q;invested m.32.35, me ium farmers %.62.66 and big farmers

%.21.42 per acre.
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2.2.1.4. Farm Machinery

The investment on farm machinery is 5.47 per cent
of the total investment. The percentage investment in
different size group showed some fluctuations. The average
per acre investment by farmers of all four villages is
m.36.87. The per acre investment on farm machinery increased
initially, then diminished as size of holdings increased.
The village—wise analysis of per acre investment by all
farmers is $.36.65, m.35.72, m.34.95 and m.21.45 in Kavalam,

Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively. The
investment per acre by farmers of all villages showed that
it increased for small holdings, and then diminished as
size of holdings increased.

2.2.1.5. Implements

The investment in implements is 3.79 per cent of
the total investment by all the farmers. The percentage
of investment in different size of holdings increased as
the size of holdings increased. The average per acre
investment in each class diminished when size of holdings
increased. The village—wise data shows that, the per acre
investment is m.19.65, m.21.67, m.27.87 and %.2S.52 in

Kavalam, Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively.

The per acre investment on farm implements in each class
diminishes in all villages except in Kavalam, where it
showed fluctuations.
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2.2.1.6.’ Livestock ~

Table 2.4 reveals that livestock has contributed

23.12 per cent of total investment and has the second major
share in Kuttanad. Of this small farmers invested 29.67
per cent, medium farmers 20.21 per cent and small farmers
19.68 per cent. The percentage investment by different
size group shows that investment in livestock diminishes

with the increase in holdings. The per acre investment in
livestock is m.144.50. It diminishes with the increase in
the size of holdings. The per acre investment are %.120.39,
m.l37.98, %.l35.03 and %.184.6S in Kavalam, Veliyanad,

Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively. The per acre

investment increased initially and then declined in three
village except in Kavalam, where it diminished as the size
Gi
be-«hold 1.-Tngs increased.

Other items in capital formation include purchase
of transport equipments ie., country crafts, improvements

in orchards etc. Of the total investment other items
constitute 6.6 per cent. The percentage investment by
farmers of each size group increased as the size of bold
ings increased. The per acre investment is %.41,62 for
all villages. The village-wise data show that per acre
investments are %.27.11, %.S8.39, %.3S.83 and %.47.73 in

Kavalar, Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively.
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The per acre investment in each size group for all the
villages did not show any definite pattern.

2.3. Classification of Capital Formation

Cultivators generally make new investments with
a view to either save labour or increase yields. Therefore
the,data for investment have been classified into three

categories namely, labour saving items (purchase of improved

implements, machines and transport equipments) yields
increasing items (land improvement and irrigation applian

ces) and essential items (purchase of livestock, traditional
implements and construction and repairs of farm buildings).
Table 2.5 shows the classification of capital formation on
yield increasing, labour saving and essential items.

Table 2.5 reveals that out of the total invest
ment 53.6 per cent is on yield increasing, 9.04 per cent
on labour saving and 37.36 per cent on essentials in

Kuttanad. _As the size of farm increases, percentage invest
ment on yield increasing and labour saving items increases.
In the case of essential items, even though it declines,
there is no definite pattern. The per acre investment on
yield increasing, labour saving and essentials diminishes
as size of holdings increases. The average investment per

acre on yield increasing items is $.339.98, on labour saving
items e.56.31 and for essentials m.232.19. As the size
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of each class increases, percentage investment in yield
increasing items increases upto the size 5.01 - 7.50 acres
and then diminishes: in the case of labour saving items
it increases initially and then diminishes; and investment
on essentials diminishes initially and then increases. The
above analysis reveals that farmers are interested in
investments on yield increasing and essential items. The
increased yield in turn creates funds for further invest
ment. Because of the nature of cultivation, labour saving
devices have little applicability.
I

The village-wise analysis revealed that the percen
tage of investment on yield increasing, labour saving and
essentials Gid not show any definite pattern, but it showed
some fluctuations as the size of holdings increased. But
investment per acre on three items showed decreasing trend
with some fluctuations as the size of holdings increased
in all the four villages.

2.4. %ources of Capital Formation

The major sources of capital formation are savings,
borrowings, liquidation of assets, family labour and other
sources especially appreciation in the value of assets.
It is evident from table 2.6 that major portion of the total
.capital formation is financed by borrowings. In Kuttanad
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more than 40 per cent of the investment is financed by borrow
ings, 23-per-cent by savings, 18 per cent by liquidation of

assets, e per cent by family labour and 12 per cent by other
sources. Percentage of investment financed by borrowings
diminished as the size of holdings increased and the share of
savings to capital fbrmation increased as the size-of holdings
increased. Thus we conclude that investment in agriculture
depends on borrowings. In this context it is worthwhile to
analyse income saving and investment of farm households.

2.4.1. Income Saving and Investment - Cross Section Analysis

The total income is the value of all crops produced
on the farm. The main product as well as by-products have
been evaluated at the prevailing prices. Income earned from
other sources in agriculture (dairying, hiring out of imple
ments etc.) are also included to the total income. It is
observed from table 2.7 that total income increases (both per
acre and household) as the size of holdings of farm households
increased. Income on all size groups of farms continued to
rise slightly from year to year. This may be the result of
persistent rise in the prices of agricultural commodities
accompanied by the increase in farm output.
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Savings may be measured_by two methods, namely direct

and indirect.3 In the direct method, savings are straightaway
estimated at the end of a particular year; while in the
indirect method, income and expenditure of households are

measured to estimate the savings. In this study, indirect
method has been followed to measure the savings of the farmers,
since the adoption of the direct method present a number of
difficulties relating to accuracy. A perusal of table 207
indicates that savings increase with the increase in size of
holdings. In other words large farmers are able to save"
higher percentage of their total net income in comparison
with small farmers. This behaviour is due to the fact that
marginal propensity to consume goes on decreasing with an in
crease in the incomes of the cultivating families. Therefore,
the percentage of total income consumed decreases as the size
of holdings increases resulting in comparatively higher
savings of large farmers. The average savings per acre is
%.190.

The net funds available for investment has been

worked out by deducting the amount of borrowings repaid

pa 2 1 1 Formation in Agriculture,
Pragat Prakashan, Meerut, p.79.
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and financial investments from the sum of savings, borrow

ings and receipts from the liquidation of assets during
the period under study. The net amount available for
investment and actual amount in agricultural operations
are given in table 2.7. The average amount available
for investment is 3.1830, actual investment %.1723 and

balance $.107. The figures reveal that as the size of
holdings increases (both per family and per hectare) funds
available for investment increases. This is consistent
uith the trend observed in the case of savings. The balance
is the amount hoarded, or which is not reported by culti
vating families. Probably the cultivators hoard a part of
their income for precautionary demand for money.

2.5. Determinants of Investment

Agriculture in many backward agrarian economies

are characterised by low rate of capital formation. Some
authors4 argue that the main reason for the low rate of

4. Schultz. T.w., (1964): Lockwood. 3, "Pattern of
Investment in Farm Machinery and Equipment“,
Economic and Political weekly, Vol.7, No.40, 1972:

(contd.)
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investment in agriculture is the absence of profitable
investment opportunities. Traditional farmers allocate
resources optimally among various uses. Since resource
allocation is optimum, returns are low. This means that
new investment opportunities created with better techno
logy will increase returns and, in turn, capital formation.
Investment as a positive function of opportunities oreated_
has been challenged by some writers.5 They are of the view
that interlinkages in factoral market may impede capital
-formation. According to Bhaduri,6 semi-feudal characteristi
of agriculture may help to create a situation where innova
tion is impeded and investment constrained. He argues;
under semi—feudal relations, landlords assume dominance in

decision—making and impede innovation and investment by

tenants through interlinkages in the factoral market. In

(F.N.4 contd.)

Johnson D.G., "Resource Allocation Under Share
Contracts", Journal of Political Economy, Vol.58,
No.2, 1950: Lipton. M., “Theory of Optimum Peasant",
Journal of Development Studies, Vol.4, No.3, 1968.

5. Bhardhan P.K. a Rudra A., (1978); Bhaduri, n., (1973):
Bharadwaj and Des. P.K., “Tenurial Conditions and Mode
of Exploitation : a Study of some Village: in izissa”,
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.10, 1o=Sw°, f??C.in. ct” imiwiliiwmimwmm

c‘-\

\-. Eco dnaoter Three.



this situation some such factors are examined to identify

the ways in which they affec:_capital formation in agricul
ture.

2.5.1. Hgm Net Returns

High net returns or profitability of farm
investment is an important variable explaining investment
behaviour of farm households. If we assume the availability
of necessary resources and farmers take rational decisions,
it is then expected that farmers will undertake productive
investments, if such investments fetch high returns than
alternative investment funds.

In this connection we can examine the returns
from agriculture and that from informal sector, especially
moneylending. Informal moneylending has two effects :

firstly, high returns may divert capital away from produc
tive channels and secondly, under semi—feuda1 production

relations, it is informal money lending which impedes
innovation and investments. Here we examine both these
views.

It is observed that in all the villages the rate
of interest? is higher than the marginal rate of

7. Rate of return on moneylending has been calculated as
the percentage of total interest payment to totalloan advanced. The interest rate in informal sector
varies from 40 to 60 per cent per year and that of
organised sector 11 per cent, the average comes to
33 per cent.
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return8 on capital employed in agriculture. Since large
households are usually the main supp1iers of credit, the
above finding may be advanced as a factor explaining lower
investment among them.

As far as the effects of moneylending and semi-feudal
relations on investment, one cannot be sure of such a pheno
menon. According to Bhaduri. landlords enjoy two sources
of income. one from providing consumption loans to tenant
and the other from rent. Landlords will impede invest
-ment by tenants if the expected loss in moneylending
is larger’ than the gain from share rent through
investment. ’Phe doubt about this reasoning arises due to
the assumptions of the model.9 One cannot argue that the

8. Marginal rate of return has been calculated by partially
differentiating the respective linear regression
equations, land labour capital as independent variables
and output per acre as dependent variable. The linear
regression for each village and Kuttanad are given
below : See Appendix Chapter — II.

Kavalarn :- Y = --.56 X1 - 2.35 X2 + 3.32 X3 + 1.07
(Table 2.8 (a))

Veliyanad :- Y = 16.5 X1 + 3.6 X2 — 6.53 X3 + 6.07
(Taole 2.8 (b)?

Kozhimukku :~ Y = 2.92 X1 — .75 X2 + 1.75 X3 + 1.37
("P3}C.‘-‘:’i- 2.8

.-.1.hu.C‘lL"Y‘-73:3‘ -' .4 W V’: A r .134? ‘i’  }u,-2 ‘-' .45  + 3cL22-5 £4I-:47. «IE.
2 u 3.63 X, m 0.60 X2 + 1.56 X3 - 1.03

{Table 2.8 (e))
H2

9. See Chaoter”Three.
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coexistence of share-cropping and moneylending will necess
arily enhance investment. Existence of high returns from
meonylending in some cases and under special circumstances

ldoes not necessarily mean that capital is diverted to that
channel from productive uses of funds.

In traditional agriculture the relationship
between productiverinvestment and returns from such funds
may be affected by several other factors. Firstly, tradi
tional households may be very doubtful about the returns
from any investment and therefore may attach a high risk
premium in their calculation of expected profits. Liptonlo
calls this view as ‘survival algorithm‘. They do not base
their calculations on marginal returns but.on average
returns, and unless marginal returns are high they may
refrain from undertaking productive investment.11 Secondly,
even if returns are very high the farm households may not
be able to invest because of lack of opportunities.
Thirdly, in pre-capitalist agriculture there may be various
other alternative uses of funds which may not yield high
returns, may nevertheless be an integral part of life
styles. This may lead to an enhancement of social prestige.

10. Lipton, M., "The Theory of dptimising Peasant",
Journal of Development Studies, Vol.4, No.3, 1968.

ll. Epstein, T.S., "Economic Development and Social
Change in South India", Manchester University
Press, Manchester, 1962.
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Finally, the exepost relationship between productive invest
ment and profitability is positive in some cases, it may
not be a genuine one. Even with a static technology such
a relationship may obtain because of the variation of
labour use per acre of land. Reference may be made to the

12arguments on size of holding and land productivity. The
inverse relationship observed between the two in many

‘studies13 stems largely from greater use of ‘cheap labour
on smaller holdings. Unless we eliminate the effect of
variation in the use of labour among different farm house
holds, one cannot conclude anything about the relationship.

2.5.2. Existence of Share Cropping

The traditional View on the disincentive effect on

tenants arising out of share cropping is given by Johnson.14

Y

12. Bhardwaj, K. 1974: Battacharya, N. & Sani G.R.,
"Farm Size and Productivity : A Fresh Look", Economic
and Political weekly, Vol.7, No.26, 1972; Chandra N.K.,
"Farm Efficiency under Semi Feudalism and Some Marxist
Formulations", Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.9,
Nn.32—34, 1974. Chattopadhyay, E and Rudra A., "Size
Productivity Revisited", Economic and Political Weekly,
Vol.11, No.39, 1976. Rudra A. and Bandopadhyay 8.,
"Marginalist Explanation for more Intense Labour
Input in Smaller Farms : Empirical Verification",
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol.8, No.2, 1973.

13. Bhardwaj, K., (1974); Battacharya N. and Sani G.R..
(1972): Chattopadhyay, P. and Rudra A., (1976).

14. Johnson, D.G., (1950).
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A

Chaungls raised serious challenge and argued that resource
allocation is invariant to the tenurial status of farms.
The landlords maximise their income by stipulating in the
lease contract, and/or the amount of non—land inputs

and/or by parcel1isation_of leased land among a number of
tenants. By controlling any of the variables the landlords
can optimise their income and ensure an optimal utilisation
of resources by their tenants. Cheung gave a very dominant

' role to landlords and ignored objective functions by
tenants and derived his results. Bardhan and Sreenivasan16

argued that if the objective functions of the tenants are
included, Cheung's conclusion becomes invalid and thus

revert the argument that resources are misallocated under
share-cropping.

Difference in opportunity cost of resources for

different categories of farm households and its implication
for the existence of share cropping arrangements will give
only partial answer for incentive to invest. Share croppers,
who have lower opportunity cost of labour in relation to
capital, will not have much of an incentive for productive

1...: (J1 9 Cheung, S.N.S., "The Theory of Share Tenancy",
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1969.

16. Bardhan, P.K. & Sreenivasan T.N., "Crcp~sharing
Tenancy in Agriculture : A Theoretical and
Empirical Analysis", American Economic Review,
Vol.61, No. 1, E971.
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investment, especially labour saving.17 Only minimum
amount of labour and capital can_be used for productive

investment, if they have some incentive for undertaking
investment. Such investments may have some constraints.

Where landlords have sufficient power to vary the share
rent, any improvement/in the quality of land may tempt
them to demand a larger share of increased produce.

Insecurity of tenure andirisks may reduce incentive for
investment. Thus tenants may not be interested in invest
ments on leased land, not even by their own labour, but
may prefer to lease in more land or accept wage employment
to supplement their income.18 In Kuttanad, after the
Tenancy Abolition Act,19 leasing of land is informal and
landlords lease out land only for one or two crops. After
each crop landlords change terms and conditions. Thus there
is no security of tenure and hence impedes productive
investment.

Under share cropping arrangements, landlords
receive only a portion of the produce from their land.

17. Atique Rahman : "Surplus Utilisation and Capital
Formation", Bangaladesh Development Studies.

18. Myrdal, G., Asian Drama : An Enquiry into the Poverty
of Nations, Vol.11, Penguin Press, London, 1968.

19. Land Reforms Act 1963.
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Unless they can control complementary input-use by tenants

and able to vary rent to their advantage they are unlikely
to be interested in productive investment on leased out
land. If the marginal return from productive investment
on leased out land is higher than opportunity cost of
capital plus enforcement‘of stipulated input use and other
forms of related controls, the landlords would refrain
from productive investment on leased out land.20

According to table 2.8 the participation by
landlords and tenants in productive investment has resulted
in only a small proportion of landlords and tenants making
investments on leased land ie., only 22 per cent in Kavalam,
18 per cent in Veliyanad, 26 per cent in Kozhimukku and 24
per cent in Thalavady. In the case of tenants the respect
ive percentages were 14, 18 15 and 17. lparticipation of
tenants and landlords in productive investment reveals
that share-cropping arrangements may have disincentive
effect on productive investment.

2.5.3. In Kuttanad most of the farmers are not able to
save anything from agriculture. They are perpetually in
debt. As a result land cultivated by any average farmer has
nc chance of improvement. Since the returns are very low,

20. Atique Rahman.



even if they could save, there is a common tendency among
farmers to divert the funds to informal sector. In
addition to affecting capacity to save and invest, low
incomes are of direct relevance on propensity to innovate.
This is because when incomes are low the risks appear to
be greater.21

2.5.4. Population

Another factor which prohibits application of
capital is excess pressure of population. Labour intensive
agricultural production, the type followed in Kuttanad.
greatly restricts the value of output per head, since there
in inverse relation between labour intensity and yields per
lrbour.22 Low income and consequent low ability to take
risk, small size of farms and labour intensive techniques

are basic to mode of capital handling and give the techno
logy used an appearance of traditionality.

2.5.5. Government Investment

Government investment in agriculture and various

support activities are designed to create infrastructural

21. Belshaw, H., Provision of Credit with Special
Reference to Agriculture, Cambridge, England, 193}.

22. Belshaw {I931}.
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facilities and to provide necessary incentives for increased
production and it will create external economies. One such
investment in Kuttanad is the construction of permanent bunds
by Kerala Land Development Corporation. This helped to
convert paddy fields to double cropping areas. But certain
investments by government may compete with that of the

private sector.and thereby dampen the incentive of the
private sector to undertake such investments. For example,
the government is spending substantial amount in supplying
improved inputs, with the expectation that the poor farmer
will be able to derive the benefits of the subsidised

programme. However, in many cases such programes are
monopolised or diverted to influence large farmers.

2.5.5. Size of Holdings

In Kuttanad the average size of holdings is
small and almost all the holdings are fragmented. About
60 per cent of cultivators have holdings less than 5 acres
and almost all fields are fragmented in two or more pieces.
A small size farm can hardly afford a firm economic basis
for large scale investment. If the size of farm is too
small, any addition of capital ma’ mean underutilisation
or waste. Small farms are more capitaluintensive because
of the indivisibility of certain forms of capital.
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2.5.7. Religious and Social Factors

In a peasant society the religious and social
ideology of farmers can have a negative effect on capital
formation. The claims of kin and fulfilment of ritual

obligations frequently override considerations of economic
efficiency. The data collected do not permit us to

anfilyse this aspect.
J

2.6. Future Capital Reguirement

Future capital requirements depend on several
factors, in particular the rate of increase in agricultural
production, the rate of outflow of agricultural labour and
theflrate of structural change. The more rapid these
trends, the greater capital requirements are likely to oe.
Furthermore, capital requirements are influenced by
technological developments.



Appendix to Chapter -11

Since one number of observations are small, we use
chi- square test to find goodness of fit. The values are

+- . . . , 2tested at SA slgnlfxcance level. The calculated.X values
and table values are given in the following table.

" " ' ' ' ' " ' " ' " " ' EaIcB1;t;a'v;;Ee; Sf’ " ‘T2513’ '
Villages X2 €}g_%_§)2 (sgalzsgl)

Kavalam 518 18.307Veliyanad 1404 18.307
Kozhimukku -703 18.307
Thalavady 549 18.307Kuttanad 978 18.307

For Kavalam, Veliyanad and‘Thalavady villages, the- 2 . .calculated value or X is hlgher than the table Value
ané the result of the experiment éoes not support our
hvpothesis. For Kozhimukku and for Kuttanad, the tableL
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CHPTER - III

AGRA§IAN RELATIONS IN KUTTANAD

Although the land reforms of the 1960s have brought
changes in the agrarian structure of Kerala, the trends that
emerge in recent years show a different picture. Increasing
cost of cultivation, declining profitability of paddy culti
vation and land management problems have forced farmers of
Kuttanad to seek new land relations. The special conditions
prevailing in Kuttanad helped this new trend. In this situ
ation it is possible to point out two alternatives on the part
of the farmers. One is less intensive cultivation or leave
more land fallow. Constraints like capital intensity and
strong protest from agricultural labourers to conversion
stand against this. In this situation farmers are forced to
find out other ways of land utilisation. Unemployment of
agriéultural labourers forced them to find possible alterna
tives. ?his resulted in the emergence of informal leasing.1
This new land relation is a phenomenon of 19805. This needs
special investigation because any form of leasing is illegal
in post land reform period. Moreover, it is significant that

1. Informal means illegal.
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this new development is occuring in a state like Kerala where
the implementation of land reforms has been more successful
than in other states. It becomes all the more important when
we realise that it happens in a place where peasant and agri
cultural labour movements have been powerful.

In many parts of India tenancy in various forms is
reported to exist even after its abolition. Tenancy in the
form of crop sharing is widely prevalent in Uttar Pradesh,

2 In Andhra Pradesh the tradiuhere it was abolished in 1950.
tional form of share cropping has been substituted by new
arrangements like cost sharing.3 Various forms of tenancy
have existed in different parts of the world in different
historical situations. The reasons of this might vary from
region to region.4

2. Kripa Sankar, Concealed Tenancy and Its Implications
for Equity and Econgmic Growth, Concept Publishing
Company, New Delhi 1980.

3. G. Parthasarathy and D.S. Prasad, "Responses to and
Impact of HYV Rice According to Land Size and Tenure
in a Deltaic Village, Andhra Pradesh“, The Developing
Economicg. June 1974.

4. Pearce, “Share Cropping : Towards a Marxist View“
Journal of Peasant Studies, January - April 1983.
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Land leasing has been legally abolished and informal
leasing has been reported in certain parts of India. Share
cropping is still the predominant form of tenancy in North
East India, while cost sharing and fixed rent leasing are

5 It seems that in areas otherpredominant in South India.

than Kerala the existing tenancy arrangements are largely a
contribution of earlier systems. In Kerala. after the imple
mentation of land reforms, land leasing is virtually extinct.
The present trend in Kuttanad is a clear departure from
‘hitherto existing one. The predominance of cash rent is
also a new development. In the case of other regions in

1.

India cost sharing and fixed rent tenancies are considered
as an advancement over the existing share cropping arrangement.6

3.1. Evolution of Agrarian Relations

The traditional agrarian structure in Kuttanad was the
one which evolved over a long time and established by the 19th
century. “A complex division of labour based on caste system

5. Pranab Bardhan, ‘Variations in Extent and Form of Agricul
tural Tenancy, Analysis of Indian Data Across Regions and
overtime“, Economic and Political weekly, 11 & 18 Sept. 1976.

6. Ashok Rudra. "Organisation of Agriculture for Rural Deve
lopment“ : The Indian Case in : Dharam Ghai et.al {Eds}
Agrarian Systemsgand Rural Development, Macmillan Press
London, 1979.
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and differential rights and duties in relation to land and
1abour“,7 developed very early. This enabled privileged
strata in society to extract the surplus produced by the

actual cultivators. The important features of the systems
were the following :

It was a caste-based hierarchical society wherein the
superior ownership on land called Janmom rights were held by
the temple authorities (devasom), the Brahmin families
(brahmaswoms) or the Nair chieftains.9 They were non-culti
vating landlords who thrived on the rent from the tenants.
Land used to be leased out to tenants in large parcels by the
janmies. The tenants mostly belonged to the Nair or Syrian
Christian community in Kuttanad.

Under the traditional system there existed a protected
land market. The privilege of leasing in land was not exten
ded to the members of the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.

7. Joseph Tharemangalam, ggrarian Class Conflict The Political
Mobilisation of Agricultural Labourers in Kuttanad, south
India, The University of British, Columbia, 1981, p.32.

8. T.C. Varghese, ‘Agrarian Changejend Economic Consequences‘.
Allied ?ublishers, Calcutta, 19705 Chapters 2. 3 & 4.

9? Joseph Tharamengalem (1981), p.36.
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This discriminatory rule restricted their entry to the land
market on potential tenants. Land ownership was associated
with high status. ‘Labour in the field is negatively valued
and is associated with low status and low castes. Pillai
and Panikar remarked that in Kuttanad, the divorce between

proprietorship of land and work in the fields was as complete
as it could be.1o

The actual tilling operations in land thus leased out
was not necessarily by tenants but by the labourers belonging
to the backward communities. The scheduled caste members,

who were socially relegated to carrying out the agricultural
operations, were treated as slaves tied to the land and
transacted alongwith it by the janmies.

Since labour input in rice farming is subject to high
degree of seasonality resulting in labour commanding a higher
price in the peak season, it would be in the interest of
every farmer to ensure an adequate supply of labour to meet
the seasonal requirements. Hence in areas where rice farming

is predominant, we find institutions like attached labour
system, whereby employer ensures the services of adequate
number of labourers by attaching them to his households by

10. V.R. Pillai and P.G.K. Panikar, “Land Reclamation is
Kerala,“ Asia Publishing House, B mba' 0 "*’’°[”' <- .

-/OJ; }»¢.'-.'....'..<.-s:



11 , when the farmer entersoffering him pecuniary benefits.
into formal or informal contracts he is motivated by two
considerations. Firstly, to assure adequate supply of
labour and secondly, to reduce the labour costs. The attan
ched labour system is devised in such a way that the labourers
in the lean season are at least potentially met by the employer
as a trade off for rendering their services during the peak
season in adequate quantum on a regular basis. .The labourer's
family was often housed on small plots of land attached to the
farmers. They were assured of employment opportunities within
the farms and were given cash advances. A good proportion of
the annual subsistence requirements of the attached labourer
households are met by the wage income provided by~the employer.

The attached labour system was a feature of Kuttanad

region, as labour requirements in Kuttanad were relatively
higher compared to other regions. Owing to the very rigorous
natural constraints paddy cultivation in Kuttanad has to be
conducted within a strict time—schedule. The sowing season

11. A.V. Jose, "The Origin of Trade Unionism Among the
Agricultural Labourers in Kerala“, Social Scientist,
No.60, 1977.
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commences everywhere in Kuttanad simultaneously. Such circumw

stances necessitated steady supply of labour and hence secured
the services of attached labour. The services of male labour—
ers and their families were contracted : and those workers

12 or Paniyals. They used to attend toare called 5napanikkar
all kinds of operations specific to Kuttanad cultivation. The
prospects of accommodation and continued employment served to

lure the workers to become paniyals. They scarcely changed
their masters. As they continued to stay in the households

provided to them they also became the kudikidappukar of the
landlords.13 Till 1940s they were attached labourers.

The effect of tenancy reforms, initiated in the Travancore
region in the 19th century, became visible in Kuttanad region
form the beginning of the present century. The rising class
of capitalist farmers initiated the extension of cultivation
to the adjoining Kayal zones. Extensive areas in the backwaters
of Kuttanad were reclaimed for rice cultivation through oper
ations which required substantially large capital investments.14

12. Collected from the discussions with farmers. The system
of attached labour can be seen in Thakazhi’s “Two heasures
of Rice“, NBS, Kottayam, (malayalamé, see also
K.C. Alexander. ggonomic and Political Weekly, Vol.£,
No.34, August, 1973.

13¢ ADVO Jose, (1977).

14. V.R. Pillai and P.G.K. Panikar (1965).
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These operations, though initiated as early as in 1866,
gathered momentum in the first two decades of the 20th

century. The advent of pumping machine in 191215 made

this scheme more operational. The rapid rise in the price
of paddy during the first world war made this scheme more
profitable.

Increase in cultivable land under individual owner

ship had repercussions on the agrarian relations in Kuttanad.
There were two major changes : firstly, the extensive use of
casual labour for agricultural operations and secondly, break
down in the traditional labour relations.

with the increase in the extension of cultivation the
labour requirements of agricultural operations in Kuttanad
increased. This necessitated the inflow of migrant workers
in large numbers into Kuttanad from the adjoining taluks. Such
migrant workers poured in at the commencement of the sowing

season and also at the time of harvesting. The large scale
employment of migrant workers brought about a shift in emphasis

towards the use of casual labourers and they became the largest
segment of the total agricultural force in Kuttanad.

15. v.n. ?illai and P.G.K. Panikar (1965).
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The introduction of oil engines during the early part of
this century and subsequently introduction of electric pumps
for dewatering implied that in the Kuttanad region dependence
on human labour for dewatering purposes could almost completely
be dispensed with. This resulted in the shift from the labour
intensive technique to the capital—intensive technique in
agriculture.

Another shift from traditional to capital intensive
methods came through strengthening of the ring bunds around

the paddy fields with permanent granite walls. This also
resulted in minimising the deployment of labour to maintenance
and repair of ringbunds at the beginning of the season.

The introduction of new technology and adoption of

high—yie1ding varieties of paddy in Kuttanad resulted in the
rescheduling of operations and increased dependence on casual
labourers. The new techniques increased labour requirements
in specified operations in a short period of time to finish
the operations faster. Despite the early development of capi
talism in Kuttanad, the relationship between farmers and
labourers remained precapitalist or semifeudal and authorita
rian, at least until the early 1940s. According to Pillai
and Panikar. “relations between the attached labourers and the
landed properties in Kuttanad, however, were of semiwfeudal
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nature.“16 Caste and caste prejudice were important factors
in this relationship.17

During the inter-war period price of paddy decreased.18
This considerably affected the paddy cultivation. Agricultural
labourers suffered a lot during this deteriorating phase.
During the period from 1921~22 to 1931-32 money wage rates also

declined by 34 per cent.19 During the Second world war the
conditions of labourers did not improve and they were subject
to other forms of exp1oitation.2O By 1947 farm labour in

Kuttanad was organised and class prolitarisation was sharp.
The bargaining power of farm labourers in Kuttanad was stronger
than others.21 At present the unionisation among the agricultural

16. V.R. Pillai and P.G.K. Panikar (1955). p.119.
17. Joseph Tharamangalam (1981).

18. By 1936-37 the prices had come down to 3.0.45 per standard
para. T.K. Velupillai, Travancore state Manual, Vol.III,p.30. '

19. A.V. Jose, 1977, Estimated from Report of Kuttanad Enquiry
Commission, Government of Kerala. 1971, and Census of India
1931, Vo1.XXVIII, Travancore, Part-II, Table—VI.

20. K. Ramachandran Nair, ‘A Studf of wage Structure of Agri
cultural Labourers in Kuttanad' in Agricultural Development
in Kerala, ed. P.P. Pillai, 1982.

21. K.C. Alexander, "Nature and Background of Agrarian Unrest
in Kuttanad", Journal of Kerala Studies, 1975, June.
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workers in Kuttanad are extremely stronger. It has succeeded
in bringing about some degree of homogenisation in the labour
market by narrowing down the wage differentials.22

Unemployment is a very serious problem in Kuttanad.

The rate of unemployment is higher than the state average.23
Though second crop\is not yet popular in all parts of Kuttanad,

majority of sample households reported two crops. Taking the
two crops together, a male worker could get work for about
115 days annually and a female worker for 136 days. Non farm

employment provided some marginal employment.24 Despite double
cropping, the reasons for unemployment and underemployment may

be the introduction of new technology, population growth,
migration etc.

The wage rates in Kerala are higher than in most other
states. The prevailing wages in Kuttanad have been higher than
the statutory minimum wage. At the time of the present survey,
the actual wages of male and female agricultural workers in the
region were $.15 and $.12 respectively.25 Even though labour

is highly unionised, some element of attached labour could be
seen.

22. K. Ramachandran Nair (1982).
23. P.G.K. Panikar, "Employment, Income and Food Intake among

Selected Agricultural Labour Households“, Economic and
gplitical Weekly, Vo1.XII, No.31,32, 33, August 1978.

24. Sample Survey.
‘25. Now wage rates are raised to %.18 for male workers anc

$.15 for female workers.
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In all villages in lower Kuttanad26 this form of attached

labour exists. Of the 41 big Cultivators from Kavalam and
Veliyanad, 28 cultivators have the services of attached labour
ers. Almost all attached labourers are from pulaya community.
They have to work for an employer whenever the latter would
want his services: but when the employer does not have any work
for the labourer, the latter would be free to go to other
employers. Generally they are paid in kind on a contract
basis. In addition to the wages, they are eligible for some
pecuniary benefits provided to paniyals. This system is simi

lar to ‘semi-attached labourers of the second type‘ as pointed
27out by Bardhan and Rudra. one difference is that in Bardhan 

Rudra‘s model wages are paid on a daily basis.

Another notable feature in the labour-market is

‘credit-labour‘. This situation can be seen in Kuttanad after
transplanting work. Under this system wages will be paid only
after the harvest. This situation mainly arises because of the
low income from paddy cultivation and availability of plenty
of labour. Since returns are very low, we cannot point it
as a method of exploitation, even though labourers have oppor
tunity cost equivalent to price difference of paddy before and

26. Report on Comprehensive Development of Kuttanad,(1980).

27. Bardhan & Rudra, (1979).
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after the harvest. But many agricultural labourers said that
some farmers are using this technique to have some control
on the supply of labour.

3.2. Land Owners

Various classes of land owners discussed here pertain
to paddy which is the major crop. Reports on landownership
in Kuttanad reveals that the available land in the area is

unequally distributed.28 Unfortunately. one who attempts to

collect information on landownership in Kuttanad faces a
serious problem. Those who own above the legal limit of 15
acres or even close to it are reluctant to provide the
relevant information. A landlord discloses only those lands
he owns on paper as his own. The excess land has been trans
ferred to other names.

The Kuttanad Development Project gives extensive data

on the pattern of landholdings in this region. These are
given in table 3.1 and 3.2. These figures indicate that in
1973. 36 per cent of cultivators of Kuttanad owned less than

1 acre of land accounting for only 12 per cent of the area.
Eightysix per cent of all cultivators owning less than 5 acres
each accounted for only 60 per cent of the area. If the

28. Report on Kuttanad Development Project. (l97é}.
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agricultural labourers who form nearly 70 per cent of the total
labour force are taken into account, the top 1 per cent of the
population engaged in agriculture own nearly 20 per cent of the
1and.29 In Kerala 5 acres is generally taken to be the divid
ing line between small and big farmers. By this standard, 5
per cent of the population are big farmers accounting for 40
per cent of the land. The most striking feature is that 80
per cent of the entire labour force in agriculture is landless
or own less than 1 acre of land.

Kuttanad taluk, which has the largest kayal padasekharams,
has the highest proportion of large landowners. In Kuttanad
35.7 per cent of all the cultivators have holdings of 5 or more
acres, 13 per cent hold 15 acres or more and 1.7 per cent are

30 Itvery large landowners which holding of 49 acres or more.
is well-known fact that there is a small class of large culti
vators concentrated in the kayal areas of lower Kuttanad.
Pillai and Panikar remarked that the pattern of large landhold
ings in Kuttanad is in sharp contrast to the subsistence farming
in the rest of Kerala. The average area of the holdings here
exceeded 147 acres. They remark, "while 90 per cent of the

29. District Census Handbook. Alleppey, 1971, p.43.
30. District Census Handbook, Alleppey, 1961, p.131.



holdings in Kerala are below 2.5 acres, an equal proportion of
'31holdings in the kayal area are above 25 acres.‘

There have been some changes in the situation since
the early 1960s when these two sets of data were collected.
It is necessary to examine whether and to what extent recent
land reform measures have affected the land tenure system of
Kuttanad. Kerala has passed a number of land reform legisla
tions. These measures had three goals :

1) to confer ownership rights on the tenant cultivators
and to abolish all intermediaries,

2) to protect the kudikidappukars by confering upon them
permanent occupancy and even ownership rights, and

3) to attain a more equal distribution of land by putting
a ceiling on holdings and distributing the surplus land
to the landless.

The first two goals seem to have been achieved in
Kuttanad. The third, if achieved, would have radical impli
cation on the pattern of landholdings in Kuttanad. $till it. 3remains an unattained one. 2

31. V.R. Pillai and P.G.K. Panikar, 1965, p.49.
32. K.C. Alexander, ‘Land Reform Legislations in Kerala Since

Independence‘, Behavioural Sciences and Community
Development, Vol.8, No.2, 1974.
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Our study, given in table 3.3. shows that the house
holds, reporting landownership, mostly belong to the small
peasants. Nearly 60 per cent belong to small farmers and
possess nearly 23 per cent of land. Nearly 21 per cent are
big farmers and have 56.18 per cent of land.

we further observe (table 3.4) that out of 400 land
owning households, 142 households enter into the land lease
market in terms of either leasing in or leasing out land.
Of these 142 households. 38 households fully or partly let
out their land and the rest of the households partly lease
in land from others. Among the remaining 258 households. 157
households are purely owner Cultivators and remaining 101
households either enter labour market through hiring out their
labour or do service in the non—agricultural sector. This
indicates that nearly 35 per cent of households are participat

ing in the tenancy market, It is small farmers who are leasing
in land. Big farmers lease out land because the net return
from agriculture is low compared to the rent that they can get
-rom leasing out land. This is contrary to the results of
Chattopadyay and Buttacharyya.33 The tenants attached with
such type of landowning households do not represent
debt—slavery and semi—feudal bondage.34

33.y Manabendra Chattopadyay and Ruma Buttacharyya, “Land Labour
and Credit Relations in a Peasant Movement Belt", ggcial
Scientist, No.l30, 1984.

34. Number of tenants who depends landlords for credit is
very low.



with respect to the involvement of households in the
labour market, the households have been divided into three

broad categories in terms of hiring in and hiring out
labourers. This is given in table 3.5. There are 61 house

holds reported to be depending exclusively on family labour
based cultivation. Thus, these households do not enter the
labour market because they are satisfied with the income they
derive from cultivation. They are small farmers. Just above
50 per cent of the households entering labour market are
employers. 12.25 per cent purely employees and 22.25 per cent
as both employers and employees. Thus, the analysis reveals
that above 50 per cent of the households are agricultural
labourers either in their own land or on others’.

Tenants

we could trace 120 tenant households from four villages
under study, of which 45 are from Kavalam, 40 from Veliyanad,

25 from Kozhimukku and 10 from Thalavady. All tenant house
holds are landed tenants with less than 2 acres. Most of

them gained land either through land reforms or from land
redestributicn scheme of government. In many cases one land
lord employed more than one tenant and in few cases one tenant
saved more than one landlord.
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Caste-wise analysis of tenancy in Kuttanad (table 3.6)
revealed that christian and backward caste households are the

major participants in informal tenancy. Scheduled castes
and Nair households have only low participation. This is a
clear departure from the pre—land reform tenancy. Though
in the past the privilege to lease in land in Kuttanad was
limited to upper caste Hindus and Christians, now there is
no caste barrier. Any person from any caste can lease in
land. It is significant that a majority of christian and
Nair lessors were tenants in the pre-land reform period.

Even though tenant households‘ asset base are poor in
terms of landholdings. it would not affect the bargaining
power of the tenant. Because rent in each season is almost
fixed in the range of 3 quintals to S quintals per acre.
Moreover, in most of the cases leasing out landlords have
only limited bargaining power.35 In 60 per cent of the cases
they are leasing out land, because either they are indebted
to a financing agency or due to the management problem.

Table 3.6 shows tenant household's relationship between
tenant and landlords in terms of caste and tenurial contracts.

2::

35. Terms and Conditions of leasing are discussed separately.
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Six tenant households are associated with 50 : 50 crop
sharing and cost sharing. ‘This kind of share croping

36 This formarrangement is usually highly exploitative.
of share cropping was prevalent in Kuttanad.37 Landlords

participation of cost_implies that his claim to his share
is not only on the rights of property rights, but also
based on a portion of working capital supplied by him.
Therefore. he is expected to participate in the farm
production divisions. Regarding surplus appropriation,
Marx held this as a sort of half way home between pure rent

' and pure profit and this characteristics has been described
as semi-feudal relations.38 Other types of contracts with
cost fully borne by the tenant is considered on the
post-reform of tenancy (informal tenancy and indicates
relative freedom of tenant in production relations. Remain
ing tenant households take production decisions by themselves.
Since production decisions are taken by the tenants, land»
lords will have no interest in introducing output raising

36. Manabendu Chattopadhyay and Sumitkumar‘Ghosh, "Tenurial
Contracts in a Peasant Movement Belt", Economic and
Political Weekly, Vol.XVIII, No.26, June 1983, pp.71—79,
also see Chattopadhyay and Battacharyay (1984).

37. Collected from discussions with farmers. Now exists
due to special reasons.

38. Karl Marx, Capital, Vol.3, Foreign Language Publishing
House, Moscow 1962, p.769.



innovations. ’Phis means that cultivators are not prepared
to accept agriculture as a major area of investment.39
Even tenants will not adopt output raising innovations
because of their poor asset base and lack of security of
tenure. Amit Bhaduri explained this phenomenon in terms
of the interlinkage between credit and tenancy conditions.

‘Terms and Conditions of Land Leasing

The present land leasing arrangement in Kuttanad is
entirely different from that of the pre-land reform period.

Unlike in the earlier days land is leased out for a strictly
short term period. After one crop is raised the land is
taken back by the landowner and allotted to a new tenant.
Even when the same tenant is given the land for a second
crop the lease contract is a fresh one. This is the sam
throughout the region. The rotation of tenants is mainly
owing to the 1andowner's fear of any future protective
legislations in favour of tenants.

Regarding the terms of renting there is only fixed
rent tenancy in the region. The rent payment is done either

39. Even if costs are shared and decisions taken by
tenants, the profit element in the surplus appro
priated is not associated with output raising
innovation : Manabendu Chattopadhyay and Sumit
Kumar Ghosh (1983).

40. Amit Bhaduri (1973).

40'



in kind rent tenancy and the system of cash rent makes
our case different from those of other areas in India.41
The reason for the predominance of cash rent may be that
the rent can be collected even before farming operations
start. It eliminates the risk factor in the event of crop
failure.

Unlike in many parts of India the terms and conditions
of tenancy in Kuttanad show that the relation between land
owners and tenants is not one of dominance and dependence.

‘The freedom of the tenant to enter the lease market is in

no way restricted. However, his ability to raise funds for
cultivation is a constraint. Once the land leased in, the
tenant is at his liberty to take decisions regarding culti
vation, marketing of the produce and such other matters.
‘The tenant can lease in land from more than one landowner

at a time. No tenant is liable to provide unpaid labour
services or any obligatory payment to the landlord.

A comparison between pre-land reform tenancy and

post-land reform tenancy reveals that the participation of
tenants in the pre-land reform period in manual farm opere
ations was relatively high. But the family labour contri
bution of the present tenants is relatively high. 'Phera

41. Pranab Bnardnan (1984).



was extra economic coercion exercised by landlords over
tenants and agricultural labourers. Tenants were also
exercising such control and authority over agricultural
labourers. Regarding the security of tenure, the position
of the present tenants seems to be much worse. Now the
landowners frequently rotate the tenants and the lease
contract is only for one crop. But in both the situations
the land lease market is controlled by landowners. Similarly
the ratio of rent is also very high in both the situations.

Data on incidence of credit with the types of tenurial

contracts is given in table 3.7. Incidence of_credit is
very high among the tenants. of the 120 tenants 13 depended
on landlords, 67 on moneylenders and 25 on institutional
sources. ‘This reveals that landlords are not a major source
of credit, their economic position itself is not safe.
Hence moneylenders are cashing this position. Since land
lords are not a major source of credit, the explanation
given by Bhaduri for abstention of landlords from production
cannot be considered here. Tenants are participating in the
informal credit market because of their increasingly high
credit requirements. It is-very easy to get credit from
moneylenders because of their personal contact. This is
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similar to the earlier findings.42

‘Typewise credit from landlords and moneylenders

(table 3.?) indicates the presence of investment through
consumption and production credit. Of the total number
of credit given by landlords, a small proportion is used
for productive investment (number of consumption loans

are very high). Because of the weak economic position
of landlords, moneylenders have an upper hand in credit
market. Thus our data on tenancy and credit did not
support the hypothesis that a land lease contract is
linked with a credit contract in backward agriculture.

Agriculturist moneylenders in this region give loans
for both consumption and production purposes. Majority of
loans advanced are to be repaid in terms of paddy. Tenants
borrowed %.43,700 as consumption loans and.%.4,18,25O as

production credit. All agriculturist moneylenders conduct
black marketing of paddy. Since the ultimate aim of money
lenders is to make profit the distinction between consumption

U) 1.2..and production credit i rrelevant for them. Most of the
consumption loans are given in paddy and they bear a high
interest. Thus the moneylenders link credit and marketing
and apprepriates surplus.

42. Chattopadhyaya and Battacharyya (1984) and also see
Ratan Khasanbis and Jotiprakash Chakravarthy,
"Tenancy Credit and Agrarian Backwardness", Economic
and Political Weekly, Vol.XVII, No.13, 1982.
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CHAPTER - IV

gsgagp FOR AGRICULTURAL CREDIT AND—INDEBTEDNESS

One of the basic features of subsistence

agriculture is the deficit nature of family budgets of a

large number of cultivators. In India 62.2 per cent of the
reporting households with income less than 3.1200 have no
savings.1 The deficit nature of cultivator's family budget
may be explained by the low income per capita, uneconomic

use of.land, absence of the availability of basic inputs,
vagaries of weather and lack of education. As a result,
culcieators have to borrow, whenever their expenditure
exceeds income. Evidence of such borrowings and indebtedness. . . 2is abundant in periods before and after independence.

1. NCRER, All India Rural Household Survey: Savings,
income and Investment, Vol.11, New Delhi, 1965,
po96“'qOOg

-. Government of India, The Indian Central Banking
gnquiry Committee, Vol.1, Part-I, Calcutta, 1931,
p.55" Government of India, Report of Agricultural1'

flgance, l9eE, p.2-17; fiovernment of Madras,
T port of tne Economists, 1946, p.24-56; Government
3? lrdie, Report of the Rural Banking Enquiry
Qojwsttee, 1950, Delhi, p.36—39: R.B.I. Bulletin,
£ecr,gber 1?é5, p.129’-1393.
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The demand for agricultural credit depends on the

cost of credit (ie. interest ;ate) on the one hand and
marginal efficiency of capital on the other. The introduc
tion of new techniques increases the prospects of higher
ratio of return on capital and the demand for external

\

capital. This chapter explains borrowings, factors affecting
borrowings, credit needs and indebtedness.

4.1. Borrowings

Table 4.1'shows the total and average amount

borrowed by the sample farmers of Kuttanad. It reveals
that the sample farmers‘ borrowings amounts to %.35,89,265
during 1983-84. The per household borrowings is m.8,961.9l
and per acre borrowings e.1,519.17. Of the total amount
borrowed, small farmers borrowed 27.15 per cent, medium

Farmers 26.07 per cent and large farmers 38.81 per cent.
The per household borrowing increases as the size of hold
ings increases. But borrowings per acre diminished as the
size of holdings increased. On a per acre basis, the larger
farmers in general required relatively smaller amounts and
the smaller farmers considerably larger.3

In all villages as the size of holdings increased,
total amounts borrowed increased with fluctuations. In

3. NCAER, Credit Requirements in Agriculture, New Delhi,Q,: 10 _8



avalam village the total amount borrowed is %.10,19,46S.W

Of this, small and medium farmers borrowed 28 per cent and
big farmers 44 per cent. Borrowings per household amountsW,

to %.10,194.65 and it increases as the size of holdings
increases, but for size 15.01 acres and above per household
borrowing diminishes. The per acre borrowings for the
village amounts to m.1,506.39 and it diminishes with
increase in the size of holdings. In Veliyanad, total
amount borrowed is k.9,16,050. Of this, small farmers
borrowed 27 per cent, medium farmers 28 per cent and big
farmers 45 per cent. Average borrowing per household is
%.9,165.S0 and it increases with increase in the size of
holdings. Per acre borrowing is m.1,661.95, it diminishes
with increase in the size of holdings, but with fluctuations.
In Kozhimukku village the total borrowing by the sample
borrowers amounts to %.8,44,900. Of this, small farmers
borrowed 25 per Cent, medium farmers 26 per cent and big

farmers 49 per cent. The per household borrowing is %.8,449
and it increases with increase in the size of holdings. The
average borrowing per acre is %.1,453.34. The average
borrowing per acre diminishes with increase in holdings,
but in the case of small farmers it increases. In Thalavady
total borrowings amounts to m.E,03,850. Small farmers
borrowed 28 per cent, medium farmers 25 per cent and big

' - K - 1'. ' ,-- --s F ' 0 r- “K 1 ‘ "\ 1 - 3’.-‘farmers 47 per cent. Ihe average borrowing per household
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i. %.7,°10¢5O and it increased with increase in the size of
woldingso The oer acre borrnwing is %.1,375.52 and it

K

diminishes as the size of holdings increases, but with
iluetuatiens. Thus in all villages size of holdings and
berrcwings per household are directly related, but size of
holding is inversely related to per acre borrowing.

.'\_
‘r4. .l.l. factors Affec_ing Borrowings4»

-\.

Attempts have been made in India to analyse the
ties pattern and cause of borrowings by Indian‘.4.

,...-_._-. qt,
y.\:tll‘tJ\../53

I Afarmers.” The need to borrow is a reflection of excess
expenditure over income. The reasons of such excess
exyenditure have been considered in different committee

regorts as illiteracy, small holdings, the defective system
of accounts kept by debtors and lack of saving habit among

i#3’ zultivators. The Royal Commission Report argued thee
longer the interval between successive receipts of the

0‘ ‘Q9 "‘“U?'ih— stout‘.-— _... -go-w-—j 

FVW1-\_ 1* TV, /3 -lg ‘fly-A ' y-so--. - 7-: .--‘ya -: -| Y‘ ,". '-:1...-s ryq g n-. 7? -1-‘; pa ; -3 \‘-o .Ll;';? .'-.z.'-..‘..L.C_;l <'_'.-':. :-r'.'l-"~'_.‘_;..".- L.-':\._'.=__i.' '\ ~—._ .-- . - ‘E ‘. V--s | I‘ 4 A C'r“~ '‘'Y''-‘- I’ '1 C: ’ " '. I‘; "--v--!- r\.-*- ./‘NM-" '- .~.'- ' -1-~~‘r*":= = ''''I 71 "5 .2 I 0/F)  ,---~- \.4 I‘ 4'- v'  _.‘  3.,  _. 0' u\. .I-- _L via»;--L \a'\.u'\..n— (_L .L r -LL-' \ .L .-I'
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return on labour, greater the need would be to borrow.
Reference has been made to such factors as poverty arising
from the social condition, climate, irregular income,
extravagance, growth of population and opportunities to
borrow because of moneylenders' influence»6

Demand for credit in agriculture is of several
kinds which may broadly be classified according to the
period for which it is sought and the security on which it
is based. Every farmer requires all the three types of
credit: but the relative importance varies in accordance
with a number of factors like land tenure and the type of
agricultural practices.

when farmers are small with small fragmented
holdings yielding a very low income, and where labour is
abundant and the level of technclogy.folZe4ed being lon_
it would be unrealistic to expect that there would be

a—rp-wv

5. According to the Royal Commission, "ff wages were
paid monthly instead of weekly only a very small
proportion of the working class in the world could
exist without credit, but the cultivator has to wait
for half a year before he receives the return for his
labour, and in far too large an area, where there is
only one crop a year, the interval between successive
receipts may be full twelve months." Government of
India, Royal Commission on Agriculture in India,
1928, Bombay, p.432; see also Reserve Bank of India,.1,,. 3', . __ V ____' _ \ _'u l Inola Rural Credit Suivev, Bombay, 1956.lag-yum

5: '1-.‘.,- '—'-,3‘. ., . _-1 r~-_ ‘~. ° ~.---~. _. - -. 'lee lndian Central aanring nnquiry Committee
Report (1935)
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greater demand for agricultural credit for development
purposes. Agricultural requirements would not call for
credit so long as the seed is not purchased, but is kept
aside from the annual produce. Credit is also not necess
ary when borrowed in kind and when agricultural practices
are primitive and labour is provided by the members of
family. Then credit taken is utilised to meet family
needs rather than for productive purposes.

In the initial stages oi agricultural development,
credit to farmers has only Qonsumption character. A large
proportion of cultivators cannot manage from one harvest
to another without borrowings. The need to borrow arises
from small surpluses out of which savings can be made, or
from its complete nenavailability and the seasonal nature
of farm income. "In traditional agriculture, problems of
financing and credit arise in large parts from a seasonal
cycle of production which is superimposed on a largelyI I 57noncontinuous and steady pattern of total consumption.“

The degree of producer finance will be governed
by the size of farm operations, as also by the nature of
farming. However, the variations in the need for producer

finance may not be much marked in either class of cultiva
tors if they do not practise intensive and commercialised

'    ’  1    0



agriculture.8 while the requireeent finance for flevelopment
purposes may be expectefi to Vary with the size of holdings
and viriations in livestock, implements finance are not so
clear partly because their need is universal and partly/
because its volume does not correspond much to the size of
holding. On the contrary, it is iossible that farmers
with sma ler size of holdings may borrow more in View of
the invariable nature of the need for such capital.

Borrowings for current expenfliture on farm may
show considerable variations from class to class of culti

vators. As size of farm operation increases, it is
difficult for the farmer to conduct his business without
outside labour.

No such clear relation may be seen between the
size of the farm and the boi;owing for family purposes.
Its obvious connection is with the size and status of
family. However, the level of expenfiiture, no doubt, is
also related to the level of inccme'and therefore to the
economic position of cultivators. Variation in the need
to borrow, though important, is not a sufficient cause to
bring about variations in the level of borrowings by
different classes of Cultivators. Rerrcwins Way flebenfi

CD as ‘H I...: tr...: l-{ ‘£3 ,3 'L1 tC; M
1



as much on the need as on the capacity to borrox. The
capacity to borrow is reflected in the nature and amount
.of security. The adequacy of security depends on the
capacity of the farmer to earn income over his basic and
conventional needs and the marketable value of the assets

pledged as security.

4.1.2. Changes in the_Yolume of Borrowings

Table 4.2 shows the changes in the volume of

borrowings. In Kuttanad borrowings increased by 9 per cent
in 1983-84 compared to 1982-83. Increase in borrowings of_
small farmers is the highest, 17 per cent, medium farmers
8 per cent and big farmers 4.5 per cent. In Kavalam
borrowings increased by 9 per cent during the period.
increase in borrowings for small farmers is 8.5 per cent,
medium farmers 8 per cent and big farmers 7 per cent. In
Veliyanad borrowings increased by 10 per cent. Borrowings
by small farmers increased by 28 per cent, medium farmers
7 per cent and big farmers 3.5 per cent. In Kozhimukku
borrowings increased by 7 per cent. Small farmers‘ borrow
ings increased by 10.5 per cent, medium farmers‘ by 13 per
cent and big farmers‘ by 3.5 per cent. In Thalavady
borrowings increased by 8 per cent. small farmers‘
borrowings increase: by 8 per cent, medium farmers‘ by
4 oer cent and big farmers‘ by 10.5 per cent. Above.5
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analysis reveals that increase in borrowings of small
farmers is the highest in all surveyed villages. Increase
in borrowings diminished as the size of holdings increased,
except in Thalavady, where for the size of holdings between
7.51 - 10.00 acres, borrowings decreased by 3 per cent.

4.1.3. Purpose—wise-Borrowings

Table 4.3 shows the purpose-wise distribution_of
percentage amount borrowed in Kuttanad. Of the total,
75.34 per cent is borrowed as crop loans, 9.35 per cent
for land improvements, 2.81 per cent for housing purposes,
4.39 per Cent as business loans, 1.37 per cent as consump
tion loens, 2.47 per cent under IRDP schemes and 4.17 per
cent for other purposes. Percentage of crop loans to
total borrowings in each class increases as size of
holdings increases. The puipose—wise borrowings reveal
that paddy cultivation depends heavily on credit.

Purpose-wise borrowings per acre and per house
hold is given in table 4.4. Average borrowing per household
for all classes is m.6,785.54 for crop loans, %.838.l3 for
land improvements and %.1,263.25 for other purposes. On

per acre basis it is %.1,150.25 for crop loans, %.l42.C7
for land improvements and m.21$.14 for other purposes.

Purpose—wise borrowings per acre and per household

reveil, that averaoe bcrrowings per household increases'1}



while per acre borrowings diminishes as the size of hold
ings increases. Small farmers borrowed %.3.028.l9 per

household and e.1,172.13 per acre as crop loans, %.440.74
per household and %.159.03 per acre for land improvements

and %.1,463.18 per household and %.S50.89 per acre for

other purposes. Medium farmers borrowed %.4,968.49 per

household and %.1,344.31 per acre as crop loans, m.1,268.5O
per household and %.191.56 per acre for land improvements

and m.1,308.15 per household and %.l4S.38 per acre for
other purposes. Big farmers borrowed %.16,712 per household

and %.1,099.49 per acre as crop loans, B.l,78,788 per
household and %.121.17 for land improvements and m.1,352.20

per household and %.88.66 per acre for other purposes.

Vil1age—wise analysis given in table 4.5 shows
varying results. In Kavalam farmers borrowed $.7,094.65
per household and m.1,048.83 per acre as crop loans, e.970
per household and %.143.33 per acre for land improvements

and $.2,125 per household and e.314 per acre for other

purposes. Per household borrowings and per acre borrowings
have increased on an average as size of land holdings
increased.

In Veliyanad village farmers borrowed m.6,881.5O

per household and %.1,2;2.36 per acre as crop loans, m.859
per household and %.155.76 per acre for land improvements
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and %.1,45S per household and %.263.83 per acre for other

purposes. -Compared to Kava‘am, in Veliyanad per acre

borrowings increased with some fluctuations. Per acre
and per household borrowings for crop loans, land improve
ments and other purposes show the same trend.

/

In Kozhimukku farmers borrowed %.6,723 per house—

hold and %.l,156.45 per acre as crop loans, $.81? per
household and %.140.53 per acre for land improvements and
%.1,839 per household and %.381.44 per acre for other

purposes. Per household borrowings and per acre borrowings
are inversely related as size of holdings increases. But
per acre borrowings of crop loans diminishes with some
fluctuations as size of holdings increases. Borrowings per
acre for land improvements increases with fluctuations as
the size of holdings increases.

In Thalavady farmers borrowed %.6,473 per house

hold and a.1,139.97 per acre as crop loans, %.706.50 per
household and %.124.42 per acre for land improvements and

%.631 per household and %.ll1.13 per acre for other purgoses.
There is an inverse relation between per acre borrowings
and per household borrowings when the size of landholdings
increases. Moreover, when borrowing decreases with the

increase in the size of holding per acre borrowing decreases
-Lorogressively.
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4.1.4. Borrowings According to Cost

The average rate of interest on borrowings by all
classes of cultivators exceeded by 50 per cent. In the
case of loans from informal sector, if secured, rate of
interest varies between 20 and 30 per cent, but in the
case of usufructuary mortgage loans, explicit rate of
interest varies in the same range, but implicit rate is
very high. Borrowings classified according to rate of
interest is given in table 4.6. Among medium and big
Cultivators, interest rate and amount borrowed are inver
sely related. The pattern of distribution of borrowings
according to the rate of interest shows that as the rate of
interest increases borrowing diminishes. Of the total
borrowings 11.4 per cent is borrowed free of interest. A
major portion of interest—free loan is availed by big
farmers. Most of the interest—free loans are given by
friends and relatives. The proportion of borrowings at
interest rate between 1 and 10 per cent is higher among
small farmers. More than fortysix per cent of the total
borrowings (46.4%) costs between 16 and 20 per cent. In
this range the proportion of borrowings by big farmers is
very high. Institutional loans are given between 10 and
20 per cent for agricultural purposes. Thus big farmers
are the major recipients of advances from institutional
SOLIECES 0
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4.1.5. ,Security

Table 4.7 shows borrowings according to security
among farmers. Land was the most important item of security
for loans among all farmers. Silver and gold constituted
collateral for nearly 31 per cent of the loans. About 13
per cent of the loans were against personal security.
Promissory notes were also used for borrowings. As per
table 4.7 it may be particularly noted that about 76 per
cent of the small farmers’ borrowings are against gold and
silver and about 24 per cent against personal security.
Similarly, about 12 per cent and 6 per cent of the medium
and big farmers‘ borrowings respectively are against
personal security.

4.1.6. Grain Loans Borrowed

An analysis of grain loans showed that they were
borrowed mostly for current farm expenditure and family
consumption purposes. Table 4.8 shows the descriptions of
grain loans borrowed by the 400 sample households. About
188 households had borrowed 527 qtls. of paddy, of which

135 households had borrowed 407 qtls. for purposes of
seeds and 53 borrowed 120 qtls. for consumption purposes.

Only farmers with holdings less than 10 acres had borrowed
paddy. HOUS;hOldS with holdings less than 2.50 acres had

ndDJborrowed 188 qtls. of paddy, of which 92 Ctls. as seeds
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93 qtls. for consumption purposes. Sixtyone households
with landholdings between 2.50 — 5.00 acres borrowed 152

qtls., of which 125 qtls for seeds and 27 qtls. for con
sumption. Households with holdings between 5.00 - 10.00

acres borrowed 190 qtls. as seeds only.

The village-wise analysis reveals that 46 house
holds in Kavalam, 40 in Veliyanad, 45 in Kozhimukku and 57

in Thalavady borrowed 135 qtls., 102 qtls., 130 qtls., and
159 qtls., of paddy respectively. In all villages house
holds with less than 2.50 acres borrowed more compared to
other households. In all villages 70 per cent of this
transaction is in such a way that paddy will be returned
at the time of harvest forcing the cultivator into "distress
sales".9

4.1.7. seasonality of Borrowings

There are two crops in Kuttanad, Punja and the
second crop. Punja season is generally during the period
between the usual mid mundakan and mid summer. Second crop

is during regular virippu crop season. Almost all borrowers
and offiicials of the financing institutions reported higher
demand for credit during punja than during the second crop.

LJ.Dur_ng the second crop, generally the cost of cultivation
is low, as this season is just after punja crop.

fihaduri : "Towards A Theory of Pre Capitalistic, I1
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4.2. Utilisation of Credit

’Phe proper utilisation of agricultural credit cannot
be overemphasised when resources are limited and enhancement

in agricultural production is essential. Further, proper
utilisation of credit is essential to create the necessary

10 Table 4.9 reveals lheresources for their repayment.
pattern of utilisation of agricultural credit. In Kuttanad
53 per cent utilises credit for specified purposes, 4 per cent
uses credit for production other than specified, 11 per cent
for consumption, 13 per cent for payment of old debt and 19
per cent for re-lending purposes. The village-wise analysis
shows that 55 per cent, 56 per cent, 51 per cent and 52 per
cent use credit for purposes of production in Kavalam,
Veliyanad, Kozhimukku and Thalavady respectively. In all
villages funds used for re-lending purposes have only second
ary importance.

4.3. Problems of Assessment of Credit Requirement

‘rue assessment of credit requirement is a difficul
task. ‘This is partly because of the problems relating to
the definition of the concept of credit requirement and

10. Varsnney, R.L., Some Aspects of Co—Qperative Credité
Role hf Cowoneretives in Agricultural Develoomentg
Faculty of Sommerce, University of.Jodhpur.
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partly because of difficulty in actually assessinc such
requirements of Various types of cultivation in difiereat
situation 'from available data. Here a brief review ef
1iterature'on'assessment of production credit requirements
is made to assess the various methods adopted in different
studies.

A brief review of literature prior to the publi
cation of the All India Rural Credit Survey Report gives
the impression that the crushing burden of debt was mostly
discussed. with the advent of planning, the debt burden
has given way to credit requirements.11 As regards the
approach and methodology used for assessment and for pro

jections of credit requirements, borrowing approach and
expenditure approach have been adopted.12 In the last three
decennial surveys conducted by the Reserve Bank of India.

the term ‘credit requirements‘ has been defined in the
narrow sense and the borrowing approach has been adopted
in the assessments.

11. 'Thingalaya N.K., Rapporteur's Report on Rural Credit:
Structure and Flow, Indian Journal of Agricultural
Economics, Conference Number, Vol.XXXIII, No.4.
Oct-Dec. 1978, p.173.

12. Choubey, B.N.. Institutional Finance fof
Development, Shubhada Seraswat, ?une 19
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There has been a shift towards the ‘expenditure
approach‘ or ‘cost of production approach‘ with the effignion
of the New Agricultural Strategy in India. A.C. ;heh‘; study
was probably the first attempt to give a projectier of the
demand for agricultural credit at the end of the'3hird ?l;e.
He has used a simple method of explanation of the reletieam
ship between the output and borrowings. It appears iron the
literature that assessment of credit requirements has become‘

a much discussed topic in each work related to agricultural
finance in India since the mid-sixties. ’The working group
set up by the Agricultural Production Board (1965}e ‘he ?ene
of Sconomists headed by Dantwala (1966). the Fertiliser
Committee (1968), the Study Group under the Chairmanship of

Gadgil (1969), the All India Rural Credit Review Committee

(1969), the sub-group on Agricultural Credit of the Working
Group on Co~operation for Fifth Plan (1974) and the National
Commission on Agriculture (1976). have mainly adopted the

‘cost of production‘ method in their assessments of produc
tion credit requirements. However, a close examination of
all these macro estimates shows that these have been made an

the basis of different assumptions, with differences in the
components of farm expenses.

13. lndian Council of Social Science Research, éflgggjgg
of Teseerch in Economics. Vol.III, Agriculture '
Bombay 1975, p.83.
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The Review Committee (1969), taking into account

the technological change in agriculture and the attitudinal
'‘:'\.'J'‘9& Ichange in the agriculturists towards the adoption of +me n

technology, made an attempt to project production credit
requirements at the end of the Fourth Plan period. ’The
National Commission's (on Agriculture) projection of production

credit requirements under full programme coverage is an
improvement in this direction. "The projection has been mad,
both area~wise and farmerawise.

The Reserve Bank of India in its New Guidelines has

adopted two approaches for estimating crop loan requirements:

1) The first approach seeks to estimate total investment
required to met the cost of cultivation by applying
the existing norms of finance to the cropping pattern.
It is assumed that all the farmers may not need
institutional credit support to meet the cost of
cultivation as they may have their own resources to
meet their respective requirements. As per this
method, 50 per cent of the total investment can be
taken as the crop loan requirement.

ii) The second method envisages the apportioning of the
total investment among the different classes of
farmers in the Same ratio as these classes are tn
the farmers‘ population. The provision for the

oen in this case is 100 per cent of the cost
tivetien for small and marginal fanuers, ””

‘or medium and 25 per cent for the big
farmers. mpfilyiflfi the norms these total requircmsnta

‘oer nqg=km3\n3rked out. _IHnJs both thfi
: the Reserve Bank of India are “read C‘-'4' .... M.-' ...

»_r_)'.'

cost of production basis and while the first apnro:
indicates the total credit requirements on cropuwise
and area~wisa, the second one estimates farmer‘:
credit requirements, group—wise in a particular area.



approaches on credit requirements is that such estimatw
cannot give proper guidance to the institutional e
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One general criticism_against all macro level

1 I A) r'\ 'd X“... "N: '

\ ,.

as the demand for credit is a derived demand for the use

of different inputs14
on crop-wise, area—wise and farmer-wise bases. Hence

macro analysis based on certain pre-determined norms of
credit requirements will be of little use.
to the influence that the proper way of assessment

15
f‘163lis
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credit—requirements would be as disaggregative in natuze
as possible.

. 16comprehensive.

level assessments,. ’ 3 O Istudies on production credit requirement.

14. Desai. B.M.,

Ahmedabad, 1971, p.1.

and Desai D.K..
Changing Agriculture,

in order to make them more realistic .. ,-. '1
cg; .2. C}

Owing to the above limitations of macro
attempts have been made for micro level

In this study

with variations in their applications
I

Farm.Production Credit in

NCABR, Credit Requirements in Agriculture (1974).

Reserve Bank of India.

Desai B.M.,
Prasad B,

Economics

rs 5.1-"~_6oJ8/§-n'\J !
sreqramme'- K * ‘ 8 ‘I.dconemic Feasibility &
T74
.-.,.'

.‘,-.  u_.J_«'r"l ' _
...-_::,'»..:.a... gK.

Indian Institute of Management,

Regional Rural Banking, Report
of the Review Committee, Bombay 1978, p.9.

and Desai A.K (1971). 3harma J.3. and
"An Assessment of Production Credit Needs in

Developing Agriculture", Indian Journal or $q-icuitura11 V01 O I’ 4:-'\‘]C}'o4¢;   :
Gurdev Singh and Gupta L.C., “an estimation of Short
term Credit Reguirements for an area”, Ingig;;§;;j;m
of agricultural Economics; Vol.HKVI, Oct—Jec. 1@T-,

Bhania E.K.: "Institutional Credit ant TTI
: an analysis of Credit Requirement at

Jase study of Eirbhum, cs:
Indian Journal of Lfirieultural EeCn¢nic',
No.4; Octaflec. 1971, pp.E1é«51S.7 -‘ _. '1 * '=;'

"."C}.L 9 4,141 574. 3
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we make an attempt to assess the production credit Efliuiffifi
ments of farmers by considering regional requirements of
farmers in Kuttanad region.

4.3.1. Credit Needs in Agriculture

Inadequate capital resources with the farmers
necessitate the influx of the external finance into the
sector. In this section an attempt is made to analyse the
credit needs depending on the aggregate production, con.
sumption demand and the surpluses to meet further require
ments. ‘Table 4.10 shows the projections of credit needs
of farmers in Kuttanad. Present projection of the credit
needs has been undertaken firstly to assess the demand on
the basis of actual costs incurred such as costs of seeds,
fertilizers, pesticides, labour and maintenance of land.
The second approach assesses the demand for external fin
ance, taking into account the imputed costs in addition to
the actual costs. It has generally been observed that the
income becoms very low for most of the farmers when imputed
costs are taken into consideration. However, to estimate
the demand for external finance for the next year's cropping
it has been assumed that the sample households would folio»
the existing pattern of family consumption during the
following year and all the items consumed originate iron
cultivation. Though there are so many other expenses vn*nt
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the farmers have to incur, our exclusive consideration here
depends on the notion that the subsistence farming is not
capable/of yielding enough to meet all the obligations of
the farmers. 5Thus the formula for credit needs is
CH = CC + Cfi — VP, where CC is the cost of cultivation,

Cfi consumption of food items and.VP value of production

of farm produce.

According to the table, cost of cultivation increases

as size of holdings increases and the value of production
per acre diminishes as size of holdings increases. The
table 4.10 reveals that the value of the food items consumed

also increased with increase in the size of holdings. An
average household consumed %.7,642 per annum. By deducting

the value of food items consumed from the value of the produce
we get the balance to meet the next year's cost of cultivation
and other obligations. Hence we have neglected other obli
gations and have given priority to the cost of cultivation‘
which is assumed to be the same as this year. On this basis,
an average farmer had a balance or residual of %.6,742 per

annum after deducting his consumption. Such balance for
holdinos of the size unto 2.5 acres‘wes only %.403 which
began to incr:ase as size of holdings increased and reached
as high as %.33,674 for holdings above 15.01 acres. ‘The per
,,_ ,, __1 - _ A... _, _,. C .- .' ‘ _ 3; .acre aaianca on average was L.239 ior farmers with holdings



less than 2.5 acres. And for farmers above 15.01 acre
holdings, the balance was %.1.714 on an average.

The current costs of cultivation account for
approximately 20 per cent of total costs. Against the
initial requirement of m.9,44O for growing the same crop
in the same area as in 1982-83, the average farmer would
need e.3,3o6 as external finance. Such requirement was
%.2,267 for holdings less than 2.50 acres, %.2,679 for
holdings above 15.01 acres, m.1,840 for holding size 2.51 —
5.00 acres, %.2,293 for holding size 5.01 — 7.50 acres,
3.1.336 for size 7.51 - 10.00 acres and 3.1.058 for size
10.01 - 15.00 acres. Since Agricultural Credit includes
both production credit and investment credit (dynamic nature
of credit) assessment of total credit requirement using this
method may lead to misleading conclusions. So we analyse
investment credit separately.

4.3.2. Assessment of Investment Credit Requirements

As production credit is required to meet current"
farm expenses, even so investment credit is required to
meet capital farm expenses. Due to the varying magnitude of
such extensss under different situations relating to various
staces or agricultural development prevailing in different
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fiarts of a region, the problem .5 assessment becomes more
di;ficult as compared to the assessment of production
credit requirements. In the absence of specific schemes
for agricultural development and cultivat0rs' capacity to
finance such schemes out of their owned funds, the targets
fixed for supplying investment credit are accepted as
credit requirements.

‘The Annual action Plan of alleppey district reveals
that the total financial outlaysla on the basis of average
unit cost for each item comes to 927 lakhs approximately.
while smell and narginal farmers get subsidy at the rate
of 25 per cent and 33.33 per cent of each unit of physical
investment respectively, medium and large farmers are
assumed to invest some portion of their owned funds. In
the absence of available data relating to such owned funds,
it is assumed that, on an average, 25 per cent of each unit
cost is given on subsidy basis to the former two categories
of farmers and that the latter two categories also contribute
equal proportion of such expenses out of their own funds.

reak— p is not available in the pla retort..‘ * - I __‘. ,,., , ,_ ,__t ey revealed that eumpsets, sprayers,
s and land improvement are in the major heads
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On the basis of these assumptions, the aggregate investment
credit requirements are estimated approximately at e.150
lekhs for 1983-84, after deducting the subsidy.

4.4. Indebtedness

Borrowing and indebtedness are two sides of the
same coin. While borrowing is the cause, indebtedness
is the effect. It is net borresing that leads to debt,
but failure to repay which leads to debt. The incidence.
and even the growth of debt do not tell us much about the
role of credit in economic development. Credit can be
dynamic or static. Dynamic credit brings about an improve
ment in output and income. whereas static credit does not.
'Phe volume of indebtedness is a function of two variables

namely the proportion of indebted families and the averagelevel of debt. '
4.4.1. Volume of Indebtedness



cultivators are indebted with land holdings less than 2.50
acres, 42 per cent with holdings between 7.50 acres and
10.00 acres and 44 per cent with holding more than 15.01
acres. Alternatively, it may be said that the classes of
medium and big farmers have large proportion of families
free from indebtedness. The proportion of families free
from debt is relatively less in the case of small farmers.
This indicates that medium and big farmers are able to
clear their debt due to their superior economic position.
In the case of small farmers it may be noted that not only
they are not able to clear their old debts, but also they
have to incur fresh debts.

I

4.4.1.2. factors Affecting the Proportion of Indebted
Families

In a low monetised subsistence economy the

proportion of indebted families may be low. when agri
culture is largely commercialised and the economy is
highly monetised, borrowings for current and capital pur
poses may be general and the proportion of indebted
families may be high.11

Failure of the agricultural seasons may push up
Jies. The proportion of1.-.:the proportion of indebted fami

,1 ’‘’x
J.2//K . -- ’“ v - I ‘Credit survey ii9s}. N , \ ‘ '']~J }.
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indebted families may be low in a region where there was
a succession of good agricultural seasons.

In Kuttanad high indebtedness may be attributed
to the high cost of cultivation, especially high wages and
low price of paddy.12

4.4.1.3. Size of Debt

Average debt per family and indebted family
according to land holdings is given in table 4.12. The
pattern of distribution of debt among the cultivators of
different size of holdings diminishes with the decline in
the size of holdings. The average debt per family for all
classes of farmers is %.7,044.73 in Kuttanad. The average
debt per family with holdings less than 2.50 acres is
%.1,627.95, between 7.51 and 10.00 acres %.19,407.14 and

more than 15.01 acres k.13,011.77. Similarly, average
debt per indebted families goes on decreasing with the
decline in the size of cultivated holdings. The average
debt per indebted family is m.4,596.69 for all classes.
The average debt per indebted family with landholdings
less than 2.50 acres is m.1,351.31, between 2.51 - 5.00
%.2,222.50, between 5.01 to 7.50 %.3,694.00, and between

7.50 and 10 acres %.7,991.18, between 10.01 — 15.00

m.l0,693.75 and more than 15.01 acres m.13,S17.9S. Thus

medium and big cultivators are more heavily indebted
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than small cultivators. This shows that debts are condi

tioned by credit. Thus these figures show the fact that
debt follows credit. A study conducted in Nepal by Jha. 1arrives at the same conclusion. 3

The village-wise figures show that average debt
per family and debt per indebted household varies in all

villages. Average debt per family is the highest in
Koshimukku and lowest in Veliyanad for all classes. But
average debt per indebted family is highest in Kavalam
and lowest in Kozhimukku.

Total debt does not by itself tell much about the
nature of the burden of debt. Hence, the way in which
outstanding debt is related to the borrowing position of
a cultivator is important. The main indicators of the
economic position of a cultivator are the size of culti
vated holding, value of assets and the value of gross and
sale t;OC€€dS. Here we try to analyse the relation of
the debt outstanding to the above mentioned variables.

As this size of cultivated holdings is an impor
tant indicator of the relative economic position of
cul;ivators, a comparison of the outstanding debt
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position of the different classes of cultivators u|.;
size of their cultivated holdings would prove of
value. The distribution of the burden of debt pm.
of cultivated holdings among different classes or .H,
vators would show the extent to which the size of ¢,L;
is related to the largeness or smallness of the $lTm Mr
Cultivated holdings.

Table 4.13 shows debt per acre of Cu1tiVd::fl

holdings among cultivators with different landholc;.3
In Kuttanad the debt per acre is m.779.21. Debt 5»,
diminishes with increase in size of holdings with
ations. Debt per acre for Cultivators with landha
less than 2.50 acres is %.798.94, that for landho;a
between 7.51 and 10 acres is m.986.3l and for abov
acres is %.687.90.

The village—wise data revealed that aver:,
per acre is %.6S3.41, %.714.76, m.886.73 and $.85’

Kavalam, Veliyanan, Kozhimukku and Thalavady res;

Except in Veliyanad debt per acre in each class 6
with fluctuations as size of holdings increased.
Veliyanad debt per acre increased as size of holé.

increased. Among the three classes of farmers dei _/
acre of medium farmer is the highest in all the 3,’
villages.

’ ' ht:-3
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Cultivators debt constitutes a small proportion of the
reported value of the total assets owned by them.

The debt per acre and the debt asset ratio indiv
cate only the burden of debt as well as creditworthiness
of cultivators, but fail to answer the repayment of loans.
It is not the amount of collateral of a cultivator which
determines his capacity to repay the loan but his earnings
out of which loan is repaid. Repayment capacity of a
cultivator is reflected in his value of gross produce and
value of sale proceeds. Table 4.15 shows the ratio or debt
to the Value of gross produce and sale proceeds among
cultivators. The proportion of debt to the value of gross
"produce is 25.92 per cent for all farmers. It can be seen
that the proportion of debt decreases with increase in the
size of holdings. The proportion is 39.43 per cent for
Cultivators with landholdings less than 2.50 acres, 27.02
per cent for cultivators with landholdings between 7.50
and 10 acres and 10.31 per cent with landholdings more
than 15.01 acres. In the case of proportion of debt to
value of sale proceeds the same inverse relation holds
good, except for cultivatcrs with landholdings more than
15.01 acres.

The villag -wise debt ratio shows variation among
villages and the size of holdings. In general, in all



four villages the debt ratio is inversely related to
landholdings.

The proportion of debt to the value of sale

proceeds is more important from the standpoint of measuring
the relative burden of Cultivators. As the value of sale
proceeds generally represents the actual marketable surplus,
that might be directed to the repayment of loans. The
percentage debt to the value of sale proceeds is 39.75 per
Cent for all the Cultivators. The percentage is 51.55
per cent for landholdings less than 2.50 acres, 35.69 per
cent for holdings between 7.51 and 10 acres and 40.76 per
cent for holdings above 15.01 acres.

The largest single factor depleting the agricul

turists' income is determined, among other things, either
by the rate of interest or by the amount of interest payable
on the loan. As interest rates vary from class to class
of Cultivators, our main concern is to know the amount of
interest in relation to outstanding debt.

Table 4.16 shows data relating to the proportion
of interest outstanding to total outstanding debt among
Cultivators. The data do not show any consistent trend.
ih= proportion is highest among small and big cultivators
which is 12 per cent for small Cultivators, nearly 10
per cent for medium Cultivators and 11 per Cent for big



cultivators. The proportion is 9.6 per cent for all
cultivators and it is 8.4 per cent in Kavalam, 10.31 per
cent in Veliyanad, 9.5 per cent in Kozhimukku and 10.26
per cent in Thalavady. Since interest rates are not
uniform among cultivetors, there is variation in the
length of period for which debt has been outstanding.
Thus the proportion of interest outstanding to the total
outstanding debt does not appear to be associated with the
economic position of cultivators.

4.4.2. Credit and indebtedness

For the agricultural sector as a whole, recourse
to credit is increasing in all countries. The need for
constantly growing gross investments, the increase in real
,prices of investment goods and above all the increase in
land prices are responsible for_the fact that farmers are
induced to increase their borrowings. Now an important
question to be answered is whether the increased use in

credit and indebtedness improves farmer's economic position.
Dependence on credit is the sign of dynamic development
since it serves to finance investments which make it

possible to increase productivity and income. A high
volume of debt need not necessarily indicate the impoveri
shment of the peasantry. It is important to examine the
purpose for which such debts are increased. According to



Hirashima Shigimochi "Indebtedness is not a problem .....
As long as indebtedness means investment, it is regarded as
a sign of progress in the capitalist framework of production.
However, indebtedness becomes a problem when money is

borrowed vith high interest rates and used for economically
unproductive purposes.“14

However, if debts become high in relation to.

assets and returns to capital fall below the interest rate
on borrowed money, then farmer's position is not improved.
If a farmer borrows when the expected return on the new
investment is only little more than the cost of borrowing,
his net spendable income increased very little as a result
of the investment, and.may fall if the return on the new
investment is less than expected or if the rate of
interest on the debts increases. Debts may also become
excessive for farmers who have bought land at a price
which is unrelated to the economic possibilities of the

14. Hirashima Shigimochi, The Structure of Disparity
in Developing Agriculture, Institute of Developing
Economies, Tokyo, 1978, p.36.



holdings.1S On the whole the increase in credit may be
regarded as being helped to improve farmer's income and
have helped in the enlargement of the size of holding and
in improving the economic organisation of agriculture.

i5O OECD (1970); As far as Travancore is concerned, Jose
states that a large share of rural debts since the
beginning of present century were secured for the
purposes of reinvestment in land for expanding comm
ercial cultivation. A.V. Jose, Agricultural Labour
in Kerala. A Historical and Statistical Analysis,
Unpublished Ph.D. Thesis, University of Kerala,
1980. Also see Government of Travancore, Report of
the Agricultural Debt Redumption Committee,
Trivandrum, 1935.
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CHAPfER _ V

SUPPLY OF AGRICUEPURAL CREDIT

‘This chapter analyses the supply of agricultural
credit in Kuttanad; Here we examine both the institutiona

and non—institutional credit in agriculture. Under insti
tutional credit relative sizes of cooperative credit,
commercial bank credit and government direct finance through

IAgricultural Development Units (ADU) are traced. Tfue term
structure will be examined in terms of short, medium and
long term credit depending on the duration of credit. ’The
study also anal"ses the flow of informal credit and now far
informal money market is linked to formal money market.

Short term credit is required as working capital
for financing the agricultural operations, whereas the
medium and long term credits are needed for investmen ;

purposes which increase the productive potential of land
over a period. =Jhile short term credit is directly §fOduC—
tive, medium and long tern credits are indirectly productive
through their capital formation function.
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5.1. Relative Importance of Credit Agencies

‘The relative importance of various credit
agencies could b {D eXplained'nith the help of the following

.4.
umeasures, such OJ ('1 he proportion of borrowings of cultiva_

tors from each agency to their total borrowings, proportion
of debt owed by them to each agency to their total debt
and the proportion of credit Supplied by each agency to
total credit during the year.

5.1.1. Proportion of Borrowings

Table 5.1 shows the proportion of borrowings of
Cultivators from each agency to their total borrowings.
In Kuttanad 59 per cent of the total borrowed amount is

from organised sector and the remaining from unorganised
sector. ‘The village—wise data shows that in all villages,
except Veliyanad borrowings from informal sector is nearly
40 per cent.

Table 5.1 reveals that the percentage of borrow
ings from moneylenders is the highest : 32 per cent of the
borrowings from cooperatives, 23 per cent from commercial
banks, 10 per cent from Agricultural Development Units and

9 per cent from friends and relatives. ’Phis shows the
importance of moneylender as a single agency in the supply
of agricultural credit.



The village-wise data shows variation in the
case of borrowings from cooperatives. It is 25 per cent
in Kavalam, 19 per cent in Veliyanad, 22 per cent in
Kozhimukku and 26 per cent in'Ehalavady. In Veliyanad

village there are two Primary Agricultural Credit Societies,
of which the one at Kumarankary is dormant for the last
three years. But details of dormancy-are absent in the
records of Primary Agricultural Credit Societies with
Kuttanad circle office. In all the four villages borrowings
from moneylenders are highest. It is highest in Kozhimukku
(33 per cent) and lowest in Kavalam 26 per cent).

5.1.2. Proportion of Debt

The proportion of debt against each agency to
total debt are given in table 5.2. Of the total debt 65
per cent is against institutions in the organised sector.
Of this, debt against cooperatives is 40 per cent,-against
commercial banks 18 per cent, against Agricultural Develop
ment Ufiits 7 per cent. 'Thirtyfive per cent of the debt is

-1against unorganised sector, of which debt against money»
lenders is 30 per cent. This is because of the strict
recovery procedure of mcneylenders. Most of the loans
will have to be paid in paddy at the time of harvest. ‘The
rate of interest charged is very high. floreover, if the
loan is not repaid on the stipulated date the collateral
would be forfeited.



The 1962 survey of rural debt conducted by the
Reserve Bank of India showed that, in Kerala, cash indebted

ness to government is 4.5 per cent, to ceoperatives 9.1 per
cent, to commercial lanks 4 per sent and to non—ins::tutionala ,1 1- - I ‘P ' ‘ Wagencies 82.5 per cent. According to All ifldla Dent ena
Investment Survey 1971-72, indebtedness to government is

4.83 per cent, to cooperatives 26.14 per cent, to commer
cial banks 13.45 per cent and to non—institutional agenciesI" " 4., 2 r'~ ' : '. '~ . ' ,3. .55.33 per.cent. rhis shows that the debt against money
lenders diminished and the importance of the organised
sector‘increased.

5.1.3. Proportion of Credit Supplied

Proportion of credit supplied by each agency is
given in table 5.3. It shows that 50 per cent of the total
credit is supplied by Frimary Agricultural Credit Societies,
36 per cent by commercial banks, 10 per cent by Agricultural
Development Units and 3.5 per cent by moneylenders.3 ‘The

above analysis revealg that during 1983-84 organised sector

1. Government of Kerala, "Poverty, Rural Indebtedness
and Moneylending Practices in Kerala”, State
Planning Board,’Trivandrum, 1975, p.9.

2. Reserve sink of India, all India Debt and InvestmentII ‘.
-v-. . - - - - 9- .— ~ -. - 4- 1 vw. -w-4- -~ ~£ -r- v---.~ v---. -.--   l—\ -- »- :*-%- ~ 1 ‘;‘  + —- -   r r‘ V‘. 1:: 7 : #7.?‘ ~.-''_\ '-r"=".3 ¢ 5-23-'-_,._,=..,;'.¢,1L. L’-r... -. ____=.J'_1'.= L.  \...<'_'l.,>'_‘, Q‘... xa\.A_"/  _'.._.L\’k.',. I-'«\..'A.l\_.-" ' L..—‘(,«J.‘ \.a.'-.5



supplied Considerable portion of credit. But the relative
role of moneylender in the eflricultural finance is still
important.

5.2. Co-operative Credit
I

Kerala shares alongwith most of the other states
in the co—operetive credit boom. During the two decades
the quantum of short term and medium term loans issued

through cooperatives rose more than three times, while for
the country it increased by 22 per cent.4 ‘The rapid growth
of credit facilities has been associated with a correspond
ing increase in the number of credit societies, membership
to societies and the growing coverage of the cooperative
credit movement.

‘The cooperatives provide credit of all durations.
The period of short term credit for meeting the working
capital requirements had been reduced from one year to one
season after renaming them as crop loans. They are gener
ally production credit which immediately increases the
total production by the end of the season itself. ‘Fhough
a small proportion.of credit isfor making and processing
agricultural produce, short term credit may be classified

Kg-9-.
~ . ,. _-.., x: ‘."'  __ -- ,_ --~__ ._ r’ - ‘ .,-. T: - ' ‘ .' .. ‘ . "4' g (.."O7u7’“ rri;[‘lL3I—l'\.. Oi. 5\L.'-.T.‘t..i.L. cl, £'x=::_:.‘O L t  t. QC u-4'x..l.L.1. 5;) atlofi».-~- .. -_ . - ,- _ . -, ‘- . . .  '1  _ . ., - iii- .: .- 7'" .- J _ ' T!‘ ._. “.- ._
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broadly as credit for current production. A summary
statement of variation in the structure and flow of
cooperative agricultural credit in Kuttenad is given in

The overall cooperative agricultural credit
supply increased from %.30.9O lakhs to %.82.21 lakhs during

the ten year period from 1960-61 to 1970-71. In te J5 of
index it rose to 266 in 1970-71 and 532 in 1980-81 and

reached 662 in 1983-84. Agricultural credit distributed
per hectare increased from E.332.83 in 1970-71 to %.750.61
in 1980-81 and further increased to m.1213.88 in 1983-84.

The structural composition shows that the proportion of
short term credit had increased to 69.48 per cent in
1960-61 and further to 85.31 per cent in 1983-84 though
it had declined to 85.15 per cent in 1980-81. Another
feature of the cooperative credit structure is that both
the medium term and the long term credit have been increas
ing. In general the trend has been in favour of production
credit which rose mainly due to the technological changes,
application of modern inputs and increase in the cost of_ Rcultivation,

"- q-. "  ‘-9- -N -‘ -"- "aw. .4? '- ' . -I "“ -‘5. AOuCHGuS. a., ttructurel and 110% of Agriculture;.~- - r -_ ~ , u - , . .- . . -,, - . .Cfgult in Leiila in Agrlcultuial Development of
Kerela, Editec bk T.P. Fillei, Agricole Publishing."-'- --  - -0- -v"‘~c'I' ‘:2’ r'-' 1 ..‘ 1 A 1-~' "   A I.
'\—'~.:...-_:.. {.;L“ 1 L" _."-- - ....a|- :1.’ |\.-—4L-"<- 1  a A-‘-5 4 O



In spite of the accepted ratio 3 : 2 between
the short term and the medium term credit of the Primary

Agricultural Credit Societies, the medium term credit

remains very low not only in Kuttanad, but also in the
whole state.6 This predominance of the short term loans
may be attributed to three factors : firstly, reduction of
its duration frum one year to one season and its conversion
into crop loans; secondly, they were attractive due to
their quiCk—yielding nature as well as quick dispersal
compared to complex and time—Consuming procedures of medium

term (M.T) loans and as a result, there has been a tendency
to avail short term credit and-to divert part of it for
investment purposes; lastly the spread of new varieties
and techniques has increased production credit requirement.
The inability of the small and marginal farmers to avail
the medium term credit under specified conditions tended
‘to reduce the medium term.loans.

With the increase in the flow of short term

credit from the Primary Agricultural Cooperative Societies,
‘there has been substantial growth in the amount of credit
outstanding. While the amount of the outstanding credit

,—.

had gone; up from .x.3.5/$.75 l.»;‘-,l~{l".E .1‘-i.:'.» 1960-6:I_ to Rs.28Z;‘.6E

' '~ - ' -  ,. .: .; ...,. .- ..... r: J; - rt‘.   ‘-'E. Report on the Ut¢l¢bQtLCm oi ~hort ierm Lrcdlt
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lakhs in 1983-84 (Table 5.5), tn: index of outstanding
credit rose from 100 to 516 during the same period. In
Kerala the total amount outstanding had gone up from
297.7 lakhs at the end of 1958-39 to B.7599.1 lakhs at
the end of 1976-77, whereas the index of outstanding credit
increased from 100 to 2532.6 during this period.7‘The
substantial growth in the outstanding credit has been
brought about by the policy of the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) to reimburse the short term loans to the full extent,
the introduction of crop loan system and the Action Pro
gramme for the implementation of the state governments.

Details of overdues are given in table 5.6.
With the growth in the annual flow of credit and increase
in the outstanding credit the size and proportion of
overdues also went increasing. 'rno amount of overdues
increased from %.8.43 lakhs in 1960-61 to 42.70 lakhs in
1983-84 and the corresponding index rose from 100 to 507

during the same period. ‘The proportion of Overdues to

outstanding credit in 1960-61 is 15.39 per cent, then it
diminished to 12 per cent in 1970-71 and to 10 per cent in
1980-81 and then increased to 15 per Cent in 1983-84. ‘The

7. Mohandas, M.: (1982).

3- Government of India Ron rt of the National Commission
‘Q

Cu’ O
On.5griculouna - 76, p.6.



state everage increased from 25.4 per cent in 1958-59 toI ' f’ I"! 9 V f'\ In30.3 per cent in 1976~17 and in 2983-84 it oecreased toL.)
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portion of overdues less than one year has gone up from
48.42 per cent in 1960~61 to 60.40 per cent in 1983-84,
while overdues more than one year went down from 51.58 per

cent in 1960-61 to 39.6 per cent in 1983-84.

‘rne index of Primary Agricultural Credit
Societies in Kuttanad increased from 100 in 1960-61 to

327 in 1983-84 (Table 5.4). The average membership per
society increased from 612 to 1257 during the same period.
Average membership per society in Kerala in 1983 is 3052.11
The proportion of borrowing members to total members of
Primary Agricultural Credit Societies in Kuttanad increased
from 63 per cent in 1960-61 to 94 per cent in 1983-84. ‘The
proportion for the state increased from 30 per cent in
1964-65 to 40 per cent in 1980-81 and in 1983-84 it
increased to 38 per cent.12 Loans per advancing societies
rose from $.1.65 lakhs in 1960-61 to %.6.92 lakes in
l983—84 in Kuttanad and for the state it increased from. a . . . ., .  -1%.O.5 laxns in 1964-65 to %.3.94 lanhs in 1975-76 and

Q  i ' ,. d_ \._   C‘ ."- ") \—/I: *£CC:1L3  4"-ll .1--n'!C.§“]'-’

, Economic Review, 1984, State
198'

10. Govemumwm.of Keral_ \ _I B.‘ , vi I " ‘I  Oslamming eoare, lrl L; .

11. Economic Review, 1
12. Economic Review. (1:84).
13. Mohandas, M. (19823.
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advanced per borrowing member else increased from %.427 in

1960-61 to %.58é.2 in 1983-84 in Ruttanad. ifihe average

loan advanced per borrowing men eriuas highest in 1970-71.
increased from %.23O in 1964-65 to. ,. - . 1'm.5o5 1D 1975-76 an: to 3.1483 in 1983. 3

|,_.I I... {FAt the state leve

5.2.1. Flow of Short‘Term Credit

Short term agricultural credit is advanced by
both the Primary Agricultural Credit Societies and the
Non—agricultural Credit Societies. In Kuttanad the Primary
Agricultural Credit societies are the dominant source of
short term.credit. Percentage of short term agricultural
credit to total short term credit increased from 85.78 per
cent in 1960-61 to 89.28 per cent in 1970-71, then diminished
to 86.47 per cent in 1980-81 and further to 85.31 per cent
in 1983-84 (Table 5.4). But the percentage of the short
term agricultural credit to the total credit increased from

6.KO (D59.29 per cent in 1 »~61 to 68.41 per cent in 1970~71. In
1980-81 it increased to 74 per cent and diminished to 72
per cent in 1983-84. ‘The growth of agricultural credit to
total short term credit is mainly due to the policy adopted
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by the Reserve Bank of India to reimburse fully the short
and the medium term loans since the second plan.

5.2.1.1. Distribution of Inputs

A good part of the credit for the seasonal
agricultural operations extended by the Primary Agricultural
Credit Agencies are normally used for the distribution of
the agricultural inputs to the cultivators. ‘The introduc
tion of ABC component systems had given a boost to this

16 Table 5.7 shows the value offunction since l967~$8.

inputs distributed in Kuttanad during 1960-61 to 1983-84.
The value of inputs distributed increased from m.14.56
lakhs in 1960-61 to 3.40.63 lakhs in 1970-71. It again
increased to %.88 lakhs in 1980-81 and to %.127.43 lakhs

in 1983-84. The percentage value of inputs distributed to
the total short term credit advanced increased from 47.11
per cent in 1960-61 to 72 per cent in 1983-84.

The break—up of inputs distributed shows that
fertilizers accounted a major share of inputs distributed.
In 1970—71 it accounted for 48 per cent and increased to
51 per cent in 1980-81 and in l983m84 it again increased
to 53 per cent. hurinr tflflflé peri*ds value of seeds ant
gesticides distributed increased considerably.

A _ , _ ... . . v 1- I \/F‘ - .. . .. r }. J. .  -.--...  u-- ' ‘ . L-- - \ - . A. — -' *-. -_ _7_~ v-V1" -.:1.. - -.  v~-~ . -_  r__- P -, *  . . ‘\ C*--_. (“V r.J. C .9 \..  "C L. .L.---.\'- -L.LKy O .4. -'-\-(._- _;_  Ci‘; .\3''__ _s ‘._ +, \, '.__... \,. \-'\_ \ 5.4  .1. 5.) C. la .t—\ \..4;.
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,.._ —- .. '-”- ‘,—.v. — If .u. 7'*_  Y-\ -up.-E ll l___ _.-L 4.4. ~ -;'.uC1.i L.J.-u, .1. ..-' : .-. .
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5 .2 .2 . I-'1eci-i. Term Credit

, Flow of medium term credit increased from

m.9.43 lakhs in 1960-61 to e.16.63 lakhs in 1983-84. The
index rose from 100 to 139 in 1970-71 and then to 155 in
1980-81 and to 176 in 1983-84 (Table 5.4). Of the total
agricultural credit distributed relative share of the
medium term credit decreased from 30.52 per cent in 1960-61
to 8.13 per cent in 1983-84. Relative share of medium
term credit to total credit distributed diminished from
%.26.04 lakhs to 6.86 lakhs during 1960-61 to 1983-84
(Table 5.5). Of the total medium term credit distributed,
minor improvements to land and purchase of livestock rece
ived major shares. ‘The field survey revealed that most
of the loans received for improvements to land were used
for other purposes.

5.2.3. Long Term Co-operative Credit

Long term credit is advanced by the Co-operative
Land Mortgage Banks under two programmes, namely, ordinary

lending programme and special agricultural development
programme. Long term credit distributed increased from
m.4.33 lakhs in 1970-71 to %.13.43 lakhs in 1983-84
(Table 5.5). The index increased from 100 in 1970-71 to
188 in 1980-81 and further to 310 in 1983-84. ‘The

relative share of long term credit decreased from 16.07
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3:: cent in 1970-71 to 6.56 per cent in 1983-3%. ¥erc1n
tame oi long term credit distributed to total credit increa
sefl firem 4.6 per cent in 1970-71 to 5.5 per cent in 1983184.
In Kerala State long term credit issued in 1958-59 was
m.24.7 lakhs in 1970-71, it increased to e.206.7 laRhsl71 . - . . - . - - 18and in 1983-84 it increased to %.559 lakhs.

5.2.4. Securities

’Though there had been some attempts to shift

from the conventional approach of security—oriented to
produetion—oriented credit, the flow of credit is not

linked with production requirements. With the introduction
of crop loan systems emphasis were shifted to expected
value of the Crops. In spite of these policies the security
portfolio has not changed much as shown in table 5.8.
While loans on security of agricultural produce formed only
4.1 per cent in 1960-61, it slightly increased to 5.5 per
Cent in 1983—84. The proportion of credit advanced against
gold and silver increased from 11.8 per cent in 1960-61 to
18.9 per cent in 1983-84. In the case of immovable proper
ties, the share decreased from 58.1 per cent in 1960-61 to
41.5 per cent in 1983-84. Percentage of amount advanced
afiainst securities increased from 16.4 per cent to 18.5
per cent.

4. "’ 3/: _‘ ‘= ,.. 3,4 '\'-I 0 :h‘O  i\l . l ( Ex) H Ti 0 *_.s C) }__.s O
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5 . 3 . CJomm;rc:i  B anks

'lr’The Commercial Banks oegan lending to agricul

ture_on an increasing scale only after the nationalisation.
Here we consider only the direct finance given by the COZflef
cial banks. Credit distributed to agriculture excluding
plantations was only 1 per cent of the total commercial
bank Credit in l967—68 and it increased to 7.3 per cent in19 ,June 1979. ‘The performance of commercial banks was Stiil
better in the state.

Before the nationalisation of commercial banks,
in Kuttanad there were 6 branches of commercial banks.

They advanced only secured loans. Indicators of credit
operations of commercial banks are given in table 5.9. In
1971, there were 976 accounts and credit outstanding was

%.23.6 lakhs. By 1983-84 the number of accounts increased
to 57.42 and the outstanding credit increased to %.l50.12
lakhs. The index for the corresponding period increased
from 100 to 636. The outstanding credit per branch
incr-ased from m.3.93 lakhs in 1971 to m.6.52 lakhs inO

'1 ‘ . _ ‘ I .1 _‘ _ ,.._ ..._ ,.%\ .  ... .- aux: , -, '_1983-84. After nationalisation the percentage OL agricul
tural credit outstanding to total credit increased from
her cent in 1971 to 77 per cent in 1983. In Kerala Out
standing credit to agriculture in 1977 was %.6683.4 lakhs,

I | I O 9 1 wt
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1 .. . . 20 ,or wnicn 88 per cent was direct ad*ances. In 1981
outstanding credit increased to e.20,463,7 lakhs of which1. 21 _ .93 per cent was direct advances. Snare of overdues in
outstanding credit in 1971 was 18.22 per cent in 1983-84
it slightly increased to 19.12 per cent. ‘Table 5.9 also
reveals that the nationalised banks give the major share
of the agricultural credit in Kuttanad.

5.4. Government Loans

State government issues direct loans to paddy
cultivation through Agricultural Development Units.
Formerly those loans were given through NBS Blocks. Agri

cultural Development Units are following the component

systems in advancing loans. Every farmer is entitled for
assistance at the rate of %.400 per acre. During 1983-84
%.42.87 lakhs were distributed under this scheme in Kuttanad

through seven development units.22 ‘The field study revealed
that most of the farmers who availed themselves credit from

20. Government of Kerala, Statistics For Economic Planning,
1980,'The Directorate of Economics and Statistics,
'Trivandrum, 1980, p.153.
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Agricultural DevelOPment Units have not fUPaiG tn: =*ux::.
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the rate of interest every year. ‘Therefore, thos; fgtmgrs
are perpetually indebted to government. Since thgro is 4;;
of delay in clearing the papers for sanctioning lo;ns. the

5component system is utter flop. Because of further delays,
the facility provided are taken advantage of the deal:::
of inputs.

5.5. Moneylending

(L)Moneylending in Kuttanad has a history from tn'3 -  9 n - Kayal reclamations. ‘The Credit provided at the time was
cheap not only to lending rates in other parts of India,
but also to institutional rates prevailing in this area.
“The Usarious Mahajan, so far as'Travancore is concerned,

is more apparition called into being by the enthusiastic- ' ' I324 4' ' -.' ..co—operater than a reality. honeylending at that time
was based on mutual confidence. ‘They found that conditions
changed over the years and withdrew from the field. During
1983-84 moneylenders provided m.14.4o lakhs in four villages.
’?he estimated figures for Kuttanad taluk is $.14; ;akh:.'”
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5.6. Friends and Relatives

Relatives provided e.1.01 lakhs in the surveyed
villages and for Kuttanad the estimated figure amounts to
%.10.1 lakhs.

5.7. Relation Between Moneylenders and Ordanised
Institutions

One of the major problems of rural money market

is the lack of integration between the unorganised sector. , . 26 _ L fl. _and the organised sector. ’The Committee on ninance for
Private Sector (1954) indicated a few measures for promot
ing integration between organised and unorganised money27 .markets. It recommended that the Reserve Bank of India

would offer rediscounting facilities to rural moneylenders
through commercial banks provided they maintained proper
books and accounts.28

It is difficult to understand the linke be'ween
the moneylenders and the organised agencies, which can grow
if the demand for loans is increased and if the monevlenders,J.

/ —-\ 1-- \ ." I - '1 I -- '- ,-'-~ '\_. I f-'. .- - - —~, : . T ~ I? - -— T-\ ‘E -. .- -- -- ‘.3 1 _ ~- '  *.-  '2 -'-. ‘r -- ‘2  .-, I\©S'.3 .T‘.7{:‘ C»c.?;J‘€ C‘-I .'..I”2'\_i_‘.c‘;; 1-11.]. -'.. .='.L.1.-..<;' I-."..Lfc;_1. u I.»_:Cl\..  ‘-.1}.  <;:'~: 5
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27. Reserve Bank of India, Report of the Committee on
Finance for Private Sector, Bombay, 1954, pp.68—7G.
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1959, pp.209.1l.



start usin" neuotiable credit instruments. ‘Io develop
the links, it may be necessary to create incentives for
the moneylenders to increase the scale of activity and to
reduce interest rates. ‘This may be done by changing the
1.». ’ ' --C "- V-“ " "'.   ..~ -- ~ciJotlCltY OL demand to: rinds. iflg elasticity of

demand for loans may be increased through increased compe»

tition among moneylenders. But such a situation is
difficult to visualise where Cultivators have an allegi1  M 'ance towards moneylenders. moreover, in rural money
markets entry into the market for moneylenders and
borrowers is not so easy. Borrower's access to credit
and lender's mobility are restricted in fragmented credit

3market structure. 1

Some estimate the degree of Contact between
the two markets and examined the nature and growth of

linkages between organised and unorganised money markets. , . 32 .in underdeveloped countries. Here we examine the
linkage in the following ways :

M‘ o 0 Anthony Bottomley, “Credit Expansion and Growth in
Underdeveloped Rural Areas”,‘The Indian Economic
Review, Vol.VI, No.2, August 1962, pp.l2S-43.

30. Subrata Gnetak, Rural Money Markets in India,'The
Macmillan Company of India Limited, Bombay, 1976,
p.143.

smCfiCUltUffll Economics Myths and
C‘
§_)

31. Ashok Rudre, Indian --\ — as a -\ - -- - 2- '  /‘ V -'  ‘ N “.P   I. 5...) P  i.-' ‘   O ’ 'l'.J K.-3.7V   IRealities, Allied
1982, pp.6S-67.

32. U'Tun Wai, interest into fiutside LC: Organised fi=ney_,— .. . - - - -' - I ~-_ /-w '
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“Ens extent to which the commercial banks
finance agricultural sector, directly or indirectly.
Lince the nationalisation of banks, the amount outstand_
ing to agricultural loans paid.out by the commercial
banks in Kerala has been steadily increasing. In 1973
commercial banks distributed 9.3 per cent of credit to
agricul ure (QA all India) and in 1979 it increased to

Q.

1'.7 per cent.”3 In 1981, of the total advances 12.26kl.

per cent were distributed to agricultural sector in
34.xerala.

Another method is to measure the institutional

sources lending to moneylenders. A sample study conducted
among five moneylenders from each village revealed the

following results : Results are given in table 5.10.
Total amount invested in business amounts to %.21,08,SSO.

Of this, only 25 per cent are owned funds and the remain
ing 75 per cent are borrowed from the organised sector;
Of this, 56 per cent are from.the comiercial banks and 44
per cent from the co—operative societies. Advances
expressed :8 a proportion of the total borrowings is
0.91 per cent. ’Thus we conclude that moneylendsrs in

33. State Planning Board, Development of Commercial
Banking in Kerala 1969—79,‘Trivandrum, 1982, p.31.

,. ;~M- Aw - a.l ¢,, - «~l l:.. r« v»\w. QLqtibClCS L01 ¢CQflCfilC rlannin~ \i983;, p.19\.u
-.-l

r_,) j 5
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Kuttnnad conduct their business dependinc on the organised
source. Thus, there is relendin; oi the institutional
credit. 'Pheir profit is the difference in the rate of
interest they charge and what they pay. But this criterion
for estimating links between organised and unorganised
market is not effiective. Moneylanders obtain loans from
institutions either by pledging land or gold as mortgage.
None of the moneylenders is using any negotiable instrument
in their business. Hence there is no control over them.

'Ehis type of relending occurs mainly because of the
diversion of cheap credit from institutional sources.

Most of the agrO~product dealers are doing
business by taking loans from commercial banks by hypothe

cating stocks. ‘They take stocks through bills of exchange.
‘They are providing inputs as short term credit at varying
interest rates oepending on the nature of purchase and the
customer. ‘These dealers are also doing relending business.

I"

But commercial banks control over them is very weak.

35. Discussions with Shop Dealers.



Since moneylenders never show any intention

to satisfy the conditions laid down_by the banks, their
integration with the organised sector is not possible.
Again, the activities of moneylenders would not have been
controlled by passing Various legislations with inadequate.-...36credit Iacilities.

D.K. Rangnekar, Poverty_and Capital Development
in India, Royal Institute of International
Affairs, Oxford University Press, London, 1958,

(A) C\ 0
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CHAPTER - VI

CONTRACTUAL ARRNAGEMENTS AND IMPQICIT INTEREST R§?ES

It is held that the rates of interest on loans in
the unorganised rural markets_are higher than the rates
prevailing in the organised capital markets. In contrast
to this view, the All India Debt and Investment Survey
(1961-62) suggests that the rate of interest on rural
credit in Kerala is very low.1 Interest rate is lower than
one would expect, given the nature of the demand and supply
of credit in rural areas. important reason to the low rate
of interest is a high proportion of loans reported to be
interest—free.2 Majority of the total loans are obtained
from non—institutional sources. Non—institutional sources

charge higher rates of interest than institutional sources.
There are several types of loan transactions in which
borrowers do not pay interest in any explicit or direct

1. Rural Debt and Investment Survey found the average
interest is 3% for Kerala and 10% for India. Reserve
Bank of India, "All India Debt and Investment Survey
1961-62", Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, September
1965 and December 1965. be .

ea wilgfinterest-free,2. 66% of the 1 ans repor
J3 .ulletin, December 1965.Reserve Bank of India
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form, but where heavy interest is hidden under the rug.3
This chapter explains moneylending practices in rural Kerala

in general, implied interest rates in agricultural credit
transactions in Kuttanad and the co—existence of multiple
system of loans.

6.1. Moneylending Practices in Rural Kerala

Though a large part of the agricultural credit
needs is met by the co-operative sector, the nationalised
commercial banks and government agencies, farmers resort to
borrowing from moneylenders, traders and landlords. They

_advance money for production and consumption purposes. The
period of loan is often short. The major characteristics
of these loans are described below :

6.1.1. Mortgage

iAfter the legislation of the Kerala Agriculturists
Debt Relief Act 1970, the practice of obtaining loans
from private moneylenders by mortgaging landed property is

on the decline. This practice exists in certain parts of
Kuttanad among small farmers. Generally loans are of short
duration and are for unproductive purposes. The mortgage
can be gold or land. In many cases moneylenders repledge

3. T.V. Narayana Kurup, (July 1976).
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the gold to commercial banks when their funds are reple

nished. On the expiry of the period, the borrower either
pays the loan or renews it by clearing the arrears of
interest. There are many undesirable practices in these
types of loans.4

These types of loans are known by different names

like Otti, Nadappu panayam, Choondu panayam, Verum panayam,

Viswasa theeru etc., in different parts of Kerala with
some variations in its functioning. There are two types of
practices followed when land is mortgaged for obtaining
loans. In the first case, the lender advances money after
executing a mortgage deed by taking actual possession of

land. He has the right to cultivate the land and appropri
ate the entire usufructs of the crops during the period
equivalent to interest for the amount advanced. In the
second case, even though land is mortgaged, the borrower

enjoys possession of land and gives only the agreed rate
of interest in cash or in kind to the lender. In both
these cases the principal will have to be repaid after the
specified period. The actual rate of interest often works
out to 20 per cent to 70 per cent.

4. Government of Kerala, ‘Poverty, Rural Indebtedness
and Moneylending Practices in Kerala'. State
Planning Board, p.20.
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6.1.2. Promissory Notes

Money is borrowed against the promissory note in

which borrower agrees to hypothecate the landed poverty
under his possession as security for the loan. More often
it is used as a cover for usurious lending. Loans advanced
by landlords and professional moneylenders to small farmers
by oral agreement or with promissory note are also prevalent.
Loans may be for productive or unproductive purposes. Rate

of interest is as high as 60 to 120 per cent. Interest rate
is often paid monthly. As the rate of interest is very
high, the lender is satisfied if the borrower pays the
interest regularly.

6.1.3. Loans Advanced Against brops

The practice of advancing money against crop is
widely prevalent. Private traders and moneylenders are the
people engaged in this business. There is considerable
variation in the prevailing practices between regions and
between crops. The method of operation also varies from
region to region.

One form of offering security for loans prevalent
is to surrender the right of collecting the usufructs of
coconut palms to the lender. This is considered both as
security for the loan and as a means of assuring automatic
clearance of the interest on the loan amount and,in some
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cases, as interest as well as.the principal. The lender
advances money in return for which he is given possession
of a few bearing coconut trees. There are two different
practices followed in this regard. One of them is to
advance an amount in return for the usufructs of some

coconut palms. The amount is determined on the basis of
the estimated yield. The price fixed by the trader will
be below the market price.5 The other practice referred
to is to advance money against the right of enjoyment of
the usufructs of a specified number or area which will set
off the interest charges. In this case the right of possé.
ession is an implicit security for the loan amount and the
yield therefrom is the interest for the money advanced.
The possession right will be transferred back only on full
payment of the loan amount. Between the two systems the
first one provides for automatic liquidation of the debt.
This system of crop loan manifests itself in different

forms. It can be classified under ‘Thengupattom'.
'Melpattom', ’Undaruthi' and ‘Choondipanayam', as it is

known in the different regions of the state. The system
of mortgaging arecanut trees is also more or less than
same.
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Du:ing cultivating season small farmers borrow

money from landlords and traders with the promise to
repay the principal with interest as paddy. In some cases

interest portion has to he paid as'paddy and the principal
in cash. There is another system of lending paddy seeds
to small Cultivators at the time of sowing and in return
for each para of paddy seed three paras of paddy have to
be paid at the time of harvest.

6.1.4. Cash Advance Against Repayment in Kind

During periods of unemployment the agricultural
labourer approaches their employer farmer also for small
loans. These loans are later adjusted against their
wages.7 Borrowing small amounts from petty traders before
harvest and repaying the dues'in kind at the time of
harvest is another practice prevalent.

6.1.5. Pledging of Ration Cards

Loans taken by pledging the ration cards is very
common amon~ the poorer sections of the local community.
Amounts are borrowed from bttter—off households on the

security of the ration cards, the loan amounts varying
directlv with the numoer of units reoistered in the cards.
“he ration cards u;il 2. used L tn~ crtc;tOrS till tn:
principal is repaid. As far as norrowers are concerned the

}
7. This system i not followed in Kuttanad since labour= s T

_Y-_ 6].!;l ,-..; -‘-.I.Ql,-Ju

5 I -.1'31 “qr-'\11‘4 -_‘.v-\. .- . I I  .-- lA__'..,;'Io_.¢. - '_\A'..'.- _ .5
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loans appear to be interest-free, but a fairly high inter
est rate is implicit, which is equivalent to the difference
between the control price of rice and its open market
price. This practice is fairly widespread among agricul
tural labourers and fishermen. A slight different system
is also followed in the case of small loans. Small amounts

will be advanced against the security of ration cards.
After the expiry of the agreed period the card will be
given back and no repayment of the loan is necessary. The
money is given for the actual use of ration card.

6.1.6. Chit Funds

Chit funds are‘another source of credit in this
area. Most of these chit funds are conducted by local
persons. They are of an informal type. This informal
type of local chit funds, with scale of operations, belongs
to unorganised sector of rural credit market. The price
amount received by the subscriber constitutes a loan which
is advanced against the personal security or security of
land.

6.1.7. Gold Loan

This is the most common form of loan availed by
people in the low enc middle income eroups. People-r

“- -- -‘ Au — -. -- -V K '\ \'% '~  P ' ‘ "/Wapproach prlvete meneyienders bQCcUSt of ess rormalities,‘,_.!

they advance more compared to commercial banks and they
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can get smaller amount of loans from private moneylenders.
The rate of

50 per cent including the.
show it as only 12 per cent in the

6.1.8.

or moneylenders for their credit needs.
at exorbitant rate of interest from the moneylender.
small trader, taking a margin
dities at high prices. There
availed by small traders.

service
interest charged by the moneylenders comes to

charges, though they
agreement.

Small traders depend mostly on indigenous banks

~They borrow money

The

of profit, sells his commo
are three types of loans

Traders often borrow money from moneylenders for

one day for which they have to pay interest varying from

the borrower $.90 in

evening.
in Kerala.

601980 2c

Moneylender advances

%.lOO which will be repaid in

amount every week. This type
on the basis of mutual

moneylender knows the
him.

for m.100.

This type of daily market loans are

trust and
borrower,

some moneylenders pay to

the morning and collect $.1OO in the

very popular

loan of

equal instalment of a fixed
of transaction is carried out

therefor: unless the
no loan will be
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6.1.8.3. fine Roll.

,This kind of loan is advanced by chit funds.
In this type of loan %.7O will be pal? by the lender to
be repaid at the rate of one rup e per day for 100 conse~E‘.

cutive days. Such loans are advanced on trust. There are
local variations to this system of loan.

6.2. Contractual Arrangements in Credit Market in Kuttanad

In this section we explain various types of loans
practised by different lending agents in agricultural
credit market in Kuttanad. Loans having similar terms
have been classified under a particuflar system. For
example, if a loan is extended in cash and also collected
in cash, we call it the system of ‘cash to cash loans‘.
Similarly, loans are classified as ‘kind to kind‘, ‘cash
to kind‘, ‘kind to cash‘ and so on.

6.2.1.. The Professional Honeylenders
The distinctive feature of professional money

lenders is that their other professions are subsidiary tcU I‘
lending. Even though they do have informal control over
their client:, they demand security. The motive may be

..... ~ .. . -21-. .. - . .». ' .to mflfit possible the transfer of assets from the borrowers
to the lenders in the most profitable manner. This they
can do by undervaluing the collateral assets, charging
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high interest on the loan and by extending a small propor
tion of the value of asset on loan.

I

‘lhe terms and conditions are as iollows:
Borrowers are required to fuizish a security. ‘The economic
worth of the security is assessed by the creditor usually
at less than current market price of security. Since the
creditor assess the economic worth of the security, he

may undervalue the asset with monopolistic powers.8 ‘The
rate of interest is explicitly mentioned in tne oral
contract and calculated on a monthly basis and it varies
depending on the nature of security. Interest rate
varies about 3 to 7 per cent per month.

"Since security is a must, the availability of
loans is restricted to those who can afford to offer such
securities. And since the rate of interest is fixed in
relation to the nature of security offered, the average
rate of interest paid by the farmers depencs on the compo
I C n - I _. __ d‘  ‘_ . : Aur _. “ ‘I. ___I_ _ _ __ ‘ _ 3sition of securities. Tabie 6.1 snows features of loans

8. Amit Bnaduri: "On the Formation of Usuricus interest
Rates in Backward Agriculture”, Cambridge
Journal of Economics, Vol.1, 1977. Also see gig:
Economic Structure of Backward Anriculture,
MacMillan, New Delhi, i984. Kaushik Basu, "Implicit
Interest Rates, Usuary and Isolation in Backward
Agriculture", Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol.8,
No.2, i984, pp.l45-159.



outstanding to professional moneylenders in the selected
villages of Kuttanad. From the table it is evident that
the average rate of interest paid by small farmers is
higher than that of farmers with larger holdings. If we
assume that there is no interim payment, then the average
lifespan of the loan depends on amount borrowed, interest
rate and nature of security. Average lifespan of loans
also varies directly with the size of landholdings. Given
the terms and conditions of loans, the moneylender may be
more interested in the default than in due repayment of
the loan since his income from default is higher than that
from repayment.

Borrowings from professional moneylenders are

very low by the farmers. But their operations are very
high among the landless agricultural labourers.

6.2.2. Agricultural Moneylenders

An agricultural moneylender is one who combines

moneylending with agriculture. Hence he has two sources
of income - income from agriculture and income from

usuary. It is not necessary that the sources of income
of these classes be restricted to any two sources; they
may combine trading, lending and leasing out land, etc.
Here we shall concentrate onthe agricultural moneylenders



who practise the following types of loans : (1) Cash to
cash, (2) Kind to kind, (3) Cash to kind, (4) Usufructuary
mortgage.

6.2.2.1. Cash to Cash

‘This type is similar to that practised by the
professional moneylenders.' The only one difference is
that these loans are unsecured in the sense that they are
not extended against security. Other terms and conditions
remain more or less the same. Given these we have

calculated the average rates of interest on these loans
shown in table 6.2. It should be observed from the table
that the loans are unsecured and the rates of interest
charged on them are lower than those extended by the pro
fessional moneylenders in Kuttanad. ‘This shows the

informal nature of agricultural credit market. If.the
.lender has full confidence in the borrower, then he may
not only do away with the need for security, but also
charge lower interest than L’) ecured_loan. However, the
general feature of the agricultural credit market viz.,
the small fanners paying higher ‘rate’ than the large
farmers is observed in this case.

60202020  to
In a non—monetised economy both borrowing and

repayment of a loan including interest may be in kind. In
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Kuttanad paddy is borrowed for seeds and for consumption
during lean periods. If there is difference in the
quantity borrowed and repaid, the implied rate of interest
may emeree. However, introduction of money into the

economy does not necessarily destroy this system of loan,
but it may enhance the tendency on the part of both the
borrowers and the lenders to transact loans purely in kind
terms.9 In Kuttanad the general tendency is that the
price of paddy increases from the harvest to lean season,
so lenders having trading interest stipulate in the
contract that the loana are to be repaid at the time of
harvest and in paddy only. If the lender recovers the
loan in cash at the market price (harvest price), they
would be making less profit.

The terms and conditions involved in the contract

are (1) both the loan and the repayment must be in paddy,

(2) loans must be repaid at the time of harvest and (3}
greater quantity must be repaid. Since there is difference
in quantity borrowed and repaid, the implied rate of
interest emerges. ‘The menev rate of interest and implied

‘hinterest rate are given in table 6.3. It is —ound thatl

the implied interest rate in this type is higher than the

‘I ‘ ‘ . ‘I -'\ .' ‘ A ur. ‘-0 9‘ 1-. ‘. V‘-‘D ': "K ’- V I “ -‘N 19. Bardnxumar Bnanonopaeyay, economics or A9rlCdltufcio .._ __d_ o 1_ F‘ .-.. _ -gr ---. - _‘  _: ‘A/V ‘,.---. _v__ A ' I ’ . ,   1 FNCredit, AyflCOle Eueiieeine eompany, New uelhl. 19b5



money rate of interest, Rudra explains high interest rate. 7"\ ‘ ' ‘as follows : rarmcrs b rrow in the lean pGrlOQS when
the price of paddy is very high ie., in value terms farmers
borrow pq where p and q are the price and quantity respect

‘S
I-./

ively. Since at the time of harvest, price p is very. 1 . . -. L .low, quantity q to be repaid must rise to maintain the1 U 1 l 5' O _ O _ I 0 -\ h ‘equality pq = p q . Ir this equality is maintained, teen
no money rate of interest is involved. ‘The surplus quan
tity repaid is merely the compensation for the fall in
price rather than the interest.11

'These loans are usually contracted when farmers

exhaust their stock of paddy. As a result demand for paddy
in the market increases but supply remains inelastic, this
pushing up the price of paddy.12 Under these circumstances
some farmers are compelled to borrow in kind. Consequently
the commodity market is converted.into a credit market due
to the scarcity of paddy. ’Phis leads to the differential

10. Either as food or as seeds.
11. Ashok Rudra : "Loans as a Part of Agrarian Relations:

Some Results of a Preliminary Survey in west Bengal",
Economic and Political fiewkly, Vol.X, No.28, 1975.
Also see Ashok Rudra, ‘In an Aericultural Economics —
Myths and Rea}ities‘1982 and Ashok Rudra and Pranab
Bardhan, ”§greriaE"Reletiohs in Rest Bengal”,
Somaiya Publications; Bombay. 1983., ..‘ , _ O -0-! ,3 '/ I _\ __‘ "112. Price of seeds increases at least h 50» in Kuttanae
at the time of sowing.

L



rate of interest in the agricultural credit market because
all the lenders_cennot lend at the same rate of interest.

Agriculture moneylenders extend their loans in

cash and collect them back in kind. 'This is the most
important of all types of credit followed in the former
credit market of Kuttanad. In this system lenders make
a forward.contract with the borrowers to the effect that

the repayment will be made in terms of paddy at the time
of harvest. '?he price at which the equivalent quantity
of paddy will be collected not at the market price pre
vailing at the time of harvest, but at a contract price
fixed by the lender and the contract price is lower than
the market price.

We calculate the implied interest as follows:
Let 'p' is the amount borrowed. Convert it into an
equivalent quantity or paddy using the market price
prevailing at the time of borrowing Mp. Contract price

r._J
'u‘' . * — ' ' .- Q '5 /—. . I-\. — - ' —\ . " —. ;- . .4\  ,& r\- ‘te is glngfb _ess than the term harvest prlCc. ihe %uan—
In J. - ‘v. A: an -E .-.. ¢ ‘ --‘ \ .. _, ___ u: {T "1 ' ' .§ . '\ ‘I. oh "'_'tity CL pacer Ec be repfild accoreinc to the contract is cl.
.v~."~ - . _\ 1. ._  5- -. 3- .' ., . ,_ - - - -._. __ 4. - - _. _ _ .- vi - ' - ._  '1iht V lue or Luis cu,ntit§ at tee tentact price is equal
-"r-~ _ §- P-. .-. —.‘~.v~~__p--ls 1,.-_.b.. -'-v-\_',-‘ A -« -.,u_7_a "‘ -""fi -‘~_). ._, ‘- 1' TV-.V-“'5  _-  '  --) Wn  -T  t -i“ -_-.1K.-C L.-.»'L,: <_;...'r._;L'«;s'...- 1..-'..,~I_I.C/-'--.iL£.. LL.-“~—¢'i.£. .L..sL..:...LK_L'u.¢ inn.-'g.i.t:.2 .4. 0-; Owe;P

}..J :l'~..'<..I.'-SS I...‘-:';;.l.C} if‘; 'c.‘..':rT:‘..5 x_)L. p;1‘3«Gy  \._’I '' E). 11:-Etk. O

interest R m * x 100. To calculate money rate of



interest let us assume tte market price prevailing at
11the time of harvest is Mlp. Total money rate 0 interest

I1 = Q1 (mlp — Cp). The implied and money rates or
interest are given in table 6.4, From the table it is

{TO
.Lclear that money rates of interest depend on the LO

between the farm harvest price and the contract price.
The implied interest depends on the gap between the price
prevailing in the market at the time of borrowing and the
contract price. Since the difference between price pre
vailing at the time of borrowing and contract price is
greater than the price prevailing at the time of Harvest,
and the Contract price, the implied interest rate is higher
than the market price. 'The implied interest rates are
independent of lifespan of loans. ‘Therefore the difference
in inter~size group is mainly due to the difference between
‘the price prevailing at the time of borr wing and the
contract price. But money rates of interest are not only
affected by the price difference, but also by the duration
of the loan.

6.2.2.4. Usufractuary Mortgage

fiortgages are of two types — simple and
usufractuary.l3 The terms and conditions of loan are
complicated as they are varied in nature and are informal.

F.) L» I (in {V (1
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The loans are given against the security of land.14 ‘The
maximum amount that can be borrowed is determined by the

quality and quantity of land mortgaged. But the detera
mination of this maximum amount may also be influenced by

the bargaining powers of the two parties. Amount borrowed
is inversely related with landholdings and economic status
of the borrower. ‘The terms and conditions and informal
character of loans make the system_liable to manipulation
by the lender. Myrdal explains the unequal character of
the arrangement as follows: "As the land values increase,
the moneylender discovers he may have a positive interest
in the default of his debtor. Previously, he might have
been Cautious about advancing more than the peasant could

manage to repay. But when the moneylender sees that he
can benefit from the default of a debtor --——. His concern

is no longer limited to acquiring profits as a financial
intermediary, but is directly increasingly to the acqui

1.I

sition and speculation of land."

.‘| , .. .;: .... “ ,.;;  . ‘+- ., —. H, _ " - ‘ —- -CLe. apart irom lane otn.r item; can aiso on or. . '- .' :.  ----. .. ....~_.. T  4..., ' ..securities. sea ECVciuY; innebte ne‘
fioneylendine Practic =

15° Gunner Myrdal, Asian Drama, An Enquiry into the
Poverty of Nations, Vol.11, Pelican Books, 1968,
p,1042.
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Rate of interest is calculated as follows :
9 is the amount borrowed. D is the duration of loan which

is taken as one year. I is interest, which is the value of
service of land. In other words, interest is equal to the
rental share of land. Hence, R = I/P X 100. Features of
the autstanding loans on usufractuary mortgage of land
are given in table 6.5. ‘The mortgaged land may be culti

ted either by the mortgagee or by the tenant. In the
case of own cultivation, the contribution of land ie., net
income expressed as a percentage of the principal amount"
borrowed gives us the rate of interest. In the case of
‘“fiancy the interest is equal to the rental share.

5.3. Coexistence of Multiple System of Loans

The coexistence of multiple system of loans is
she varying bargaining power of lenders and the

borrowers in the agricultural credit market and also due
to imperfections in other agricultural markets. Before
explaining the coexistence of multiple system of loans,
some observations of characteristics of other agricultural

markets in Kuttanad may be made 2 coexistence of different
modes ,5 production in Indian agriculture, family farm,
capitalist farm etc. Different modes of production
necessitate different kinds of labourers. A capitalist
farm is based on casual and permanent labourers. A family



fann uses its own family labour. ’There are semibonded
labourers to meet the specific needs of their masters.
‘The coexistence of different modes of production necessi
tates not only different kinds of labourers, but also
different combinations of other factors of production.
We flnd that in agricultural credit market different
systems have different quantitative significance in the
informal agricultural Credit market of Kuttanad (Table 6.6).
It can be seen from the table that cash to kind system is
the most common. Next in importance is cash to cash loans.
Kind to kind system of loan is the least popular. 'rhus
all systems of loans are not of equal importance and yet
they coexist because of varying bargaining power of borrow
ers and lenders and because of the imperfections of the
other agricultural markets.

During the lean months and at the time sowing,
because of supply constrains of paddy, the price of paddy
increases and, therefore, lenders face excess demand for
funds and charge high rates of interest. But lenders can
lend only to trustworthy farmers. ‘This leads to differ»
ential rates of interest. ‘This is a case of interlocking
of cofimoiity and credit market. Again, the amount earned
by casual labour during the peak season is not sufficient
to meet consumption needs during the slack seasons and



their average income is very low, which causes a deficit
in their family budget. Hence the demand for consumption
loans. Labourers can offer only their services on security
for loans. ’They make a promise to serve the moneylender
or landlord during the peak season. This also results in
interlocking of labour and credit market. ‘Thus, for the
coexistence of different modes of production and different
exchange patterns there could be different rates of return
from different modes of production and transactions.
Similarly, there could be a coexistence of different systems
of loans in the credit market with differential rates of
interest.

6.4. High Rate of Interest — an Explanation

One of the important characteristics of the
informal credit market is the differential rate_of interest
charged by the same lender or agency to different catego
ries of borrowers. Of the various factors influencing
differential rates of interest the more important are
nature of security offered, purpose for which loan was
utilised, duration of the loan, size of the loan and sizes

6";

of the operated holdings of the borrower.

6.4.1. Nature of Securities

In any commercial system of borrowing and

lending security offered plays a crucial role. ‘The
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purpose of the security is to cover the costs of risk.
Therefore, risks are involved only when the lender does
not ask for such prior security, nor does he have any
influence upon the borrower for repayment. Most of the
loans extended are unsecured. As far as the agriculturist
moneylenders are concerned, security is not essential owing
to the highly personalised nature of loans. .Ranges of
rates of interest paid by different size-groups of culti
vators against secured and unsecured loans in the informal
credit market of selected areas of Kuttanad are given in
table 6.7. It is found that interest rates on secured
loans are high compared to unsecured loans. Interest rates
on both the secured and the unsecured loans diminish as the

size of landholding increases. It is also pointed out_that
rate of interest varies with the nature of security.

6.4.2. Purpose of Borrowing

Farmers borrow for consumption and production

purposes. Since the demand for production loans is derived
demand, its elasticity will depend upon the elasticity of
demand for those commodities or factors which are brought
with the loan amount. Since the demand for some of the

items in the consumption set may be more elastic than that
n the production set, the elasti;—»fcr son; cf tee items

I“city of market demand ior consumption and production loans
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will depend on the importance of such items in the two
sets. ‘The inelasticity of demand for loans primarilya A ' u . . 1 6meant for family consumption is well recognised. Under
certain circumstances demand for production loans may

also be inelastic and therefore moneylenders may charge
high rates on interest.

6.4.3. Duration of the Loans

Duration of the loan is not relevant for fully
secured loans offered by professional moneylenders. But
agricultural moneylenders specifically mention duration
of loan in the contract.17 Usually they charge a higher
rate of interest on short duration loans. ‘This is because
the cost of administration would be higher if the amount
advanced is spread over a larger number of short-term
loans than if it is extended to smaller number of long-term
loans. Duration of loan may also be an important factor
so far as the highly personalised nature of loan trans

actions done by agricultural moneylenders. But as far as
backward agricultural economy of Kuttanad is concerned,

demand for short—term loans are high. Most of the loans

160 §TVF"' 0   .
1V. Loans must be repaid at the time of hervest«~'-a- I‘: -_ "bras - ‘-smaximum fee: months.
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are Contracted for production purposes. The duration of
loans in our sample villages in Kuttanad varies from 3
to 13 months.

6.4.4. Size of Holdings

The rate of interest may be expected to be
inversely related with size of holdings due to the Weak
_bargeining power of small farmers. Large holdings mean
greater creditworthiness and lower rate of interest.

6.4.5. Size of Loans

Generally farmers borrow larger amounts at

lower rates of interest. Loan per capita is also a
reflection of the economic conditions of the borrowing
families. The higher the loan borrowed per capita, the
weaker may be the economic status of the borrowing family
and the higher the rate of interest- ‘

In addition to the above mentioned factors, it
is possible that the rates of interest in the informal

asector mav be higher due to weak infrastructure developul’ ‘ 0 ' - 0 I. ,.-t 4- -+ r _ -. .9-. .- ,-__ .. ...'4... ...... _ - R _. , meat fine llmieeu 4lCGrnqLlVuS for eorrewing,

6.5 Decomposition of Rate of Interest

It has been accepted.by the economists that the
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rate of interest in backward economies are very high, but
economists vary in providing major explanation of high
rate of interest. Bottomley attributed the high rate of
interest mainly to the risk premium and the cost of admi
nistering private loans.18 Raj believes that the high
rates of return from alternative investments such as on

commodity stocks can explain the reasons for high interest
rate.19 Others believe that the high rate of interest
should be explained mainly with reference to the high

20 It is alsodegree of monopoly power of the lender.

argued that the legal regulation of the rate of interest
which helps to increase rather than contain the rate

because the moneylenders add to their charges an additional, _ . . 21premium to cover the risk of government prosecution.

18. Anthony Bottomley, "Interest Rate Determination in
Underdeveloped Rural Areas;" gmerican Journal of
ggricultural Economics, Vol.57, No.2, May 1975;
also see Factor Pricing and Economic Growth in
Underdeveloped Rural Areas, Scientific Book Agency,
Calcutta, 1971, pp.90-109.

19. K.N. Raj, "Saving Capital’Transfer and the Rate of
Interest”, MIMEO 1957.

20. Utunwei, 1957, A.G. Chandavarkar, "The Premium for
Risk at Determined.f Interest Rates in Underdeveloped
Rural Areas 2 C -iv auarterly_Journal of Economics,-- I
Vol.79, Ko.2, M5? 1 5, Charles Nisbet, "Interest
Rates and Imperfect Competition in the Informal Credit*- ;: -. . .* *1‘ ..-. -  -:« ,. ,.._ d\./‘F: ,-, , '1 . ‘Market or Rural Chile , economic Deveiobment anc./W‘ "1 \ V 4. - -/1 F 9-. _-. V -1.!‘  '1: ‘-.. ~ " l I‘\1‘Ko‘J~+C4 '\u‘:-‘i-_'..j('.‘-!(_',’ s :w_L.1UI :‘\'C). J.’  r’  .

pp

21. Rudolf. C. Blitz and Hillard F. Long, “The Economics
of Usuary Regulation”,'The Journal of Political
Economy, Vol.73, No.6, December 1965.
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ffhere is also the hypothesis that low degree of moneti—. . .= . . . . 22sation is responsiole for the high rate of interest. In
the light of arguments we analyse our empirical data.

6.5.1. Risk Premium

The risk premium can be calculated from the rate
of default by the borrowers over a period of time. The
rate of default should be defined as the percentage of
amount defaulted to total amount of advance to all borro

wers in a given period of time. ‘The rate of default are

given in table_6,8. ‘The information has been collected
from five agricultural moneylenders from each of the four
sample villages of Kuttanad. It is clear from table 6.8
that rate of default is low in the sample villages of
Kuttanad. Many other studies have also found that the rate
of default to moneylenders is not very significant. The
All India Rural Credit Survey reported that only 10 per
cent or less of the total amount involved was doubtful.23

All India debt and Investment Survey l97l—72 shows that

77 per cent of cash dues outstanding to cultivators are
reoaid within 2 years.



6.5.2. Cost of Administeringwgpan

Regarding the cost of administering private

loans Bottonley considers the following factors : (1) the
number of individual loans which the moneylenders makes,
(2) the size of each one of his loans, (3) duration of
the loan and (4) the administrative cost of providing the
moneylenders with.whatever additional reserves he may

feel he needs.24 In our case study of moneylenders we
found that none of them had paid staff. Lender himself
does all jobs. If the salary of the lender is imputed
on the basis of the salary that he has to pay to a clerk,
then the administrative cost expressed as a percentage
of total loans advanced comes to less than 4 per cent.

6.5.3. Alternative Rates of Return

If the rates of return realisable on alternative
investment are high, the rates of interest charged by
the rural moneylenders also will be high. Land is an
important asset in most of the backward agrarian commu

nities and since many of the lenders are landowners toe,

4%. Anthony Bottcmley, "The Cost of Administering'‘ ' s - - -‘ v '- -1 .- -I v’—. M _ -I \ -''\  " Fxbrivate Loans in uDOGfQeVdiOpQQ Rural mfCcS
Oxford Economic Papers, Tel ' 7‘! A'  _- "2 .. '..J..s_x‘ J-'\_/gt-—’  J...



they may compare the rate of return from land with the
rate of interest. If the rate of return from land is
very high, there will he a strong preference for holding
land. "A strong preference for land means that owners
of wealth (potential lenders) can earn high rates of
return by lending money for the purchases of land (buying
mortgages). ‘The combination of small and inelastic supply
of funds with a relatively high demand for their use
serves to establish unusually high rates of interest."2S

If a lender uses monopoly power to control the
several markets, his clients must have to pay high rate
of interest?6 Because of the interlinkages in the factoral
market, lender gains control over these markets. When a
moneylender links credit market with labour and commodity
markets he controls all these markets and this increases

the opportunity cost of the loanable funds to the lenders.
‘Thus the relationship between lender and borrower is a
source of high monopoly profit. Even when the lender does
not have any informal control over his borrower, it is

25. Nathan Rosenberg, "Capital Formation in Underdeveloped
Countries”, American Economic Review, Vol.50, No.4,
September 1960;

26. "Monopolist" or "Imperfect Competitor”: also_see
Anthony Bottomley, Factor pricing and Economic Growth
in Underdeveloped Rural Areas, Scientific Book Agency.
Calcutta. 1971. also see F.N 1 page 88. See Ch.1.



possible for his to impose a monopolistic rate upon the
borrower because of the latters weak bargaining power.
‘This poor bargaining power is due to his inelastic demand
for loan. Moreover he cannot give adequate securities.
‘The moneylenders are well informed about the economic
conditions of their borrowers and this enables them to

impose monopolistic rates under certain conditions.
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CHAPTER - VII

TI-IE IMp:=.cT op AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ON THE ‘AGRICULTURAL

DEVELOPMENT

The basic objective of agricultural credit is to
‘help farmers to earn higher incomes by larger output
brought either by an increase in area or by improvement
in yield rates or both. The credit schemes are also aimed
to bring in changes in scales and pattern of farm operations
as well as in attitudes towards saving and investment. The
purpose of the chapter is to examine the impact of agricul
tural credit on the major determinants of agricultural
development. It also includes conclusions and recommen
dations.

For measuring the benefit all farmers are required
to furnish informations on their farm practices relating
to two periods such as 1973-74 and 1983-84. A word of
caution has to be made at this point. It is difficult to
isolate the impact of agricultural credit on agricultural
development. Because agricultural development is the
combined effect of all inputs. Moreover, the steap rise
,in prices does not permit attribution of entire benefit to



credit alone. But this.does not restrain the comparison
as long as our objective is to analyse the trend and not
absolute gains.
7.1. Impact Analysis
7.1.1. Land Utilisation

Credit can be identified as one of the most

effective means of introducing technological progress in
a backward agricultural economy. In kuttanad single crop
was practiced before 1973-74. Construction of permanent
bunds with rubble and increased supply of credit has
increased gross area under paddy cultivation. (Table 7.1).
The gross cropped area increased from 30822 hectares in
1973-74 to 35313 hectares in 1983-84. The index during the
period increased from 100 to 115. The index diminished

from 104 in 1973 to 93 in 1979 and for the next two years
the index remained at 96. A—comparison between the gross

area under cultivation and area cultivated during summer
{usually called "punja", the principal crop) reveals that

the increase in the gross area is due to the introduction
of second crop, even though area cultivated twice is low
due to many reasons. Construction of permanent bunds was
envisaged to be completed to six years ending 1981. The
main benefit to be derived from the project is the raising
of an additional rice crop in an area of 52000 hectares. . 1 . .in the Project area. Because of the slow implementation

1. Kuttanad Development Project (1974), p.44.
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of the scheme it is yet to enter its last stage. Hence
additional area brought under cultivation increased very
slowly.

Finance for the scheme is raised by loans from
institutions on behalf of cultivators by the project
authority. 'Fhe loans with interest will have to be repaid
by the cultivators. Hence the area benefited out of this
scheme has close relation with credit.

Pattern of land utilisation in the sample villages
are given in table 7.2. There is increase in both the
gross cropped area and the net cropped area. In the case
of non—food crops area under cultivation increased.
Table 7.2 revealed that there are changes in the land
utilisation pattern in all the sample villages, but the
change found in Kavalam is only very low,

7.1.2. Cropping Pattern

With the given credit facilities changes in
cropping pattern come either by an increase in the number
of crops cultivated or by changes in proportional allo
cation of area under different crops. ‘The proportional
allocation of a borrower farmer is expected to be

\.ned by commercial outlook and hence more and more‘3gov
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crops are to be allocated for superior crops. Hence one
can presume that under conditions of subsistence farming
the major share of total cropped area would go for food
crops. Here cropping pattern is analysed with the changes
that have occurred during 1973-74 and 1983-84 Cfable 7.3).
Among the sample cultivators paddy is the most important

item of cultivation. Changes in the cropping pattern is
due to increased land utilisation under various crops.
Even though the absolute area increased in 1983-84,

percentage area to total area has diminished for all
crops. Many of the sample farmers have received credit
for different crops under various schemes, but only a
few farmers have utilised it for specified purposes. A
major share is diverted to paddy cultivation. ‘Thus,
agricultural credit could not make any impact on the
cropping pattern.

7.1.3. Cropping Intensity

Intensity of cropping is one of the major factors
indicating agricultural development. Even though double
cropping is practised in Kuttanad most of the paddy
fields are not cultivated twice due to various reasons

such as uncertain weather, delay for the punja crop etc.
r°‘.

I
I(1.)In 197 4 cropping intensity was x3Q.79 for sample

' " - '- "4 .....' .- ' .‘ 7' 1:5  ' <*.'‘- =VlllaC]€S, SL2}: 3.1: Ci...:-.:_:§.‘.-;.ST1t;C1‘CO  _',"..I'i 19133-84, .3‘:
cf
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disaggregatiofi of sample reveals that cropping intensity
was highest in'Tha1avady (159 in 1973-74). It came down
to 119.59 in 1983-84. Hence we can conclude that even

with double cropping and influx of credit by various
schemes cropping intensity of sample villages diminished.

7.1.4. Structural Changes

One question to be answered here is which class

of farmers has derived the extension benefits ? ‘We could
not find farmers who have used institutional credit to

purchase land and shift to higher size of holdings. Many
small farmers have used informal credit to purchase land.
They purchased land on the belief that they can get.
credit from institutional sources to meet operational
COStS.

We could find farmers who have sold their culti

vable land to repay the amount borrowed. .As a result
they became small holders. Many are leasing out or are
interested in leasing out land due to the indebtedness to
financing agency. ‘Thus agricultural credit could not
help in structural changes. Ch nges in the landholdingO}

is due to sales, fragmentation and ;and reforms.
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7.1.5. Irrigation

Paddy fields in Kuttanad are generally below the
natural level. During the crop season the excess water
in the paddy fields is pumped out and cultivation done.
As the water level outside the rice fields remain at a
higher level than inside, periodical irrigation in the
rice field is carried out by tilling in water through
sluice located in outer bunds. t is said that in view
of the construction of permanent bunds, Kuttanad is denied
the benefit of any minor irrigation work being taken up
during the last few years.2 Infrastructural development
programmes in Kuttanad such as’Ehottappally spillway

which controls floods, Thanneermukkom bund which blocks

the entry of salinity during summer and diversion of
water from Muvattupuzha are some of the major developments

in irrigation.

7.1.6. Adoption of High Yielding_Varieties

The new seed varieties had an early start in
Kuttanad compared to other rice growing areas of Kerala.
‘The rate of spread was also faster. Of the first four
years since the introduction of high yielding varieties,

2. Report of the Comprehensive Development of Kuttanad
£1980}, p.27.
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about 51 per cent of the sample cultivators had adopted
it.3 ‘The factors which influence adoption rates are
size of holdings, assets, access to information, new
inputs and credit, tenurial status, irrigation facility
and level of literacy.4 There are some who question any
association between the above variables and rates of

adoption.5 In Kuttanad early adopters of high-yielding
varieties had large holdings, command more resources and

access to inputs and credit.6 with the help of various
schemes of government almost all the farmers are using
high yielding varieties. ‘Thus the adoption rate is very
ho
7.1.7. <mm;gm.pattern

‘The above analysis revealed that over the period
of time cropping pattern has not changed significantly.
The only difference that took place is that now farmers

3. P.G.K. Panikar, "High Yielding Varieties of Rice - A
Study of Selected Areas in Kerala? Workinq_P§per
No.l40, Centre for Development Studies,‘Trivendrum,1980. ‘

4. Ingrid Palmer, “The New Rice in Asia, Conclusions
from Four Country Studies", United Nations Research
Institute For Social Development, Geneva, 1976, p.62.

5. G. Muthaih, mrhe Green Revolution — Participation by
Small Vs.-Large Farmers“, Indian«Journal of Agricul
tural Economics, Vol.XXVI, No.1, 1971 and also see

Parthasarathy and Prasad, ”Season—wise Progress
1High fielding Varieties in Andhra Pradesh — Role

9, September 1971,3

6. s.e.x. Penikar £1980).

Economic'Tariables”, Economic and Political Weekly,
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adopt high—yielding varieties. In Kuttanad taluk index
of rice production increased from 100 to 167 during
1973-74 to 1983-84 (Table 7.4). In the case of sample
farmers output per acre has increased by 3.23 per cent
during the period (Table 7.5). In the case of small
farmers percentage increase is by 12.14 per cent, medium
farmers 3.69 per cent and big farmers 0.29 per Cent.
Thus, even after increased supply of agricultural credit
and intensive cultivation farmers could not bring suffi
cient changes in the output pattern.

Now the question is to what extent adoption of
high yielding varieties has altered the output pattern.
This is important because the farmers are supposed to
increase output income. For analysing the percentage

share of high—yielding varieties to total output, taluk—
wise figures are not available, hence figures for Alleppey
district are used. ‘The district figures show that
high-yielding varieties are highly used and contribute
a good portion to total output. FTable 7.6). In
Kuttanad taluk, in 1981-82, nearly 86 per cent of gross
area was under high—yielding varieties and tneir share
to tetni output is 87 per cent.7 Thus the contribution
c  '. 4.1, _. ‘ "— +- +—».‘! ~4— - -‘ L-.' 1».er iign yielding Varieties to tocai output lS High.

7. Statistics For Economic Planning (1983), p.156.
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7.1.8. Adoption of New Technology

Inadequate credit facilities have been argued as
the major factor responsible for the low benefits due
from modern technolOQY. New technology includes the use

of improved seeds, chemical fertilizers, insecticides
and pesticides etc. A judicious use of this is proved
to yield favourable results. The introduction of banks
to agricultural sector is, in fact, a part of this
programme. '?he banks coupled with co—operatives are

expected to create the most ideal environment for the
adoption of the modern farm technology.

The Indian farmers, because of their attachment

to traditional practice and risk aversion, are expected
to take some time to shift over to the new methods. ‘The

shift becomes a gradual process. So, to account the
benefits derived by the farmers through these practices
one has to examine the nature and rate of expansion of
the adoption of new methods. In 1973-74 only 45 per cent
of the farmers had adopted new techniques of production
(Table 7.7). In 1983-84, 76 per cent are using new
techniques. ‘Thus there is 67 per cent increase in the
rate of adoption. But the increase in the rate of
adoption is inversely related to the size of holding.
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In the case of big farmers it increased only by 14 per
cent, ’The study also revealed that many farmers are not
using the new techniques in an optimal way, Consumption
of fertilizers and pesticides in Kuttanad taluk is given
in table 7.8 and 7.9. Index of fertilizer consumption
increased from 100 in 1973-74 to 150 in 1983-84. In the

case of pesticides, liquid pesticides consumption increased
.by 133 per cent, while solid pesticides consumption
increased by 356 per cent during the same period. ‘This
also reflects the adoption of new techniques of production
in agriculture.

7.1.9. Income Effect

‘The ultimate objective of all credit schemes is
to help the farmers to more to higher income levels.
Income refers to gross income from all sources. ‘The

income of all families depend on their farming features.

The net income is estimated by reducing costs of produc
tion from gross income. ‘Table 7.10 reveals that gross
income increased by 19 per cent and net income by 26
per cent among sample farmers. ‘This means that income
from farm operations has increased slightly.



7.1.10. Savings

Extension of loans to farmers not only enables
them to augment higher incomes, but also helps to
increase their savings. It is likely that the additional
income realised by them may be spent on improving their

standard of living. But at least a part can be presumed
to have been saved or invested in intensifying or diver
sifying agricultural operations. Diversification would
be in terms of purchasing allied activities like dairy
_farming and poultry keeping. ‘The credit facilities
provided by the banks should induce the borrower farmers

to keep a part of their savings in bank deposits. Unlike
private agencies who finance the agriculturist mainly to
make a living out of it, commercial banks have a social

responsibility to promote thrift and inculcate the habit
of self—reliance among the borrowers. The issue, there
fore, is to examine the extent to which the financing
institutions have succeeded in achieving these objectives.
For analysing the improvements in the saving pattern,

only savings from farm income are considered. It is
observed from table 7.11 that only 43 per cent of the
farmers have saved a part of their income. ‘The table
also gives the amount of savings. The size groupwise
analysis of the sample farmers indicates a clear positive
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relationship between the size and quantum of savings.
This clearly shows the need for additional efforts by
banks to stimulate saving habit among sample farmers.

7.1.11. Employment Effect

Different cost studies have shown that labour

absorption is very high in the farm operations of
Kuttanad. Still there is widespread unemployment and
underemployment. Increased supply of agricultural credit

and infrastructural development programmes have an
employment effect. Construction of permanent bunds

envisages high labour potential. Since the construction
work is highly labouraintensive, the project report
estimated that about 9000 workers will be engaged daily
for about 300 days a year. About 40 per cent of the
total cost required for planting coconut trees on bunds
will also have to be spent on labour.8 ‘The proposed
"infrastructural works of the project will generate
employment in substantial measure. By converting the

paddy fields into double cropping areas the expected’
additional employment has increased by 100 days a year.9

8. Kuttanad Development froject, {l97é).
r\9. Kuttanad Development Project, (1974).
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The scheme will also increase the employment opportuni
ties of educated people. ‘Table 7.12 shows the employment
of agricultural labour in 1973-74 and 1983-84. Labour
absorption increased by 117 per cent for the sample farmers.
Further, employment opportunities of female workers have

increased by 117 per cent and male workers by 115 per cent.
Even though there is increase in employment of sample
farmers (male and female), absorption of female workers

for farm operations is relatively high in Kuttanad. ‘This

is because of wage differentials. Thus, agricultural
credit and double cropping facility provided byjihe
government have increased employment for farm workers.

Increased supply of credit by government to
relieve farmer from the clutches of moneylenders did not

help small and marginal farmers. ‘The farmers in Kuttanad
who were once indebted to indigenous bankers have now

become indebted to the government. Moreover, institu»
tional credit could not control the operation of informal
money market. ‘Though the credit schemes provided by the
government do have an employment effect, it did not
succeed in bringing agricultural development.
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7.2. Conclusions’

7.2.1. Capital Formation

7.2.1.1. The study finds that the farm asset structure
in Kuttanad is directly related to size of holdings. The
per acre fixed stock of capital increases upto 7.50 acres
and then diminishes as size increases. Investment on land

is the highest. Classification of capital formation
revealed that a major share of investment is for yield
increasing items. Borrowing is the major source of invest
mento

7.2.1.2. Major determinants of investment are high net
returns of farm investment, existence of share cropping,
savings, population, government investment, size of hold
ing and religious and social factors.

7.2.1.3. Capital requirement depends on the rate of
increase in agricultural production, rate of outflow of
labour, structureal changes and technological improve
ments.

7.2.2.1. ‘The most significant trend in paddy cultivation
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in Kuttanad is that tenancy is reappearing in a concealed
form. This may be seen 08 a reversal to an earlier insti
tutional arrangement of farming. This has occured in the
context of incomplete implementation of land reform measures,

which did not bring about considerable change in the land
ownership pattern of agricultural labours. The major
beneficiaries of land reforms were intermediary tenants
who have been cultivating the land with hired labour. The
existing situation of unemployment and land hunger of the
landless agricultural labourers provide a fertile growth
for the emergence informal tenancy.

7.2.2.2. The interlinkages in the factoral market showed
that agricultural moneylenders are the major suppliers of
credit to tenants.

7.2.2.3. Landlords have no control over the credit market.
Hence their exploitation based on usury and tenancy is
negligible.

7.2.2.4. Since the agricultural moneylenders are leasing
out land and are also engaging in trading, there are
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interlinkage in the factoral markets and high level of
exploitation.

7.2.2.5. Agricultural moneylenders have control over
both the credit and commodity markets. Hence it is not
those who are not entering the land Lease market, but
those who borrow from moneylenders who are subject to

exploitation. Neither agrarian reforms, nor increased
credit supplied could make any effect on those informal
operations.

7.2.3. Borrowings

7.2.3.1. Big farmers-borrowed a good portion of the
total borrowings. Borrowing per acre diminished as size
of holdings increased. Of the total borrowings crop 1oan's
share is the highest. Big farmers borrowed a major portion
from institutional sources.

7.2.3.2. Estimated credit requirements revealed that
the credit requirements of the medium farmers are the
minimum.
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7.2.4. Indebtedness

7.2.4.1. Majority of the sample households are indebted
to different agencies. Cheap credit facilities did not
help them to reduce debt.

7.2.4.2. There is inverse relation between proportion
of indebted households and size of holdings. Average debt
per family and indebted family are directly related to
size of holdings. Debt per acre diminished as size of
holdings increased.

7.2.4.3 Debt asset ratio increases as size of holdings
increases. Ratio of debt to gross produce and sale
proceeds diminished as size of holdings increased.

7.2.5. Supply of Credit

7.2.5.1. Proportion of borrowings and proportion of debt
outstanding to organised sectors are high.

7.2.5.2. Co-operative societies are the most important
financing agency in Kuttanad. Fifty per cent of credit
is supplied by co—operative societies.

7.2.5.3. Increase in the supply of crop loans is very
.1high Compared to medium and long term crelit.



7.2.6. Interlinkages

(1)The interlinkages between organised nd unorga
nised sector are very weak.

7.2.7. Implied Interest Rates

In the informal credit market there no *1 {'1 L is }..l H1 H1 (0 H (D3rt’

types of credit transactions. There is considerable differw
ence between the actual and the implied interest rates.
The implied interest rate is very high. For each credit
transaction interest rate varies.

7.2.8. Land

Because of the various infrastructural develop
ments made by the government and the various credit pro
grammes organised by the institutional sources gross area
under cultivation increased. Increased land utilisation
could not bring changes in the cropping pattern. Increased
credit operations and land utilisation could not make
structural changes. The structural changes are due to land
reforms and redistribution of land. Credit helped small
peasants who benefited from these agrarian reforms. One
of the reasons for the informal leasing by landlords is

Q;the accumulated ebt. Many have even soic lane to escape
from the debt tr Q} ,‘\Ifro
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7.2.9. Output Pattern

The rate of growth of output is very low. The
percentage increase in the size of output is inversely
related to size of holdings.

7.2.10. New Techniggesflof Production

with the liberalisation of credit almost all
the farmers use high yielding Varieties and most of them
use new techniques of production.

7.2.11. Income

The ultimate aim of all the credit schemes is

to increase farmer's income. Net income generated from
paddy cultivation is very low.

7.2.12. Employment

The infrastructural developments and double
cropping increased the employment opportunities for the
agricultural labourers. Thus the agricultural credit
schemes have an employment effect.

7.2.13. Savings

Since the net income from farm operation is
very low, savings is also low. Even if something is left,
farmers are not prepared to reinvest in farm operations.



There is positive relation between savings and size of
holdings.

7.2.14. Credit and Capital Formation

Even though farmers avail medium and long term

loans which are intended for other purposes, they use them
for farm operations. Hence capital formation through
credit is very low.

7.3. Recommendations

7.3.1 Besides providing credit at a_cheaper cost,
banks should try, by all possible means, for the inculca
tion of saving habits among the borrower-farmers, for it
contributes to the farmer's long run economic prosperity.
The very provision of credit at lower interest rates
could invariably result in some surplus to the borrower,
if the amount borrowed is utilised for productive purposes.
Additional incomes would always have the tendency to

tempt the farmer to use it for consumption or for unpro
ductive social expenditure. In such a case a borrower is
likely to become a permanent debtor.

7.3.2. The extension of the credit facility to the
‘Isame set of farmers year after year would not facilitate

the extension of services to a larger number of deserving



farmers. To overcome this, the banks should try to develop
self-reliance among farmers. Schemes embodied with some

built—in—saving mechanism may work out as a more effective
tool.

7.3.3. The need for the provision of consumption
credit to small farmers has been well recognised by the
public sector banks. Gold loan transactions suggest that
majority of the farmers borrow these loans before harvest
and redeem the pledged ornaments after the harvest. But
their interest rates are high compared to farm loans.
Because of their very nature gold loans can be utilised
for consumption purposes. Then why not the gold loans be
treated as production-cum-consumption credit and accord
ingly their interest charges be reduced ?

7.3.4. One of the reasons for the diversion of crop
loans to unspecified purposes is that they are sanctioned
and made available at inappropriate time. The farmers
are tempted to use the amount for unproductive purposes.
As far as possible, loans should be made available at
the required time.

7.3.5. The problem of multiple financing can be sclvec
to a great extent by resorting to any one of the following
I'E".C-352.11 S 3

* A fanner borrowing from different financial institutions
for same ourpose.



7.3.5.1. Each financing unit should be assigned a
certain group of villages according to the convenience
and the respective financing unit may be called the
principal agency. It should be given the primary respon
sibility of all priority credit needs of the specified
area. If any one desires to go to some other institution
for any reason, he may be required to confine his liabi
.lities in one institution only and the fact may be
recorded with the principal agency. This information must
be made available to the neighbouring institutions when
ever required.

7.3.5.2. The identity cards given to the cultivators
should contain all landholding details of the cultivators,
.his credit transaction details and its production should
be insisted at the time of the sanction of every loan.
Whenever a financial institution makes advances it should
mark the details of the advances. Moreover, the cards
should be_cancelled when the loans are repaid. Of these
two suggestions, the second one can be of more utility
for farmers and banks.

7.3.6. Many small peasants are ignorant about the
various credit schemes, interest charges and other con
ditions. Financing agencies should take more initiative
to organise farmers and impart details regarding credit
schemes.



7.3.9.3. Village committees should be formed for
supervision and recovery of loans.

7.3.10. Institutional agencies should change their
orientation and instead of trying to achieve targets
their aim should be to help farmers. They should give
emphasis to both quantitative and qualitative aspects of
institutional credit.

_ In spite of planning and economic development
the basic problems in the agrarian economy of Kuttanad
persists. In a backward agricultural economy mere pro
vision of credit unsupported by other measures will have
limited results. The be effective, credit provision
should form part of an overall development programme.

Very little borrowed money was spent on improvement of the

productive resources of the agriculturists. It follows
that agriculture has not reached the stage where farmers
can make a productive use of credit, and thereby increase
agricultural production. As agriculture is subsistence
oriented,-the productive interest in the agricultural
credit is weak and it is difficult to distinguish credit
for productive purposes from that for consumption

purposes. It is only at later stages of agricultural
development that productive element in the agricultural
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7.3.7. The problem of overdues is to be dealt with
seriously. There are two categories of defaulties, viz.,
wilful and non-wilful. In the case of wilful defaulters
more stringent action is to be taken with the support of
the government. Collection of dues from the other group
should be made in convenient instalments and fresh finance

should be given to them.

7.3.8. In case of crop failure government should
declare failure of crops in genuine cases for rescheduling
repayment period and the co-operative societies should
utilise conversion facilities granted by the Reserve Bank
of India.

7.3.9. One of the contributory factors for overdues
is the diversion of credit. Emphasis should be given to
better utilisation of credit. In View of this following
measures may be taken :

7.3.9.1. Production credit advanced to small and
marginal farmers should be linked to some amount of con
sumption credit in order to separate them from non~insti—
tutional agencies.

7.3.9.2. Non-agricultural schemes should be implemented
to supplement farmer's income.



credit increases. However, efforts should be made to
bring about change in the character and demand for credit.
In bringing about such change it is necessary to impart
education to the farmer to change his living conditions.
Emphasis must be given on agricultural extension and its
linking with credit.

Despite the introduction of multi-agency
approach, supply of agricultural credit continues to be

inadequate. both in coverage and in amount. Though the
direction of institutional credit has changed towards
the small and marginal farmers, its impact is insignificant.
This shows the importance of the proper utilisation of
credit. For recycling of funds in greater volume recovery
of institutional dues is to be emphasised. There must be
proper integration between quantitative and qualitative
aspects of agricultural credit. The study shows that
mere multiplication of the institutional agencies along
cannot solve the problem of inadequate institutional
credit supply: but emphasis should also be given to the
qualitative aspects.
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APPENDIX ; 1

THE AGRARIAN Ecomopng o}.L1gU1:'rANAD

Geographically Kuttanad is considered as the
man—made granary of Kerala. It is the best example of
land reclamations from water through the ages. By and
large, the whole of Kuttanad is a homogenous area; The
region possesses common physical characteristics : it has
common problems. "In its physical aspects as well as in
the conditions that govern the agricultural life of the
people, Kuttanad is markedly distinct from the rest of
the country".l

In ancient days the term Kuttanad referred to much
larger area than what it connotes at present. ‘There are
references of Kuttanad in'Pamil literature.2 Apart from
these historical records there are also certain legends
connected.with Kuttanad.3

1. ‘r.K. Velupillai,'Travancore State Mannal, Government
of'Travancore, 1940, Vol.IV, p.699.

2. Government of Kerala, Report of the Kuttanad En ui
Commission, Government Press, Trivandrum, 1972.

3. John Abraham, Iggtggnad, Kerala Sasthra Sahythiya
Parishad,‘Trivanarum, 1980.



(ii)

Kuttanad region in Kerala, as is fairly understood
and recognised, is a low—lying deltaic region dominated by
wet lands. It is the lowest portion of landmass sloping
from mountainous highlands and merging with low land

deltaic formation of the four river system viz., Meenachil,
Maniwalayar, Pampa and Achancoil. Most of the region is
lying below sea level and waterlogged almost throughout
the year; subjected to continued floods during the monsoons
and advance of salinity during summer months.

It is difficult to determine the cut-off point to
ga; ate the region since the landmass in Kuttanad is

not independent parcel,but a hydrological continuance
cutting across administrative boundaries and interlinked
by an intervening water course system of rivers, water Ways,
lakes and backwaters. Earlier studies on Kuttanad have

defined Kuttanad differently.4 ‘The High Level Committee5

attempted to identify the core of Kuttanad region by
delineating the most homogenous area around the river

systems. The demarcation region includes all the revenue

4. Government of Kerala, Report of the Kuttanad Enquiry
Commission 1971, Government Press, Trivandrum, 1972,
also see P.H. Vaidyanathan, Kuttanad Development
Scheme (1954), Kuttanad Development Project (1974),
Report on Comprehensive Development of Kuttanad (1980).
Map of Kuttanad is also appended.

5. Report on the Comprehensive Development of Kuttanad
(1980).



(iii)

villages falling within the area encircled by the communi

cation system. Conserting of the road linking'Thanneermukkom —
Alleppey — Haripad — Mavelikara and the railway line from

Mavelikara — Kottayam — Kaduthuruthy and again the road from

there to Vaikom. Essentially the punja land subjected to
the hazards of floods and salinity and mutually interlinked
by the hydrological system from the base for delineating, 6the region.

Although delineating the Kuttanad region substan
tial homogeniuy in physical features has been accomplished,
it has to be recognised that considerable heterogeneity
exists within the region with respect to agro—ecological
conditions which is reflected in the potential constraints
and possibilities for the resource use. Incidence of
flood submergence, vulnerability to saline intrusion and
acidity of the soil are reflected on the land use.

Seven agro—ecological zones have been identified
in Kuttanad region and delineated taking padashekarams as
the unit. ‘They are (1) Upper Kuttanad (2) Lower Kuttanad
(3) Kayal lands (4) North Kuttanad (5) Coastal Kuttanad
(6) Purakkad Kari and (7) Vaikom Kari.

6. For more details of villages refer appendix — 2
Report on Comprehensive Development of Kuttanad (1980).



(iv)

‘The area and population characteristics are given
in table 1. ‘The region is densely populated with 904
persons per sq.km. against the state average of 549.7 The
scheduled castes constitute 7 per cent of the total popu.
lation. ‘The proportion of literate persons is relatively
high with a little over 77 per cent of the population
against state average of 60 per cent. ‘The family size is
also comparatively large with 6.2 persons for family.
Similarly the dependent ratio is high with one working
person supporting 3.45 persons. Among the workers agricul
tural labour is the largest single group constituting nearly
38 per cent of the total workforce which is nearly the same
as the state average. However, cultivators constitute
relatively a smaller proportion with a little over 9.4 per
cent of the workforce.

Besource and Development

Land, water and human labour are the basic
resources of Kuttanad region. Optimisation of the use of
these basic resources is influenced by the various confin
gurations of agro-ecological and social factors.

7. 1971 Census.
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Climate

Kuttanad.region experiences fairly uniform temper
ature throughout the year which ranges between 21°C and

36°C. Humidity in general is very high throughout the
year. ‘The annual average rainfall received is around 325cm
of which 83 per cent is received during the monsoon
months.

‘Topography

The geological evolution of Kuttanad basis and the
consequent setting up of the area by the alluvial deposits
brought down by the river systems have given rise to a
continuum of three identifiable topographical features on
the Kuttanad landmass viz., the drylands, the wetlands and
the water spreads. Depending upon the elevation, the wet
lands are broadly distinguished into virippu and punja
lands. Although the distribution of the geographical area
between drylands, wetlands and water spreads varies from
one agro—ecological zone to the other, all the three types
are found all over the regions.

fipman Resources

As already indicated the density of population in
the region is over 1% times the state average. Qualitatively
it is superior in that the literacy rate is much higher
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than the state average (72 against 60 per cent). ‘The
worker participation rate of around 0.41 is almost the same
as the state average. Agriculture provides the largest
opportunity for employment. Cultivators and agricultural
labourers togetheremmnHm;to 47 per cent of the total
workforce as against 48 per cent of the state average. The
ratio of agricultural labour to cultivator in Kuttanad area
is 4 while it is only 1.8 for the state as a whole. The
proportion is as high as 6.85, 6.43 and 5.66 in the Purakkad
kari, Kayal land and lower Kuttanad zones respectively.
For the Upper Kuttanad, North Kuttanad and Vaikom kari the

proportion is 3.85, 3.65 and 2.14 respectively.

Another significant feature of the cultivator 
agricultural labour correlation in this region is the wide
difference that persists in the ownership pattern of land
as reflected by the per capita land available. per culti
vator and agricultural labour. Cultivable land available
per cultivator in this region is 3.4 hectares, while for
agricultural labour it is 0.85 hectares on which he has
to seek employment. There is considerable variation
within the region in the per capita cultivable land
available for agriculture which is as high as 6.17 hectares
in Kayal land zone and as low as 2.18 in Vaikom kari.
More or less the same pattern is observed for drylands
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and wetlands. Per capita dryland available for the culti
vator is around 1.l.hectares for the region, while it
varies from 0.64 in upper Kuttanad and 3.11 in the coastal
.Kuttanad. Similarly for the region the per capita wetland
available per cultivator is 2.3 hectares, ranging from
1.05 hectares in Vaikom kari zone to 5.32 hectares in

kayal land.

On the other hand cultivable land available per
agricultural labour fOr‘the region is 0.85 and the range
is only from u.63 hectares in Upper Kuttanad to 1.16
_,s;ares in coastal Kuttanad. Although the dryland avail
able per worker shows considerable variation between the

zones, the variation for wetland is not very sharp. The
per capita dryland available for agricultural labour for
‘it: region is 0.27 hectares and the range is from 0.13
hectares in kayal land to 0.65 hectares in coastal
"“t+an"‘. For the region the per capita availability of
wetland for agricultural labour is 0.57 hectares, while
the range is only 4,6 in upper Kuttanad and 0.82 in kayal
land zone.

gunjahcultivation

‘The method of rice cultivation in Kuttanad for

the present single crop is known as punja crop. ‘The
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special features of punja cultivation are bunding and
bailing out water before the fields are prepared for culti
vation. ‘The main hazards peculiar to cultivation in this
area are the acidity of the soil, ingress of salinity,
high incidence of pests and diseases and the menace of
various types of weeds.

‘The present single crop cultivation of rice in
Kuttanad is staggered. In the areas nearer to the
Vembanad lake the cropping season is from October to Febru,

ary, before the intrusion of salinity. In areas comprising
the deltaic region of the rivers, the crop is raised from
Jezember onwards.

Immediately after harvesting the operations for
the next year's crop start with a minimum of two rounds of

ploughing, one length—wise and the other crossgwise, along

with the application of powdered burnt lime to neutralise
the acidity of the soil. Fields are then flooded by
letting in water through sluices in the bunds and the water
remains in the fields throughout the southwest monsoon

period. In August-September, when water goes down to

manageable levels, the outer bunds encircling the fields.
which may have been damaged by floods are repaired. ‘The

second round of ploughing starts when the flood waters of
southwest monsoon subside. ‘This helps to stir up the soil
and allow fresh water to perculate into the soil.
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Dewatering the fields commences soon after the wet

ploughing and the completion of repairs to the outer bunds.
When dewatering is completed, the smaller inner bundsl

demarking individual plots within each padashekaram are
repaired. Sowing is done by broadcasting in most parts of
the area. 'Transplantation is also adopted in some places.
With the introduction of high yielding varieties, large.
amount of fertilizers and pesticides are used. Harvesting
is done by cutting the ear heads below the flag leap which
is known as 'thalakoithu'.

Euttanad Development Scheme

Over the past one and half centuries there has been
considerable efforts for utilizing the resource endowments
of Kuttanad. Partly these efforts were sporadic at the
initiative of the local community, while some others were

organised and state-sponsored. ‘The important schemes arn:

1. 'Ihcttappally spilling.
2. Alleppey — Changanacherry Road cum Canal.
3. R Block Reclamation.
4, Salt Water Barrier at’Thannermukkom.

5. Improvements to Padashekharam for the KLDC Schemes.
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1. Thottappally_Spillway

Thottappally spillway was intended to lead directly

to the sea upto 64000 cusecs of floodwaters and thereby to
reduce the flood levels in Kuttanad region and avoid the
consequent damage to life and property in the area. Even
though the spillway proper has been completed, the discharge
so far obtained has never exceeded 20/25000 cusecs. There
fore, the flood hazards in the region, particularly in the
area south of Alleppey - Changnacherry road still persist.
yThe fault is not that of the spillway scheme, but that of
the failure to complete it in all aspects originally designed
and planned for. More particularly it is the nonimplementation
of improvements to leading channel included as part of the
scheme that has actually caused certain problems in the
vicinity of this spillway. when the spillway is opened, the
flood water in the canals develop very high velocities. And
this erodes the bunds of the adjoining_padasekharam causing
collapse of the bunds and extensive damage to the fields. It
is not as if Government has not recognised the importance of
completing this part of the spillway scheme. But for some
inexplicable reasons, the recognition of the importance does
not appear to be matched by adequate follow-up in terms of its
practical implementation. The improvement to leading channel
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and the protection of the side bunds have been included as
one of the infrastructural works to be done under the KLDC

scheme.

2. Alleppey - Changanacherry Road-Cum—Canal

This part of the Kuttanad Development Scheme is

intended to provide better communication facilities in
Kuttanad area. while meeting this important need of the
area. it would appear that sufficient attention has not been
bestowed on the effects such a road formation cutting
across the waterflow would have in increasing the flood
hazards in the region south of the road. A canal alongside
the road was also planned to be executed simultaneously in
the road, persumably with a view to carrying the floodwaters
blocked or trapped by the road along into the sea. This
part of the programme remains a half done job. The flood
hazards in the area have aggravated on account of another
development, namely the setting up of cross canal by private
encroachments. Restoration of these canals to their full
use should be undertaken.

3. Construction of Permanent Bunds ‘R’ Block Reclamation

References has been made to the system of paddy cul

tivation in lands lying below the sea level by temporarily
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reclaimings them from waters by putting up bunds and therew

after bailing of water from the fields for preparing the
land for cultivation and later by letting in water in requi
site doses and appropriate timings. These bunds were built
by private landowners owning these }ands;, The bunds so

constructed would get submerged during floods. This helps in
bringing considerable quantities of silt to fertilise the soil.
Immediately prior to taking up of cultivation the top crest
of the bunds are to be renewed and necessary repairs executed

in the entire bunds. The disadvantage in this practice is
that the bunds would be subjected to severe strain especially
during the spring tides in November, causing breaches result
ing in loss of crops. Taking inspiration from the experience
of Holland and patterned accordingly, an experimental effort
was made to build nonsubmergible permanent bunds at 180 cm

above MSL with a top width of 3 meters and facilities to keep
the land dry through a system of drainage and continuous
pumping out of water through pumps set up at strategic points.
This project is generally known as ‘R’ Block Scheme, the name
being derived from the padashekharam where it was executed.

‘The intention of the project was to raise additional crop of
paddy in these lands. The project was a failure in achieving

._.._.... _

fig V.R. Pillai and P.G.K. Panikar (1965).
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this objective. %ome enterprising agriculturists have taken
up cultivation of dry land crops in this area.

4. Salt water Barrier at Thanneer Mukkom

Thanneermukkom barrier has effectively prevented
intrusion of saline water into the Kuttanad region. It is
argued that the absence of saline water in the region will
cause undesirable changes in the ecology of Kuttanad.9 In
earlier years the entry of saline water has effectively
destroyed the African payal growing in Kuttanad waters. The
Thanneermukkom barrier, by preventing this salt water, has
contributed to luxuriant and unchecked growth of this weed.

The lack of abundant flow prevents flushing out of polluting
material wastes discharged into the water-spread area which
causes health problems. The absence of saline water has
affected the fish population particularly the growth of prawns.

The advantages of the project are :

1. the stabilisation of paddy cultivation in an area of over
50000 hectares:

2. enabling crops other than coconut to be taken up exten
sively in dry land:

9. For were details see K.P. Kannan, “Socio Economic And
“cclogical Consequences of water Control Projects" :
he Case of Kuttanad in Kerala (India. Centre for

Eevelopment Studies, Trivandrum, 1979.
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3. the possibility in the long run of a second crop of
paddy being raised, if not in the entire paddy area
of over 50000 hectares, at least in substantial parts
thereof.

Kerala Land Development Corporation (KLDC) Scheme

The KLDC scheme consists of infrastructural works to

be done at Government expense and the improvements to

padasekharam bunds to be executed by financing the same

initially with funds obtained from financial institutions
and subsequently recovering the money from the beneficiary
landowners in instalments. The project area consists of
rice fields grouped in blocks, spread over 79 villages, each
village having one or more blocks. It is proposed to take
up construction of bunds and ancillary works in the first
instance in 1129 padasekharam grouped in 438 blocks in 50

villages. out of 438 blocks. in 133 blocks covering an area
of 22534 hectares, the cost of bund construction per hectare
of land benefited is estimated to be 3.2500 in 129 blocks

with an area of 16548 hectares, the cost is likely to be
between 3.2500 and m.37S0 per hectare,in 79 blocks with an

area of 6845 hectares, the cost may range between %.3750 and
m.5000 per hectare and in the remaining 97 blocks with an
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area of S810 hectares, the cost may exceed %.5000 per
hectare. The plan was to complete the construction of
permanent bunds during the period of six years.

The outlay of the project, exclusive of overheads
investment is estimated at %.243 million. The planting
of coconut seedlings on the permanent bunds envisaged in
the project is estimated to cost %.1.6 million. This has
not been included in the cost of the project or the expen
ses for this work will be met by the owners of the bunds.
On an average 160 coconut seedlings will be planted on one
kilometre of bund at an estimated cost of 3.800 per kilo
metre. The total outlay of the project inclusive of
Thanneermukkom.barrier is estimated at %.289.6 million.

The main benefit to be derived from the project is the
raising of an additional rice crop in an area of 52000 hectares
in the project area. The additional annual production on
completion of the project is estimated to be not less than
100000 tonnes of rice valued at over %.l50 million at the

average market price. on an average, the incremental income
from the second crop is estimated at over %.lOO0 per hectare.
The incremental income will be more than sufficient to meet

-the annual debt service charges.
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An additional benefit from the project is the income
from coconut. The total yield of coconut from 300000 trees
planted on the bunds is estimated at about 15 million nuts
per annum valued at about $.12 million when the trees reach

the full bearing capacity. Coconut husk is the raw material
for the coir industry, which earns foreign exchange. Toddy
is another valuable product of the coconut tree. Thus the .
coconut trees to be planted on the bunds in the project area
would contribute substantially to the economy of the area.
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APPENDIX _ 2

QUESTIONNAIRE - 1

DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED ECONOMICS

UNIVERSITY OF COCHIN

COCHIN - 682 022'

GENERAL INFORMATIONS

1. District :
2. Taluk
3. NES Block :
4. Village5. Place :6. Date :
PERSONAL DATA

1. Name of the Head
of the Household :

2. Religion :3. Caste :
4. Address



III. FAMILY PARTICULARS

D1. I - - - EeIa£ion . - “ - - u Qarital EducationNo. Name to the Sex A9 Status
Head of
the House
hold. . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ .........0.._.........._-.............1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Occupation No. of Holdings Size of Remarks
Holdings8 9 10 11

IV. DETAILS OF LAND UNDER FAMILY ACCOUNT
s

Sl.No. Particulars Acre Value ‘Year Remarfis1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Ancestral
2. Purchased
3. Land Received under Land

Dist. of Government

4. Land Received under Land
Reforms Act
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5. Land‘Taken on Mortgage
6. Land Resumed from‘Tenant

7. Land Leased in
8. Land Sold
9. Land Lost under Land Reforms Act

10. Land given on Mortgage
11. Land Leased out

12. Size of operational Holdings
(1 to 7) — 8to 11)

13. Total holdings (1 to 7)
14. Land under Paddy Cultivation
15. Orchards

16. Area under coconut cultivation

1. No. of coconut trees
2. No. of Fruit Bearing‘Trees

17. Homestead

18. Others

19. Gross cropped Area

20. Net cropped area



V.

_ 4 _

NUMBER OF MANDAYS USED FOR AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS
(MANDAYS)

operations _ _ - ‘_°."Pi‘ _ _ _ _ _ _Sf°E’“E‘ ftp. - _.
Family Labour Hired Family HiredLabour Labour Labour
M F M F M F M iF2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Construction of
Bands

Maintenance of Bunds

Spading

Ploughing

Sowing

Weeding

Manuring

Dewatering

Replantation

Harvesting

Dry & Stocking

Plucking Coconuts

Spading Orchards
Others

Total
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VI. WAGE RATE AND WAGE PAYMENTS

jiijif-lC.CCZ1XuG¢di£111.:-njjjjjq-#1-ifinj
No. M F days1331:13--jjxufijuunxll-jg-mug.-u:.g¢:I¢p1.‘gn:..g:1j

A.1. Construction of
Bunds

2. Maintenance of
Bunds

3. Spading
4; Ploughing
5. Sowing
6. Weeding

7. Manuring
8 . Watering and

Dewatering

9._ Replantation
10. Harvesting
ll. Drying and

Storing

B, Coconut:

1. Spading
2. Manuring
3. Plucking

C. Others Specify



VII, COST OF CUUTIVHTIONS . . P S "
Ni. Operation _ _ _ Enfla_ _ _ ‘ _eEOEd_bfO§ _ _

Cost/Acre ‘Total Cost/ Total_ Acre _ _ _ _ _ _1 2 3 4 5 6Z1511227.-.111:-jgjilctjjtinlla-911111
1. Construction of Bunds
2. Repairs of Bunds
3. Pumping
4. Ploughing
5. Weeding
6. Levelling
7. Seeds (Units)

1. Home produced
2. Purchased

8. Sowing
9. Transplanting
10. Supervision
11. Permanent Farm Servants
12. Manuring

1. Home produced
2. Purchased

13. Liming
14. Pesticides
15. Harvesting

'16.’Transporting
17. Drying and Stocking
18. Rent of Land leased in
19. Interest
20. Taxes
21. Others



VII. INCOME — SOURCEWISE

1 1 a— an on no -H -1 an 1 1 0-! 1 1 1 at .1 1 1 0-0 1 1 1 a0 3 3 I Z

1. Paddy
1. Punja
2. Second Crop

2, Coconut

3. Other Crops
Total from Cultivation

4. Livestock
5. Household Industry
6. Wages Received as

Agricultural Labour
7. Other wages/salaries
8. Hire charges for

1. Animal

2. Equipments
9. Rent

1. Land
2. Building

10 Interest
11. Pension Remittance etc.



IX. FARM ASSETS STRUCTURE

81. Items Present Acquisition Disposal“No, _ _ . . _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ - — — — —I- — — — 
lue ce lue of sons

Mo
ney

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
1

2. Bunding
3. Levelling
4. Reclamation
5. Fencing

B. Orchards
C. Building

1. Farm shed
2. Cattle shed
3. Godown

D. Irrigation
1. Channels
2. Pumpsets
3. Others

E. Machinery
Driller
Grinder?
Othersl

F. Implementse
G. Cattle

Bullocks
Cows
Buffaloes

H. Others
Tctal
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XII. DISPOSAL OF PRODUCE

_ - ‘ :Tota1_ Home Con: — Kept-for gaidSl‘NO° Items Production sumption seed to
Labour1 2 3 4 5 6

Feed to Sold Other Uses Surplus Remarks
f“i“f1f_I6Z".é'I5I__-___._,-___-_._-___-.,7 8 9 10 11 12 13.

XIII. HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURE

Sl.No. Items Purchased from_ Total
_b fiarkeg _ _ _§o§sumeg;_ Remarks

Qty. Rate Value Qty, Value1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1. Food grains
2. Pulses
3. Vegetables
4. FiSh& Meat

5. House Rent/Repair
6. Education
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Ceremonies

8. Litigation
9. Entertainment
10.‘Transport
11. Fuel

12. Clothing
13. Miscellaneous

‘Total

Ofliifilijnnnqfij-Qiuxnmuécanct-3-011.-I-0

XIV. GRAIN LOANS BORROWED

>19 % u m m56 >, 2.: :2.  .43. am,Z.O 2 O E) g)  S-I 4.;-,1en E 0 B‘ m .4 p 8 fig;03 O O‘ 5 5 m C m 5 m0 ¢ a: C1 > H m {Rm
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

XV. OUTSTANDING DUES

1. Is any amount due to you ftom others
2. If so what is the amount due to you
3. Details of Dues
Notes :

1 sun 13 1 0. 1 an

m
S

r-I
ID

5*” U)-«-NU .54+JH u
‘E03 ‘°do) E020: 01
10 11
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XVI. INDEBTEDNESS.: : x g — g(U 5... E:33 '-H 8 “'6s;f3cu .3 #3  '-I-I 3'30" °° “°>- “J v rv <v~r+ o‘é4»rc :sro333$G’*’3<°o (J 0 C 1: :4 H 54 a; C-H T3 013 0'0 LJE1£3 M
2; C n. 5 +> am 3 5 a)§ cim H T1“ van L4m 4; m_; g 3 g 3 :3 fi 8 U 0:; a; L40 «am 5:; c Emgn an 4 Z oroecv > 0.5 m> o<1J_ga)1--I Z U} 2204 “CD5 0 D-:00-’aOU)D.’. ,>_,CL’.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1o 11 12 13 14 I15 16

XVII. UTILISATION OF INPUTS

1. Which type of seeds are you using —
7Traditional or Modern

If Traditional seeds are used,
Give Reasons.

If modern seeds are used, for how many years areyou using it ? “
Adoption of improved seeds during the last
four years
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Year Vari- Qty. Purchased Area Covered Output per Re—
ety ____________________ ______ _ .§_<g_r_‘§_ marks

Punja Second Punja Sec; Punja Sc_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ond; _cond1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
198i

1982

1983

1984

‘Traditional Variety

Year Vari— Qty. Purchased Area covered Output/ Re
ety ____________ __ ____________ __§g§9____ marks

Punja Second Punja Second Punja Sec
‘ond

6. Year of first use
7. Whether Discontinued since First use ?

8. Fr0m.which source do you obtain
seeds — specify the agency,

9. Are you purchasing seeds on credit — YES/NO
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10. Of the total seeds purchased how much is
a) Credit portion
b) Purchased
0) Home produced HYV ‘Traditional

Notes :

11. What are the plant diseases and pests that affect
your crops ?

12. If you want to eliminate them, what methods do
you usually adopt ?

13. If plant protection chemicals are used, give details.

Year Variety gty:_E3E§ha§ed _§§e§_C9ve£ed Re- .11
Punja Second Punja Second marks1 2 3 4 5 6 '7 H 1

14. From which agency do you purchase these items ?

15. Do you purchase it on credit ? YES/NO
16. Agencies which give credit‘?
17. Of the total what is the credit portion ?
18. For which crop do you use more plant

Notes

'7protection chemicals
0
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19. Fertilizer consumption

Year Vari- Qty. Pur— Fertilizers Area cover; Va— Re
ety __cha§ed u_sed__/_ acre _ _ _e_c_1_ _ lue marks

Pun— Sec- Pun- Second Pun- Secondja ond ja. ja1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1981

1982

1983

1984

Notes :

20. From which sources do you purchase them ?

21. Do you purchase it on credit ?
22. Agency which gives credit

23. How much is the credit portion ?
24. Do you use natural fertilizers YES/NO

1. Purpose
2. Area
3. Quantity
4. Value
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XVII. KLDC SCHEME IN KUFTANAD

1. Area covered : Not covered :
2. Outer area : Inner area :
3. How many acres of it are under

double cropping in the last four years ?

Season 1981 1982 1983 1984 Total
2:2; 6u£-'}{£~e; '01}; ‘fie; "oil; Z.rI;a' 8u£-”A2e; Salput put: put put put

Punja
Second

Total

4. How many coconut trees are planted in these areas ?
No. of Fruit—bearing trees :

5.‘Total credit received fwr this scheme ?

6. Amount repaid.

Notes :
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QUESTIONNAIRE - 2

DEPARLMENT OF APPLIED ECONQMICS
UNIVERSITY OF COCHIN

.COCHIN — 682 022

scHEDULEiro ASSESS THE SUPPLY or AGRICUUTURAL CREDIT FROM

COMMERCIAL BANKS

1. District : 2.
3. Village : 4.
5. Name of the Commercial Bank :

6. Status
7. Is it an AgriculturalDevelopment Bank :
8. Area of Operation :
9. Date of Opening the Branch :

O

10. Date and year in which the
Branch started financingagriculture :

11. What type of security you :
generally prefer ?

12, During which season or
month the demand for loansis very high :

13, During which month is therepayment of loans _utilised for agricultural '
purpose is the highest ?

14. What are the problems
that you face in financing
agriculture at branch level
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SCHEDULE TO ASSESS THE SUPPLY OF AGRICUUTURAL CREDIT FROM

1965 to 1984 OCTOBER
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CASE_STUDY OF MONEYLENDERS

1. District 2 2. Taluk 2
3. Village : 4. Date :
5. Name

6. Major Occupation :
6.(a). Income 2 m. _A
7. Landholdings in acres
8. Operated Holdings :
9. Leased out : 10. Leased in 2
11. Amount Borrowed Source—wise.

Source Amount Pur— Date Securi~ Intern Mode ofpose ty est Repayment1 2 3 4 d 5 6 7
Z 1 X 1 :1 an an: is to uni nun 1 d. II- III 0-! f U": -Q —- u-an i an 1-D av ufi nfi $0 51

CI 1 OS -0 in nu! CQ 1 1 1 3 :3 on 1 1 up; 1‘ c- .1 —i 1 on 1 x on» -Q .1 1 g.

innZ1€"C:l|CCX2j11CIID0I$j:o—u¢nu-1-nujuxpao....91
Purpose No. ofd Amount Date Secup Inter» Mode ofborrow— m. rity est’ Repayment

ing
OH -C j 1 j 1 0-! Z 1 1 3 1 1 ab 1 1 O4 1 an: an Z -Z fi at fin I-D —Q 2 ‘

no _. 1 3 ex IIF CO 1 1 1 i 1 1 -3 Z 1 1 I QC i 1 i Z ax j T I I 



Credit Ove rdues No . ofOutstandp Amount Defaultersing (in E.)8 9 10
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13. Preference for Security :
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